Kirkland Alliance of Neighborhoods
December 10, 2014 at 7PM
Peter Kirk Room, City Hall
123 Fifth Avenue (south entrance, Lower level)

AGENDA
7:00 - 8:00

Joint Study Session on the Aquatic, Recreation and Community (ARC) Center
 Jenny Schroder, City of Kirkland Parks and Community Service Director
 Adam White, Chair, Kirkland Park Board
 KAN representatives

8:00 – 8:15

Neighborhood Services Report, Kari Page, Neighborhood Outreach
Coordinator
 Neighborhood Grant allocation
 Neighborhood Safety Program
 CIP
 Park Lane Project update
 Hotsheet

Marijuana Regulations Code
Amendments, Eric Shields, Director,
Kirkland Department of Planning and
Community Development

8:15 – 8:30

8:30 – 8:45

Neighborhood Plans, Eric Shields,
Director, Kirkland Department of Planning
and Community Development

8:45 – 8:55

Public Comment

8:55 – 9:15

Liaison Reports and KAN business
 Procedure for approval of minutes
 Open discussion

Next meeting:
January 14, 2015

The Kirkland Alliance of Neighborhoods (KAN) is a coalition of the City’s Neighborhood Associations. KAN fosters communication and awareness
of issues affecting the neighborhoods among the Neighborhood Associations, the City and appropriate entities. KAN is an effective, collegial voice
for the neighborhoods and a valued resource for the City.

KAN Meeting Minutes
11/12/2014
Peter Kirk room, City Hall
7‐9 pm
Neighborhood Reps Attending:
Central Houghton – Lisa McConnell and Brian Staples (Chair)
Everest – Anna Rising (Chair & KAN Interim Chair)
Evergreen Hill ‐ none
Finn Hill Neighborhood Alliance – Jon Pascal
Highlands – Karen Story (Chair), Debbie Ohman
Juanita Neighborhoods ‐ Doug Rough (Co‐Chair)and Karen Lightfeldt
Lakeview Neighborhood – Lori Isch (Interim Chair)
Market – Michelle Sailor (Chair)
Moss Bay – Bea Nahon (KAN Interim Chair)
Norkirk – Janet Pruitt (Chair) and Karen Edgerton
North Rose Hill – none
South Rose Hill/Bridle Trails – Rodney Rutherford (Co‐Chair)
Totem Lake – none
City Staff Attending:
Kari Page

Interim Chair Bea Nahon convened the meeting at 7 pm.
State of the City Address
Bea asked for a nod of heads in support of hosting another KAN “State of the City” address in
February, to become an annual event. A February event gives a new mayor time to come up to
speed, and coincides more closely with the address given annually to the Chamber of
Commerce. A majority of heads nodded yes.
Neighborhood Services Report, Kari Page, Neighborhood Outreach Coordinator
 Walkable Kirkland Initiative: The proposed 2015‐2016 city biennial budget
(http://www.kirklandwa.gov/depart/Finance_and_Administration/BudgetandFinance/B
udgetInformation.htm) includes $400K for a Walkable City Initiative, “to accelerate
efforts related to pedestrian and bicycle safety and school walk routes.” Half of this
money might be added to the Neighborhood Safety Program. The other half would be
used to leverage grant money for school walk route sidewalks.
 Neighborhood grant reimbursement requests are due by Dec. 10.
 The proposed city budget includes a 30% increase in neighborhood grant money for the
2015/2016 biennium. See page 8 of the KAN packet for a table of potential dollars per
neighborhood.
 Neighborhood Safety Program: Top two project “Priority and Scope” forms are due by
Dec. 10. Note that these are not full proposals.

 Please send a list of your Board members to Jeannie McGivern
(JMcGivern@kirklandwa.gov) as soon as possible as she is completing the
Neighborhood business licenses.
Parkplace Redevelopment
Bill Pollard, Jim Neal, Charlie Foushee from Talon Private Capital
Talon is proposing a scaled‐back version of the Parkplace master plan. For details, see the KAN
packet and the Talon website: http://www.talonprivate.com/news.html. A project‐specific
website is coming soon. To schedule a presentation for your neighborhood meeting, contact
Natalie Price, Community Outreach Director, at nprice@allisonpr.com.
The earliest that ground‐breaking on this project could occur is Spring 2016, and construction
will take about two years.
John Kappler, Vice Chair, Houghton Community Council
John spoke about the history and purpose of the Houghton Community Council. The Council
formed in 1968 after Houghton was annexed to Kirkland. There are seven elected members
serving 4‐year terms. Every four years Houghton residents vote on whether the Council should
continue to exist. Currently there are about 5 zoning codes that are different in Houghton than
in the rest of the city. In order to avoid any additional zoning code differences, the Council
works closely with the Planning Commission. We are invited to the Houghton Community
Council meetings the fourth Monday of the month at 7:00 p.m. in the City Council Chamber.
KAN Policy Document
Anna Rising moved to approve the KAN policy document, Janet Pruitt seconded, and there was
no discussion. The document was unanimously approved.
Election of Officers
Secretary: Janet Pruitt nominated Karen Story. Karen accepted and was unanimously approved.
Co‐chairs: Karen Lightfeldt nominated Bea Nahon and Lisa McConnell as co‐chairs. They
accepted and were unanimously approved.
Recognition of outgoing interim co‐chair
Bea recognized and thanked Anna Rising for her contributions as interim co‐chair over the past
six months.
ARC Update
Bea: KAN will have a joint meeting with the Park Board in December to discuss the ARC (Aquatic
& Recreation Center).
Karen Lightfeldt: The Juanita Neighborhood Association (JNA) is opposed to siting the ARC at
Juanita Beach Park (JBP) due to concerns about traffic and impact on JBP. She says the ARC
proposal includes insufficient parking spaces (275) and that swim meets at other local pools
draw 300‐400 cars.
KAN is currently in discussion and fact‐finding mode regarding the ARC.
The City will have the results of site research in the spring.
Comments
Karen Edgerton: The ARC should be sited near the CKC and near 405.
Michelle Sailor: McAuliffe Park should be considered.

Jon Pascal: Juanita needs and deserves the open space provided by JBP; this is a key component
of effective urban density and it should not be taken away. KAN should create a list of qualities
that an ARC site should meet.
Rodney Rutherford: Consider multiple smaller locations rather than everything in one rec
center.
Karen Lightfeldt: Services need to be together in one location to be economically viable.
Lisa McConnell: Would the city sell the NKCC property to help pay for a new site? (Since NKCC
services would move to the ARC.)
Karen Lightfeldt: The NKCC park space is needed in that neighborhood.
Jon: We should be educated about the ARC before the Park Board meeting.
Lisa: Agreed with Jon that KAN should draft a list of qualities that the ARC site should have.
Bea: The ARC report contains such a list (could serve as a starting point for KAN).
Lisa: We should also prioritize the proposed ARC services, in case we can’t afford them all.
Bea, Lisa, and Kari will meet with Jenny Schroder and Adam White, the Park Board chair, to plan
our meeting with them. Send Bea and Lisa suggestions for agenda items.
Public Comment
Elaine Darling spoke in opposition to siting the ARC at JBP. She says the city lists the “pros” of
the ARC, but also needs to list the “cons” so that voters understand the full impact of what they
are voting on; she will be pushing for this. She believes that the city is “promoting” the ARC, not
just studying it.
Camille DiClerico lives in Juanita and is opposed to siting the ARC at JBP. She wants the ARC at
McAuliffe Park, even though her property abuts the park. She thinks that only 400 people were
surveyed about the ARC and that isn’t a big enough sample. She wants to see the questions that
were asked in the survey.
Glen Buhlman lives in South Rose Hill. He believes that the ARC must be sited on the CKC for kid
access, and because all neighborhoods will be connected to the CKC.
Liaison Reports
Right Size Parking
Lisa: The Planning Commission approved Right Size Parking with the addition of a condominium
amendment, which says that condo developments are included in Right Size Parking.
(Previously, Right Size Parking only applied to multi‐family rental units.) The Right Size Parking
proposal provides a 15% parking reduction allowance for multi‐family developments if 1) They
are within a half mile of the Downtown Transit Center and 2) They provide a transit pass to units
in that development.
Bea: Council will consider Right Size Parking at their second meeting in January, and thus the
issue is open for comments to Council. KAN previously sent a letter to the Planning
Commission—should we submit this letter to Council, submit a new letter, or submit nothing?
Karen Story: Wants to submit a letter to Council.
Doug: Concerned about overflow parking from transit centers, which do not have enough
spaces.
Lori: Concerned about lack of effective bus infrastructure in Kirkland, to handle new pressures
from parking reductions.
Karen E: Bus access can be good, depending on where you live.

Anna: Lives on Everest bus route. Due to insufficient P&R spaces, many people park on the
street.
Jon: P&R code won’t be changed as part of Right Size Parking. The Planning Commission (Jon is
Vice‐Chair) is simply codifying what developers have already been doing by submitting parking
studies and asking for parking reduction variances (plus adding the extra 15% reduction for
transit center proximity). Jon reminded us that the proposed parking changes affect multi‐family
and condos only, not commercial or single family.
Bea: Just because developers are being given parking reductions doesn’t mean it’s a good idea.
The condo amendment wording needs work.
Lori: Asked Bea to circulate KAN’s original letter and ask for input (see Bea’s email from 11‐13‐
14).
Marijuana Interim Regulations
Janet Pruitt: In September, Council extended the interim regulations for six months. In October
they added an odor control ordinance. City staff are preparing the permanent regulations, which
will be based on the interim. There will be public hearings. No need for KAN involvement at this
point.
Downtown Parking Study
Michelle: Called our attention to the emails in the KAN packet between the Market
neighborhood and the city regarding the perceived lack of neighborhood involvement in the
downtown parking study. She reiterated the importance of involving the neighborhoods before
the city makes decisions.
Jon: The process should involve the neighborhoods earlier. There should be no
recommendations to council without neighborhood input.
Bea: The message KAN wants to send is that “earlier is better with everything.”
Neighborhood Plans
Anna: Everest didn’t know about the proposed changes to their neighborhood plan.
Kari: A different planner is assigned to each neighborhood. All proposed changes are based on
prior neighborhood input. Asked for a show of hands of which neighborhoods had not yet been
contacted by a planner; Lakeview and Norkirk raised their hands.
Lisa: Can we add a plan update “check‐in” to our December meeting?
Kari will invite planners to December meeting to give an update.
Miscellaneous
Drug Bust Houses
Doug: When asked about a recent drug bust house in Juanita, Police responded “Which one?”.
Apparently there have been multiple such houses in multiple neighborhoods. NAs can ask the
police for more info.
Next meeting is Dec. 10
Meeting adjourned 9:02.

Aquatics, Recreation and Community Center project
What’s happening now?
On October 21, the Kirkland City Council passed Resolution R-5076 ( 693KB),
authorizing additional search and analysis of sites to be considered for a potential
facility to provide for the recreation and aquatics needs of residents and authorizing
the Parks and Community Services Department to solicit additional community input.
Review ARC Concept Plan Draft Report ( 8.6MB).

Chronology – how did we get here?


2013, September 9th – School district approves Resolution No. 2166 confirms
modernization plans for Juanita High School will not include funding to replace
the pool. Also pledges to contribute funds in partnership with the City of
Kirkland to build a new pool, should the school 2014 bond pass.



2013, September 17th –City Council approves Resolution No. 5003 amending
the 2013-2014 City Work Program to explore options to replace the Juanita High
School Pool



2013, December 10th - City Council receives presentation on the current use and
operation of the Juanita High School Pool (JHSP) and discusses options to study
replacing the pool by 2017. Council directed staff to look evaluate 6 sites: North
Kirkland Community Center & Park, Juanita Beach Park (north side), Mark Twain
Park, Snyder’s Corner Park site, Former Albertson’s site and consider a site in
Totem Lake area.



2014, January 21st – City Council receives presentation on preliminary analysis of
potential sites to locate a facility to replace the JHSP by 2017, provides direction
on sites selected for further analysis and provides direction on scope of
anticipated facility uses.



2014, January 21st – City Council approves Resolution No. 5029 selecting sites
and uses to be considered for a potential facility to replace the JHSP and to
conduct further analysis of the Juanita Beach Park site (north side), North
Kirkland Community Center & Park Site and the South Norway Hill Park site.
Design a facility to serve needs of LWSD as well as the broadest possible general
public population, and conduct community outreach.



2014, Feb 25 & 26th – Public Meetings – Community Outreach



2014, April 1st - City Council reviews Park Board recommendations on a preferred
facility to replace the JHSP and preferred location (NKCC) for a new facility.



2014, May 6th – City Council approves Resolution No. 5050 authorizing the
Park Board and staff to conduct additional analyses of both Juanita Beach park
and North Kirkland Community Center & Park as possible sites for a potential
new community recreation & aquatic facility.



2014, July 15th – City Council receives presentation overview of the preliminary
traffic analysis, building massing models of the proposed facility at JBP & NKCC
sites, and results of focus group meetings. (August 13th Park Board receives
same presentation)



2014, Sept 10th - Park Board reviews final report on the proposed Aquatic,
Recreation, and Community Center (ARC) and makes recommendation to the
City Council.



2014, Sept 16th – City Council reviews the consultant’s findings and conclusions
related to the proposed ARC Center. The Council also received the Park Board
recommendation to pursue possible alternative privately owned sites for the ARC
to be considered in addition to the JB &NKCC sites



2014, October 21st – City Council approves Resolution No. 5076 authorizing
funding and a work plan for the Park board and staff to conduct a search for
additional potential locations for the proposed ARC, complete a conceptual
design analysis to demonstrate how the proposed ARC could successfully
integrate into the north side of Juanita Beach Park, conduct additional
community outreach, conduct telephone survey, further explore partnerships to
fund the construction of the facility, explore potential funding mechanisms and
timelines and report to City Council by March 17th or as soon as possible
thereafter.

Kirkland Alliance of Neighborhoods
2015/2016 Neighborhood Matching Grant Allocation
ANNUAL ALLOCATIONS
New Two Year Matching Grant Allocation - if approved by
Council

Neighborhood
Central Houghton
Everest
Evergreen Hill (greater Kingsgate northeast area)
Finn Hill Neighborhood Alliance
Highlands
Juanita Neighborhoods
Lakeview
Market
Moss Bay
Norkirk
North Rose Hill
South Rose Hill/Bridle Trails
Totem Lake
Total

2015

2016

Total

$22,106

$22,106

$44,212

Population
(current)

Base

Per Capita

2015/2016
Award

3,828
1,285
11,330
15,029
2,618
18,385
2,965
1,909
5,358
4,091
7,747
5,614
2,431
82,590

$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
$1,700
22,100

$1,025
$344
$3,033
$4,024
$701
$4,922
$794
$511
$1,435
$1,095
$2,074
$1,503
$651
$22,112

$2,725
$2,044
$4,733
$5,724
$2,401
$6,622
$2,494
$2,211
$3,135
$2,795
$3,774
$3,203
$2,351
$44,212

Summary of New Regulations for Marijuana Sales, Processing and Production
(Codifies Existing Interim Regulations)
New permitted uses and associated regulations to be added to the LIT, TL 7 and TL 9A zones:
(All associated regulations are the same as the existing regulations associated with other retail uses permitted within each zone.)
Code
Section

Use

Required
Review
Process

Min. Lot
Size

Min.
Required
Front
Yard

Min.
Required
Side yard

Min.
Required
Rear
Yard

Max. Lot
Coverage

Max. Height
of Structure

Landscape
Category

Sign
Category

Required
Parking
Spaces

Special Regulations

48.15
(LIT)

A Retail
Establishment
selling
marijuana or
products
containing
marijuana
(See special
regulation 1)

None

None

20’

0’

0’

80%

B

E

1 per each
300 sq. ft.
of gross
floor area

1. Permitted only where
50% of the
boundaries of the LIT
zone adjoin
commercial zones.
2. Not permitted on
school walk routes
shown on Plate 46.

55.51
(TL 7)

A Retail
Establishment
selling
marijuana or
products
containing
marijuana
A Retail
Establishment
selling
marijuana or
products
containing
marijuana

D.R.
Chapter
142. See
Gen. Reg.
3.

None

10’

0’

0’

80%

If adjoining a
low density
zone, then 25’
above average
building
elevation.
Otherwise, 35’
above average
building
elevation
45’ above
average
building
elevation

B

E

1 per each
300 sq. ft.
of gross
floor area

None

None

10’

0’

0’

80%

45’ above
average
building
elevation

B

E

1 per each
300 sq. ft.
of gross
floor area

55.61
(TL 9A)

Odor regulation to be added to Section 115.100:
115.100 Odor
1.

General
Any odor which injures; endangers the comfort, repose, health or safety of persons on abutting properties or streets; or in any way renders persons insecure in life,
or in the use of abutting properties or streets, is a violation of this code.

2.

Marijuana Processing and Production - Marijuana processing and production businesses must be equipped with a ventilation system that prevents marijuana odors
from being detected beyond the premises of the business. Applicants for such businesses must submit, as part of building and mechanical permit applications, a
ventilation plan prepared by a licensed mechanical engineer. The ventilation plan shall be reviewed and approved by the City. Once operation of the business
begins, if odors are detected beyond the premises of the building, even with an approved ventilation plan, the facility shall be subject to Code Enforcement actions
as outlined in KMC Chapter 1.12.

New Special Regulation to be added to MSC 1 and 2 Zones
Section

Use

Required
Review
Process

Min.
Lot
Size

Min.
Required
Front Yard

Min.
Required
Side yard

51.10.050

Any Retail
Establishment,
other than
those
specifically
listed, limited
or prohibited in
this zone,
selling goods
or providing
services,
including
banking and
related
financial
services

D.R.
Chapter
142

None

10’ in MSC
4,
otherwise
20’

5’ but 2
side yards
must
equal at
least 15’

Min.
Required
Rear
Yard
10’

Max. Lot
Coverage

Max.
Height of
Structure

Landscape
Category

Sign
Category

Required
Parking
Spaces

Special
Regulations

70%

If
adjoining
a low
density
zone, then
25’ above
average
building
elevation.
Otherwise,
30’ above
average
building
elevation

C

E

1 per each
300 sq. ft.
of gross
floor area

The following uses
are not permitted in
this zone:…
h. Within the MSC 1
and MSC 2 zones,
Retail
establishments
selling marijuana or
products containing
marijuana

Special regulation to be added to the retail use listing in zones with abutting school walk routes, as noted below:
Special Regulation
Retail establishments selling marijuana or products containing marijuana are not permitted on properties abutting the school walk routes shown
on Plate 46.

New Plate 46 showing school walk routes to be added to Chapter 180 of the Zoning Code.
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Executive Summary
Introduction
The City of Kirkland is a vibrant community offering residents an
outstanding quality of life. The City takes great pride in the provision
of excellent services to its residents and its commitment to creating
a healthy, sustainable, and environmentally sensitive community. The
Kirkland Parks and Community Service Department is committed
to supporting residents’ desire to be fit, participate in community
activities and events, and to celebrate community.
The community’s desire for indoor recreation, aquatics and gathering
space has been well documented, beginning with the Parks,
Recreation and Open Space Plan (PROS) and survey in 2001. That led
to the 2007 Indoor Recreation Feasibility Study and the addition of
a 93,000sf recreation center to the Capital Improvements list as an
unfunded project. In the intervening thirteen years, the population
has more than doubled while the amount of indoor recreation and
aquatics space has stayed the same. As recently as March 2014, 82%
of registered voters supported construction of a public recreation and
aquatics center in Kirkland. This year-long study is in direct response
to the community’s expressed needs and interests.

The Sports Management Group

The Sports Management Group was retained by the City to assist
staff with the planning for indoor aquatics, recreation and community
center – the Kirkland ARC Center. The study was performed in
two phases, the first of which was focused on the space program,
identification and investigation of potential sites, development of a
business plan, and preliminary site design, floor plans, and massing
models. This report focuses on the second phase, the Concept Plan,
which is an in-depth analysis of the two preferred sites and refinement
of the site plans, concept plans, building massing, and cost. The Sports
Management Group led a technical team that performed a thorough,
technical analysis of each site. The team included geotechnical,
civil, and structural engineers, a construction cost estimator, traffic
engineer, and historical resources consultant.
The two sites that were studied are: Juanita Beach Park and North
Kirkland Community Center and Park (NKCC). There is one building
site at Juanita Beach Park and two building sites at NKCC.
The initial task in the phase two study was to refine the building space
program.

Concept Plan Report i

Space Program

Financial Performance

The recommended space program for the ARC provides an exciting
mix of spaces, with something for everyone. The program addresses
current space deficiencies that limit access to classes and activities
that are desired by residents. The centerpiece of the social space is
a 4,500sf community room that seats 250 with an adjacent caterer’s
kitchen, enclosed large patio, and an optional roof deck with views to
Lake Washington, if built at Juanita Beach Park. The aquatics center
houses two pools, a 32-meter, 13-lane lap and competition pool, a
5,500sf recreation pool with waterslides, sprays, current channel, and
beach entry, and a soaking tub. The gymnasium, fitness rooms and
studios will provide programming for youth and adults and contribute
towards building a healthy community. Classrooms for arts, education,
and enrichment complete the full range of program offerings. The
space program was used to test-fit the building on the potential sites.
Equally important to the City is that the performance of the building
meets the objective of being financially sustainable while meeting
the current and future demand of its citizens for recreation, aquatic,
and community services. Details and descriptions of the spaces and
program offerings are found in Chapter 3.

A principle that guided the planning of the ARC was that the fees will
be affordable and the operation of the center will be financially viable
and sustainable. Financial sustainability is defined as an operation that
generates sufficient revenue to pay for most or all of its operating cost
and does not burden the General Fund. The business plan for the ARC
achieves that objective.

ii Concept Plan Report

The 86,000sf ARC will replace the12,000sf North Kirkland Community
Center, which requires annual General Fund support. All programming
and staff will move to the new center and the NKCC will no longer
operate as a community center. In 2013, the NKCC operating costs
totaled $579,000 with revenue of $368,000, necessitating General
Fund support of $211,000. The ARC business plan eliminates the NKCC
subsidy.
The larger ARC center provides greater opportunity to address the
needs of the community and to enhance cost recovery with the
expansion of existing programs, elimination of waitlists, and exciting
new programming opportunities. The estimated annual operating
costs with a building reserve fund for the ARC is $3,558,000. The
revenue potential is $3,693,000 resulting in a cost recovery of 104%.
The ARC could achieve full cost recovery in its first year of operation
if it is sited at Juanita Beach Park. If sited at NKCC, full cost recovery
is expected in its second full year of operation. The suspension or
relocation of programs during construction at NKCC will require a
rebuilding of the participant base. In contrast, if constructed at Juanita
Beach Park, with the on-going programs at NKCC, annual passes can
be effectively marketed and sold pre-opening. Chapter 4 details the
financial performance of the ARC.
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Site Analysis

Traffic Assessment

The City of Kirkland has a very limited inventory of land that is
available for development. Previous planning efforts for a community
recreation and aquatics center stalled, in part, due to the lack of a
building site. The identification and selection of a suitable site to
house an 86,000 sf community center, with parking for 300 cars, is a
critical next step in this planning process.

Traffic is an issue at both sites and an important part of the study.
For this reason, the Preliminary Traffic Assessment is included in
this volume. The traffic study assessed the existing conditions,
identified the impact of the ARC development on traffic volume, and
recommended mitigation measures.

In late 2013, City staff and the City Council identified eight sites as
potential locations for a new community recreation and aquatics
facility. The sites were studied and evaluated based on a list of criteria.
This evaluation yielded two viable sites: Juanita Beach Park and North
Kirkland Community Park. Council directed staff and the project team
to further study those sites and provide Council with information
necessary to make a site selection.
A thorough, technical analysis was performed of each site. AMEC
conducted a geotechnical study. KPFF provided civil and structural
engineering assessments. Fehr & Peers conducted a traffic study.
HRA performed historical research. And, The Sports Management
Group performed site design, concept design, massing studies, and an
environmental assessment. Chapter 5 reports the specific analysis and
findings. The full technical reports of the consultant team, other than
the Traffic Assessment, are contained in Part 2: Technical Reports. The
consultants’ recommendations are based on the conclusions of the
findings of each study area.
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Recommended measures for Juanita Beach Park site include 97th
Avenue NE/Juanita Drive intersection be provided with a separate
southbound right-turn pocket to accommodate the additional
outbound vehicles and re-timing of the signal. NE 120th Place/100th
Avenue NE intersection will have the eastbound left-turn pocket
lengthened.
The North Kirkland Community Center site intersection at 103rd
Avenue NE/NE 124th Street requires a traffic signal, dedicated leftturn pockets, and crosswalks. The existing midblock crosswalk would
be removed. The 100th Avenue NE/NE 124th Street intersection will
incorporate the improvements as described in the 100th Avenue NE
Corridor Study, which specifies the addition of a 250ft northbound
receiving lane.
The ARC parking demand was calculated for each hour of the
Center’s operation during a typical weekday. For peak hour demand,
approximately 270 parking spaces are needed. The conceptual plans
provide parking for 300 cars.
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Concept Design
The Juanita Beach site conceptual design proposes that the
new building be placed in approximately the middle of the site.
The building will be constructed on two levels, with the largest
public spaces: the lap pool, recreation pool, gym, and community
room, all located on the ground floor, along with child watch and
administration. The upper floor includes the fitness center, with views
down into the pools, wood floored studios, and activity and art rooms.
A 5,000sf roof deck has been incorporated over the large community
room to provide an additional public gathering area, with beautiful
views of Lake Washington.
North Kirkland Option 1 maintains the Train Park by siting the new
building and associated parking west of 103rd Avenue. The proposed
building would be a three-story structure. The main entry is located
on the middle level, which has been set to meet the grade at the
point of access off 103rd Avenue. This level houses the community
room, gymnasium, administrative offices, and a large lobby area that
provides view into the lap and recreation pools.
A large public stairway and elevator lead down to the lower level,
where the two pools, and associated locker rooms, storage, offices,
and equipment rooms are located. The eastern side of the lowest
level is below grade, requiring concrete retaining walls. However, the
entire western side sits above the existing grade, and can have large
expanses of windows looking out to the evergreen trees at the edge
of the site. The upper level houses the fitness center, wood floored
studios, childcare, art and activity rooms, and also has views from the
fitness center down into the pools. Parking is provided in a multi-level
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structure located to the north of the ARC Center. This is conceived as
an open parking structure, very similar in scale and appearance to the
South Kirkland Transit Center.
North Kirkland Option 2 proposes the partial closure of 103rd Ave.,
with the new building located along the southern portion of the site,
paralleling 124th Street. The proposed new building is a two-story
structure, with the pools, gym, community room, admin and childcare
on the lower floor. Fitness, wood floor studios, activity rooms, and
art rooms would be located on the upper floor. Because of the
steep topography of the site, which slopes down more than 30 feet
from east to west, the eastern end of the building would be buried
by as much as 20 feet or more into the existing hillside. Parking is
concentrated in a two-level structure located in the lowest portion
of the site along the entire west side. Entry is from 124th Street and
requires a new traffic signal. Patrons will enter on the upper level deck,
with the lower level on grade below. It also requires the removal of the
existing Train Park, and development of a new playground to an area
west of the remaining portion of 103rd Ave.

Building Design
The new Kirkland ARC Center is envisioned as a state of the art
aquatics and fitness facility, designed in the longstanding tradition of
Northwest modern architecture. Like the best new buildings in the
greater Seattle area, the new center will have a timeless character,
fitting into the context of its site while at the same time projecting a
strong civic presence.
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Every effort will be made to create a seamless incorporation of the
new Center into the surrounding park, so that it becomes a true
enhancement to the City’s overall Parks and Recreation program.
The choices of materials, roof forms, hardscape, and landscape
improvements will help integrate the facility into its surroundings.
Construction materials will likely include wood, steel, and glass, with
large expanses of windows in the pools, lobby, community room, and
other primary activity areas. The feeling inside will be very bright and
open, with abundant natural light and great views from one space
into another, including an area from the main lobby into the recreation
pool. Wherever possible based on the surrounding site area,
indoor rooms will open out onto usable outdoor spaces including a
celebratory patio off the main community room, a large deck off the
pools, and a possible roof deck at the Juanita Beach site.
The site around the building will be beautifully landscaped, with native
plant materials and trees that create a natural setting for experiencing
the center. The impact of the parking areas will be minimized by
means of abundant plantings, which will also help provide for onsite
storm water retention and filtration.
The building and site will be designed to maximize opportunities
for sustainability. A minimum level of LEED Silver Certification from
the United States Green Building Council has been assumed for the
building. Energy saving options that could be incorporated includes
under floor radiant heating, operational skylights to ventilate and
daylight the indoor pools, operable windows with thermostatically
controlled ceiling fans for natural cooling. Should the budget
allow, the building is ideally suited for installing an on-site, energy
generating, solar photovoltaic panel system on the roof.
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Equally important is that this building will incorporate the principals
of universal design – providing equal accessibility for residents of
all ages and abilities. This means going beyond the requirements
of the Americans with Disabilities Act in providing opportunities for
everyone to be able to participate in and enjoy the incredible range of
programs that the City will now be able to offer.
Chapter 7, Concept Design, provides complete descriptions and
drawings or illustrations of site plans, floor plans, and massing study
models.

Conceptual Cost Estimates
Cost consultant AECOM prepared construction cost estimates based
on the measurement and pricing of quantities from project team
drawings and information from the site analysis. The cost estimates
assume a high quality civic building that will serve the community
for 75 years, or more. The estimates for the “total project cost”
include the direct construction cost, site costs, and “soft costs”. Soft
costs include: fixtures, furnishing, and equipment (FFE), design and
engineering fees, project contingencies, construction management,
testing and permitting fees, and sales tax. The costs have been
escalated to a start of construction of September 2016.
The ARC, if developed at Juanita Beach Park, has an estimated cost of
$47,489,000. North Kirkland Option 1 is estimated at $52,793,000 and
Option 2 is the most costly at $60,602,000.
A full explanation of costs is provided in Chapter 8.
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Funding Options

Public Process

Developing the funding plan for the design and construction of the
ARC is an important next step in the planning process. City Council’s
selection of a site and the building space components will establish
the project costs that will serve as the basis for the funding plan. A
voter-approved public financing is a likely funding source. A March
2014 survey of registered voters conducted by EMC Research
reported that 76% of respondents would support a bond measure to
fund an indoor community recreation and aquatic center.

Council directed staff to engage the community regarding facility
components and siting preferences for the ARC. Public comment
has shaped the building space components, floor plans, and the site
design; and provided input regarding the location of the center, traffic
impacts, and support for the project. The public outreach plan, which
is ongoing, includes a range of methods for providing information
and receiving public comment. These include: Citywide Public Open
House Events, Focus Group Sessions, Neighborhood Meetings,
Meetings and Presentations, Statistical Public Opinion Survey, Project
Website and Social Media, Print Material, and City of Kirkland KGOV
Television.

There are two voter-approved levy options for consideration: (1) levy
lid lift, and (2) excess levy.
A levy lid lift were selected the maximum period would be 9 years to
pay the debt of a councilmanic bond. This option requires a simple
majority (50% +1 approval) vote on any election date. An excess levy
is available for capital purposes and the term is determined by the life
of the proposed bonds, not to exceed the useful life of the facility. An
excess levy requires a supermajority (60% approval) plus minimum
40% turnout based on last general election (validation). The election
can occur on any election date. If this levy option were selected, the
levy would be in place for the life of the bond.
The City Finance Department reports the tax increase for a median
priced home ($374,000) based on a levy lid lift of 9 years is $11.64
per month for the ARC at the Juanita Beach site with a proposed
construction cost of $48 million. The tax increase for the $61 million
construction project at NKCC (#2) would be $14.85 per month. The
excess levy of 30 years would result in a monthly tax increase of $5.27
with the ARC at the Juanita Beach site and a monthly tax increase of
$6.72 at the NKCC (#2) site.
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Community participants have been enthusiastic about the
development of the proposed community center.

Consultant Team Recommendations
Based upon the assessment of space required to serve the demand for
recreation, aquatics, community programs, activities and event space,
the consultant team offers the following building recommendation for
consideration.

The Building
• A facility of approximately 87,000sf that includes a community
hall, caterer's kitchen/classroom, party room, arts rooms,
gymnasium, fitness room, studios, activity room, recreation
pool, 32-meter lap pool, soaking tub, coffee bar, locker rooms,
administrative office and other support spaces. The detailed
listing of space components is presented in Chapter 3.
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• Increase the size of the gym to accommodate two courts with an
elevated walking/jogging track, or design the site to allow space
for a future expansion.
• Include a rooftop deck for events, which would be a popular and
exciting feature focusing attention to the natural beauty of the
site and view, if sited at Juanita Beach Park.

Site Recommendation
Based upon a technical analysis of each site, the consultant team
recommends Juanita Beach Park as the site for the project. The
assessment of the two sites (Juanita Beach Park and North Kirkland
Community Center) with the rationale for the recommendation
follows:
Size and Configuration of Site
The size of the parcel at the Juanita Beach site is 9 acres, and 5.5 acres
at North Kirkland. In North Kirkland Option 1, the entire east portion of
the property is retained as playground and public open space, further
reducing the area available for construction. North Kirkland site would
not have room for a second gym if desired now or future expansion.
Neighborhood Context
The Juanita Beach site is in a mixed-use neighborhood with
surrounding uses including multi-family housing, senior housing,
retail, and an adjacent beachfront park. It is within easy walking
distance from the public open space that borders Lake Washington.
There are nearby single-family houses to the north, but none are
directly adjacent to the proposed project site. The commercial spaces
adjacent to the project site would create a vibrant “hub” of activity
and economic boost.
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Accessibility and Traffic Impact
Both sites are located near major arterial roads and intersections.
Juanita Beach is on Juanita Drive near 97th Ave, and North Kirkland
is on 124th St. near 100th Ave. This will provide excellent automobile
access to both sites from all of the quadrants of the city.
The Juanita Beach site is well connected to the city’s network of
bicycle and pedestrian paths, and could provide a paved off-road path
to complement them passing through the site. The North Kirkland site
does not have designated bike lanes along 124th St.
Developing the project at either site will increase traffic on already
busy roads and at impacted intersections. The traffic consultants have
determined that the project will create approximately 150 to 180 new
vehicle trips during the peak traffic time, but that the impacts of these
added trips are actually minor in respect to the already congested
conditions. The peak hours of use for the center will be greater during
non-peak traffic hours.
Construction and Overall Project Cost Impacts
The cost of building the new center at Juanita Beach is less than the
North Kirkland site. The main differences are that building at the North
Kirkland site requires substantial regrading and off-haul of excess
soil, and it requires structured parking. Foundation costs are higher
at Juanita Beach, but those are more than offset by the cost of the
retaining walls where the building is below grade at the lower level of
both options at the North Kirkland site. Between the two options for
North Kirkland, Option 1 costs considerably less than Option 2, due to
the increased grading requirements and amount of retaining walls in
Option 2.
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Soils, Landscaping, and Other Unique Conditions

Program Impact

The geotechnical consultants have prepared initial assessments of
the underlying soils conditions at both sites, and have performed
additional analysis including test borings at the Juanita Beach site.
While construction is possible at both sites, it will be more complex
at the Juanita Beach site, because its proximity to the lake. The top
layers of soil are silt and sand, which could experience liquefaction
during a major seismic event. This site also has a higher water table,
which would require special structural treatment at the pool to
prevent hydrostatic uplift during construction or when it is emptied.
Based upon the recommendations in the preliminary geotechnical
report, deep footings such as piles or geo-piers are assumed under
the entire building structure at the Juanita Beach site, and those costs
have been incorporated into the estimated budget. The civil engineers
have confirmed that providing storm water retention and filtration at
the Juanita Beach site by means of permeable paving in the parking
lots is possible.

The Juanita Beach Park site is underutilized and the existing uses
could be replaced prior to construction on this site. There are no
city programs that would be displaced and no loss of service to
the community. Construction at both North Kirkland building sites
requires demolition of the existing North Kirkland Community Center
and displacement of hundreds of programs and activities for 18-24
months. There will be a significant decrease in the delivery of services
to residents and added costs for temporary facilities to accommodate
some programs, and a loss of revenue, such as room rentals, which
helps to offset other program costs. If the new center is constructed at
Juanita Beach site, the NKCC remains operational until the new center
opens.

The nicest trees at Juanita Beach are in the setback area around
Juanita Creek, and these would all be retained and the area enhanced
as part of the new project. Individual larger trees from the middle
of the site would need to be removed for the new construction, but
those would all be replaced with new plantings in the open spaces
around the building. It must be noted that the trees in the middle of
the site would be removed if the approved master plan for the park
were implemented. The parking lots at Juanita would be landscaped,
whereas the parking structures at North Kirkland would not be.
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Introduction
The indoor recreation and aquatic facilities needs were documented
as early as 2001, during the Comprehensive Plan Update process.
That led to the 2007 Indoor Recreation Feasibility Study and the
addition of a 93,000sf recreation and aquatics center to the Capital
Improvements list (unfunded). As recently as March 2014, 82% of
registered voters supported construction of a public recreation and
aquatics center in Kirkland. 1
In Fall 2013, the Lake Washington School District announced its
intention to close the City’s only indoor pool, the Juanita High School
Pool, by the fall of 2017. The Kirkland City Council responded quickly
and affirmatively that it would develop a plan for the replacement
of the pool for the benefit of the residents of Kirkland. With the
knowledge that a stand-alone replacement pool is not self-sustaining,
and does not address community’s desire for indoor recreation
facilities, the City has undertaken a comprehensive planning
approach.

1

Telephone Survey, March 2014. EMC Research.

The Sports Management Group was retained by the City to assist
staff with the planning for indoor aquatics, recreation and community
center – the Kirkland ARC Center. The study was performed in two
phases with the major tasks listed below. In addition to The Sports
Management Group, the consultant team performing the analysis

The Sports Management Group
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included geotechnical, civil, and structural engineers, a construction
cost estimator, traffic consultant, historical resources consultant, and
an aquatic design consultant.

Phase 1
• Developed alternative space programs
• Identified and analyzed eight potential sites
• Designed and implemented a public engagement plan
• Prepared a business plan for the operation
• Prepared preliminary site designs
• Developed conceptual floor plans
• Developed preliminary massing models
Phase 2 provides an in-depth analysis for the two preferred sites,
Juanita Beach Park and the North Kirkland Community Center Park.
The consultants’ recommendations are based on the conclusions
of the findings of each study area of the project and are presented
in abbreviated form in Chapter 2. The details of the findings are
described in the subsequent chapters of this report.
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The City of Kirkland is a vibrant community offering residents an
outstanding quality of life. The City takes great pride in the provision
of excellent services to its residents and its commitment to creating a
healthy, sustainable, and environmentally sensitive community. The
Kirkland Parks and Community Service Department is committed to
supporting residents’ desire to be fit, participate in community activities
and events, and to celebrate community.
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Recommendations
The community’s desire for indoor recreation, aquatics and gathering
space has been well documented, beginning with the PROS plan
and survey in 2001. In the intervening thirteen years, the population
has more than doubled while the amount of indoor recreation and
aquatics space has stayed the same. This year-long study is in direct
response to the community’s expressed needs and interests. The City
Council and staff are focused on developing a solution that can be put
before the voters. Based on the findings of this study, the consultant
team offers the following recommendations for their consideration.

The Building

• Increase the size of the gym to accommodate two courts with an
elevated walking/jogging track, or design the site to allow space
for a future expansion
• Include a roof-top deck for events, which would be a popular
and exciting feature

Site Recommendation
Based upon a thorough analysis of each site, the consultant
recommends Juanita Beach Park as the site for the project. The
assessment of the sites with the rationale for the recommendation
follows:

The consultant team recommends:
• A facility of approximately 87,000sf that includes a community
hall, caterer's kitchen/classroom, party room, arts rooms,
gymnasium, fitness room, studios, activity room, recreation
pool, 32-meter lap pool, hot tub, coffee bar, locker rooms,
administrative office and other support spaces. The listing of
space components is presented Chapter 3.
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1. Size and Configuration of Site
The size of the parcel at the Juanita Beach site is 9 acres, and 5.5 acres
at North Kirkland. In North Kirkland Option 1, the entire east portion of
the property is retained as playground and public open space, further
reducing the area available for construction.
The current designs illustrate a building of approximately 86,000
square feet with on site parking for 300 cars. Because the site is
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larger, there is more room for the project at the Juanita Beach site,
which allows for all of the parking to be on grade rather than in a
structure.

directly across 97th Ave. The proposed large open space at the entry
side of the building on the south, with landscaped parking lots on the
north, east, and west, give the new building room on all sides.

The Juanita Beach site is mostly level, which makes planning and
construction simpler than at North Kirkland where the topography is
quite hilly.

The fit is very tight at North Kirkland, and the proposed new building
is substantially larger than any of the surrounding homes. The
proposed parking structure will have a greater impact as well, with the
concerns of light, noise, and fumes potentially impacting neighboring
homes and yards.

2. Neighborhood Context
The Juanita Beach site is in a mixed-use neighborhood with
surrounding uses including multi-family housing, senior housing, retail,
and an adjacent beachfront park. It is within easy walking distance
from the public open space that borders Lake Washington. There
are nearby single- family houses to the north, but none are directly
adjacent to the proposed project site.
The approved master plan for the site calls for it to be redeveloped
as an active park, with ball fields, skate park, playground, picnic
structure, and increased parking. The master plan also calls for the
renovation of the existing historic Forbes house.
The North Kirkland site is in a residential neighborhood, with one and
two story single-family houses on the north, east, and south sides,
and multi-family housing to the west. The nearest large structures are
Juanita High School and the Holy Spirit Lutheran Church.
The scale of the proposed new building will fit more comfortably at
the Juanita Beach site, where the anticipated maximum height of
approximately 50’, and the massing of the building is more consistent
with the larger multi-story housing blocks of Juanita Village, located
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3. Accessibility and Traffic Impact
Both sites are located near major arterial roads and intersections.
Juanita Beach is on Juanita Drive near 97th Ave, and North Kirkland
is on 124th St. near 100th Ave. This will provide excellent automobile
access to both sites from all of the quadrants of the city.
Both sites are also conveniently located near bus stops for major
transit routes, including the King County Metro 255 bus, which stops
within a block of each. This will provide excellent public transit access,
which can be augmented with minor adjustments to other local routes
in the future.
The Juanita Beach site is well connected to the city’s network of
bicycle and pedestrian paths, and could provide a paved off-road path
to complement them passing through the site. The North Kirkland site
does not have designated bike lanes along 124th St. Because of the
greater density of housing near the Juanita Beach site, it will be more
accessible to pedestrians.
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Developing the project at either site will increase traffic on already
busy roads and at impacted intersections. The traffic consultants
have determined that the project will create approximately 150 to 180
new vehicle trips during the peak traffic time, but that the impacts of
these added trips are actually quite minor in respect to the already
congested conditions. The peak hours of use for the center will be
greater during non-peak traffic hours.

4. Construction and Overall Project Cost Impacts
The cost of building the new center at Juanita Beach is less than the
North Kirkland site. The main differences are that building at the North
Kirkland site requires substantial regrading and off-haul of excess
soil, and it requires structured parking. Foundation costs are higher
at Juanita Beach, but those are more than offset by the cost of the
retaining walls where the building is below grade at the lower level of
both options at the North Kirkland site. Between the two options for
North Kirkland, Option 1 costs considerably less than Option 2, due to
the increased grading requirements and amount of retaining walls in
Option 2.
Ongoing operating costs should also be lower at the Juanita Beach
site, because of the added maintenance of the parking structures at
North Kirkland, and the requirements of the underground storm water
filtration system at that site.
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5. Adequate Parking Capacity
The initial design studies illustrate that both sites can accommodate
the required parking for 270 cars, with designated areas for accessible
parking located near the main entry. In Option 2 for North Kirkland,
this is more challenging, as the accessible stalls will need to be on
the upper level of the parking structure. However, because the site at
North Kirkland is smaller, accommodating the parking at that site will
require construction of a raised parking structure. This has impacts on
the neighborhood as noted above, and adds to the construction and
ongoing operating costs for the Center.
Parking for 320 cars can be constructed on grade at the Juanita
Beach site, which is an advantage. It also allows for the use of
permeable paving in the parking areas, which reduces the need for
underground storm water retention tanks and filters, saving on both
construction and long-term operating costs.
Both sites also offer potential opportunities for overflow parking for
special events. At North Kirkland, the City already has an agreement
with the nearby Lutheran Church to allow their members to park at
the Park site on overflow days. There could potentially be a reciprocal
agreement allowing ARC Center users to park at the church during
large events. The Juanita Beach proposed site currently provides
overflow parking for major events and other busier days at the
beachfront park. Conversely, from September to June, the beachfront
park has very low use and could provide overflow parking for the ARC
Center. Since both sites are operated by the City, events could be
scheduled so as not to coincide.
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6. Location and Visibility within the Community
Both sites are located on major thoroughfares, so the new Center
will have good visibility from the road at either location. However,
the fact that the Juanita Beach site is larger and more open will
provide a greater civic presence for the new facility at that location.
The synergy of the beach, commercial and retail businesses, and
residential development with the new center will increase its visibility.
The Center will also become part of the larger Juanita Beach Park that
continues on to Lake Washington. This site affords better views out
from the new building and surrounding usable outdoor public spaces.

7. Soils, Landscaping, and Other Unique Conditions
The geotechnical consultants have prepared initial assessments of
the underlying soils conditions at both sites, and have performed
additional analysis including test borings at the Juanita Beach site.
While construction is possible at both sites, it will be more complex
at the Juanita Beach site, because its proximity to the lake. The top
layers of soil are silt and sand, which could experience liquefaction
during a major seismic event. This site also has a higher water table,
which would require special structural treatment at the pool to
prevent hydrostatic uplift during construction or when it is emptied.
Based upon the recommendations in the preliminary geotechnical
report, deep footings such as piles or geo-piers are assumed under
the entire building structure at the Juanita Beach site, and those costs
have been incorporated into the estimated budget. The civil engineers
have confirmed that providing storm water retention and filtration at
the Juanita Beach site by means of permeable paving in the parking
lots is possible.
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While both sites have existing landscaping, it is in better condition at
North Kirkland. Large, mature evergreen trees surround the site, and
the area around the playground is beautifully landscaped. Option 1
would maintain all of the major existing trees at this site, however,
Option 2 necessitates the removal of many of the larger trees in the
east portion of the site.
The nicest trees at Juanita Beach are in the setback area around
Juanita Creek, and these would all be retained and the area enhanced
as part of the new project. Individual larger trees from the middle
of the site would need to be removed for the new construction, but
those would all be replaced with new plantings in the open spaces
around the building. It must be noted that the trees in the middle of
the site would be removed if the approved master plan for the park
were implemented. The parking lots at Juanita would be landscaped,
whereas the parking structures at North Kirkland would not be.

8. Program Impact
The Juanita Beach Park site is underutilized and the existing uses
could be replaced prior to construction on this site. There are no
city programs that would be displaced and no loss of service to
the community. Construction at both North Kirkland building sites
requires demolition of the existing North Kirkland Community Center
and displacement of hundreds of programs and activities for 18-24
months. There will be a significant decrease in the delivery of services
to residents and added costs for temporary facilities to accommodate
some programs. If the new center is constructed at Juanita Beach site,
the NKCC remains operational until the new center opens.
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Space Program
Overview
The recommended space program for the Aquatics, Recreation
and Community Center provides an exciting mix of spaces, with
something for everyone. The program addresses current space
deficiencies that limit access to classes and activities that are desired
by the community. The centerpiece of the social space is a 4,500sf
community room that seats 250 with an adjacent caterer’s kitchen,
enclosed large patio, and an optional roof deck with views to Lake
Washington, if built at Juanita Beach Park. The aquatics center is
the jewel with a 32-meter, 13-lane lap and competition pool and a
5,500sf recreation pool with waterslides, sprays, current channel, and
beach entry. The gymnasium, fitness rooms and studios will provide
programming for youth and adults and contribute towards building a
healthy community. Classrooms for arts, education, and enrichment
will expand minds, for the young and young at heart, and complete a
full range of program offerings.
The City has fallen behind in meeting its own planning standards of
500sf of indoor recreation and athletic space per 1,000 residents.
In 1965, the City opened the 9,800sf Peter Kirk Center to serve a
population of less than 10,000 residents. In 1990, the population had

grown to 40,000 and with the opening of the 12,000sf NKCC that
year, the City met its standard. Twenty-four years later, the population
has grown to over 84,000 and it still has the same 20,000sf of indoor
recreation space for the for the state’s 12th largest city.

Figure 3-1. Kirkland Population v. Recreation Square Feet
Square Ft.
standard

Population

90,000

45,000
-22,200 sf

80,000

40,000

70,000

35,000

60,000
-2,500 sf

50,000

25,000

40,000

20,000

1990

2000

Kirkland Indoor Rec. SF
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30,000

-14,300 sf

2010

2013

SF Standard

Population
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The Vision and Goals

Space Program Refinement

Space components were selected to achieve the following objectives:

The recommended space program for the Aquatics, Recreation and
Community Center provides 68,000sf of program and operational
support space, with an overall building area of 86,700 gross sf. The
gross square footage includes mechanical rooms, hallways and stairs,
the thickness of walls, janitorial rooms, and other necessary square
footage for the building to function.

The Kirkland Aquatics, Recreation and Community
Center will be an exemplary facility that enhances
the quality of life by providing residents of all ages a
place to play, get fit, learn, create, and gather.
The Center will promote social connection and a
sense of community by creating a place for citizens to
come together year-round. Through seamless design
of indoor and outdoor connections, the building will
enhance and celebrate its park setting. The Center will
provide outstanding service to the community and an
operation that is financially feasible, affordable, and
sustainable. The Kirkland ARC will reflect the positive
attributes and vibrancy of the community it serves.

The Kirkland ARC, the Center Kirkland deserves now
and for future generations.
Source: Community Input, 2007 & Study Focus Groups, 2014 Master Plan
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The following criteria were used to evaluate spaces for inclusion in
the proposed center:
1. Serves unmet and/or underserved demand for activities and
programs
2. Serves the needs and interests of the greatest number of
community members
3. Provides sufficient space to serve the current and projected
population
4. Achieves cost recovery objectives to ensure financial
sustainability
However, the space program does not include every space or size
of space desired by the community. There is a critical shortage
of gym space and there has been strong support for a two-court
gymnasium with a suspended indoor walking / jogging track rather
than the one-court gym without a track. The two-court gym and
track are presented as alternates at the end of the cost estimate
(see "Conceptual Cost Estimates" chapter). The expansion space for
a larger gymnasium has been included in the concept plan for the
Juanita Park site. The NKCC site does not have sufficient space for
expansion.

The Sports Management Group
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Aquatics
The aquatics center features three bodies of water, a 32-meter pool
with 13 lanes, a 5,500sf recreation pool, and a 10-person hot tub. The
pools are each in their own room (the hot tub is with the recreation
pool) with a glass wall separating the two.
The 32-meter x 13-lane lap pool was determined as the “right size”
based on the comparative analysis (see Figure 3-2). The analysis
considered current user programs, potential for growth, and
operational sustainability.

Figure 3-2. Pool Comparative Analysis
8-Lane

32-Meter

50-Meter

Pool Length

75’

105’

164’

Pool Width

67’

75’

75’

8

13

20

Max. # of Swimmers with 6 Per Lane

48

78

120

Satisfy Standard Swim Meet of
6-Lanes + 2 For Warm-Up

Yes

Yes

Yes

Satisfy Regional Swim Meet of
8-Lanes + 3 for Warm-Up

No

Yes

Yes

Satisfy State-Wide Swim Meet of
10-Lanes + 3 for Warm-Up

No

Yes

Yes

Satisfy Min. H2O Polo Wall Goal Field
of Play of 75’ x 45’ of Deep Water

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pool Length

75’

105’

164’

Pool Width

67’

75’

75’

8

13

20

Max. # of Swimmers with 6 Per Lane

48

78

120

Satisfy Standard Swim Meet of
6-Lanes + 2 For Warm-Up

Yes

Yes

Yes

Satisfy Regional Swim Meet of
8-Lanes + 3 for Warm-Up

No

Yes

Yes

Satisfy State-Wide Swim Meet of
10-Lanes + 3 for Warm-Up

No

Yes

Yes

Satisfy Min. H2O Polo Wall Goal Field
of Play of 75’ x 45’ of Deep Water

Yes

Yes

Yes

Number of 8’ Wide Lanes

Number of 8’ Wide Lanes
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Figure 3-3. 32-Meter Lap Pool and Recreation Pool Examples1

1

Diagrams provided by ADG. Diagrams are illustrative and not final designs.
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Space Components
The recommended space program includes the following space components:

Building Support Spaces

General Building Support Spaces

Aquatics Center

Entry Hall/Lobby
Reception/Access Control
Pre-Function/Viewing
Coffee Bar
Locker Rooms
Family Changing Rooms (6)
Maintenance/Receiving/Storage
Receiving/Loading
General Building Storage

Maintenance/Receiving/Storage
Receiving/Loading
General Building Storage
Heater Rooms
Chemical Rooms
Mechanical Rooms
Storage Rooms

Gymnasium - 1 Court
Fitness Room
Wood Floor Studios (2)
Activity Room

Lap Pool Natatorium
32-Meter Meter Pool (13 lanes)
Spectator Seating
Recreation Pool Natatorium
Recreation Pool 5,500 sf Surface
Spa
Aquatic Offices
Lifeguard Room
Heater Rooms
Chemical Rooms
Mechanical Rooms
Storage Rooms
Meet Management Room

Community Spaces

Options

Community Hall
Caterer’s Kitchen and Cooking Classroom
Special Events/Party Room
Child Watch Activity Room
Arts & Enrichment Room (2)

Gymnasium - 2 Court
Walking/Jogging Track
50-Meter Pool
Roof Deck

Center Administration
Offices
Work Stations
Meeting Room
Workroom/Storage/Supply Room

The Sports Management Group

Activity Spaces
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Programming Opportunities
Spaces included in the new facility are flexible and provide for a wide variety of programs. The
facility will meet the need for recreation, aquatics, and community activities while serving a wide
range of ages, abilities and interests. The following describes the spaces and provides examples of
the programming opportunities for each space.

PRE-FUNCTION/VIEWING AND ENTRY/LOBBY

Lobby

This area will be a comfortable and inviting
space -- the social heart of the center.
Comfortable seating, art display, expansive
views into the active adjacent spaces, and
food and beverage service will make this
an area to linger, gather, and socialize. This
space also provides a welcoming prefunction area for the community hall.

Waiting Area and Lobby
Internet/WIFI Access
Reception and Registration
Gathering/Socializing
Visual Arts Display/Exhibitions
Lectures/Performance Arts
Seating for Coffee Bar

Coffee Bar

Coffee Bar
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The coffee bar activates the lobby/prefunction space and adds to the social
character of the center. The provision of
food and beverages is also a convenience to
patrons and will contribute to the center’s
revenue. Coffee drinks will be prepared fresh

but food service is typically a contracted service,
with food prepared off-site and sold from a
counter. Typically the fare is light food, snacks,
coffee drinks, beverages, and juices. A portion
of the pre-function/lobby provides the informal
seating area for the food service.

The Sports Management Group
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ADMINISTRATIVE AND BUILDING OPERATIONS
These space components provide office
spaces, work areas, storage and support
spaces for the full and part-time employees
who must program and manage the center,
and maintain the building and equipment in
the center. The administrative offices should
be located adjacent to the reception area with
public access from the entry/lobby. Offices
should be designed to be efficient and provide

functional workspace, providing acoustic
separation where necessary. The workroom
should be designed to serve both the reception
counter and the office spaces. This room should
provide countertop work space with cabinets
above and below, space for office machines,
recycling bins, time clock for hourly employees,
mailboxes and staff announcement boards.

Gymnasium - 1 Court
The 7,000 square foot gymnasium is designed
to accommodate one high school size (50’ x
84’) basketball court or one volleyball court
(30’ x 60’) and can be marked for pickleball,
badminton, and other court activities. The
gymnasium requires a minimum 28’ clear
height ceiling with specialized wall finishes,
court lighting, and wood sports flooring.

Drop-In Basketball
Recreation Teams
Drop-In Volleyball
Youth & Adult Leagues
Children’s Indoor Playground
Co-Ed Volleyball
Open Gym
Children & Youth Sports

gymnasium

The Sports Management Group
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Fitness Room
This space is an open and energetic space with
equipment welcoming to those new to fitness
training, youth, adults, and older adults. The
community environment is designed to attract
and encourage a wide range of users and to
promote healthy lifestyles. A mix of cardio
and weight training equipment is provided,
with areas for core training and stretching. The
fitness room will be activated with views into
other areas like the recreation pool and gym.

Strength Training
Testing and Evaluation
Cardiovascular Equipment
Senior Fitness Classes
Conditioning for Teens
Conditioning Classes
Fitness Clinics
Core Training
Family Fit Time

Fitness Room

Wood Floor Studio
The wood floor studios will be attractive wellventilated spaces with mirrors and dance barres,
a cushioned hardwood floor, high ceilings
and a design that optimizes natural light. An
integrated high quality sound system and ample
storage space will allow the rooms to be used
for a variety of classes. An independent system
for temperature control and ceiling fans will
enhance the program opportunities and the user
experience.

Aerobic/Fitness Classes
Ballet Classes
Yoga/Tai Chi Classes
Jazz/Modern Dance Classes
Back Care Classes
Senior Fit Classes
Belly Dancing

Wood Floor Studio
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Multi-Purpose Activity Room
This space provides maximum program
flexibility by using finishes and materials that
can accommodate a wide range of active
uses and programming opportunities. Multipurpose flooring, durable wall surfaces, and
ample storage allow the space to be used
for various activities from dog obedience to
martial arts.

Martial Arts
Spin Classes
Tumbling
Senior Chair Aerobics
Dance
Day Camps
Tap Classes
Dog Obedience

Multi-purpose activity Room

Community Hall

Community Hall

The Sports Management Group

The 250-person community hall is a beautiful
room with large windows and doors to the
adjacent terrace. It provides a large social
gathering space for meetings, parties, family
and group celebrations, and community events.
The room has a large enclosed patio. A rooftop
garden is an alternate feature that could be
added to the project. A wooden dance floor
area and adjacent caterer’s kitchen make this
well-suited to weekend rentals, which can be a
significant source of revenue for the center. The
room can be divided into three 1,500sf rooms
for added flexibility and utility.

Community Meetings
Dances and Teen Events
Receptions and Weddings
Movie Nights
Holiday Parties
Conferences
Art Openings and Events
Guest Chef Dinners
Lectures/Seminars/Performances
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CATERER’S KITCHEN AND COOKING CLASSROOM
The caterer’s kitchen enhances revenues by
making the center desirable for community
gatherings, weddings, and special event rentals. It
can also be used as a teaching and demonstration
kitchen with an overhead mirror or camera for
cooking classes.

Catering
Cake Decorating
Nutrition Classes
Cooking Classes
Children’s Cooking
Ethnic Cooking Classes

Caterer’s Kitchen

Special Events/Party Room

Special Events Room

This multi-purpose space is used for birthday
parties, group parties and similar special events
and is divisible to two smaller spaces. They will also
provide areas for meetings, small classes and card
or table games. Birthday parties will be a popular
activity with the recreation pool. Sports-themed
parties can also be encouraged as part of gym
activities.

Birthday Parties
Camp Programs
Small Special Events
After School Programs
Games

Child Watch Activity Room

Child Watch
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This is a multi-purpose space for children’s activities,
parent-tot classes, birthday parties, and short-term
babysitting while parents use the facility. The room
typically has direct access to an enclosed outdoor
play space. A portion of the room could have a
vinyl floor to accommodate arts and crafts, with the
remaining area carpeted for activities performed
while sitting on the floor.

Activity Classes
Day Camps for Tots
Tiny-Tot Classes
Birthday Parties
Short-Term Child Care
Parent-Tot Classes

The Sports Management Group
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Arts and Enrichment Classrooms

Arts & Enrichment Classrooms

These multi-use classrooms are designed for a
wide variety of arts, education and enrichment
classes. Deep sinks, wall-mounted display
system, daylighting, and washable surfaces
will create great space for youth and adult art.
Good acoustics, a large monitor, and adjustable
height furniture make the rooms adaptable for
a wide range of programs and age groups.

Preschool Classes
Parent-Child Classes
Painting
Crafts
Music

32-Meter x 13-Lane Lap Pool

32-Meter Pool

This pool measures 105’ x 75’, providing
7,875sf of surface area. The pool provides
13 lanes in the 25-yard direction. This pool
is typically all deep water with a minimum
depth of 4’ or 6’-6” at the shallow end to
accommodate swimming and water polo.
Spectator seating for 250 is elevated and
located off the pool deck.

Swim Teams

Deep Water Exercise

Synchronized
Swimming

Lessons

Water Polo

Kayak Roll Classes

Masters Swimmers

Kayak Water Polo

Rentals

Lap Swimming

Spa
The spa or hot tub provides water that is
warmer than the recreation activity pool
(generally between 102 to 104 degrees for
adults or 96 to 98 degrees for use that includes
children). The spa is a popular feature for
adults and seniors and is used for relaxing,
socializing, and soothing injuries or pain.

To reduce the cost of supervision, the spa
is typically located on the pool deck and is
supervised by the lifeguard staff. Designing
the spa in a corner of the pool deck, away
from the high activity and with views to a
beautiful outdoor space, can heighten the user
experience.

Spa

The Sports Management Group
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Recreation Pool

Recreation Pool

The recreation activity pool is the most visually
exciting feature of the center and the most
highly used feature by children and families.
The pool can include a zero-depth “beach”
entry, water play features with sprays, current
channel, vortex, and two waterslides. The
configuration of the recreation pool makes
it inviting and allows ease of access for small
children, individuals recovering from injuries,
infants, and seniors. The pool temperature is
maintained at a warm 86 to 88 degrees, which
makes it the perfect environment for learn-toswim, arthritis classes, and other warm water
fitness programs. The recreation activity pool
includes lap lanes for a variety of rehabilitation,
water exercise, and learn-to-swim programs.

An enclosed outdoor deck and large roll-up
doors create an indoor/outdoor experience on
warm days.
Pre-School Programs
Pre and Post-Natal Classes
Parent-Tot Classes
Swim Parties
Recreation Swim
Injury Rehabilitation
Senior Exercise
Physical Therapy
Family Swim
Dive-In Movies

Alternate Options

WALKING/JOGGING TRACK

Walking/jogging Track
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An indoor track provides an area for walking
and jogging year-round regardless of the
weather. The design of the track can offer
walkers and joggers a variety of views to
other activity spaces and to the outdoors.
An area for stretching will be provided. Three
lanes provide space for two people jogging
or walking side-by-side and space for a third
person to pass.

Walking Programs
Cardiovascular Training
Senior Stride Competitions
Warm-Up/Cool-Down
Jogging/Running
Triathlon Training

The Sports Management Group
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Figure 3-4a. 32-Meter x 13-Lane Space Program, Dry Spaces
A. Building Support Spaces

NASF

C. Activity Spaces

NASF

A.01

Vestibule / Entry / Lobby / Coffee Bar

1,000

C.01

Gymnasium (1 - 50' x 84' courts)

A.02

Pre-Function / Viewing

1,500

C.02

Gymnasium Storage

A.03

Reception / Access Control

300

C.03

Fitness Room (Cardio, Selectorized, Free Weights)

A.04

General Storage

300

C.04

Wood Floor Studio 1 (Divisible)

A.05

Locker Rooms - Men

1,700

C.05

Wood Floor Studio 1 Storage

350

A.06

Locker Rooms - Women

1,800

C.06

Small Wood Floor Studio 2

900

A.07

Family Changing Rooms & Lockers

820

C.07

Small Wood Floor Studio Storage

100

A.08

Maintenance / Receiving / Storage

600

C.08

Activity Room

900

8,020

C.09

Activity Room Storage

100

Subtotal Building Support Spaces
B. Center Administration

7,000
500
1,800

Subtotal Activity Spaces

NASF

5,000

16,650

B.01

Center Supervisor Office

140

D. Community Spaces

NASF

B.02

Staff Office

100

D.01

Community Hall (divisible 3) 250 cap.

B.03

Cashier and Safe

110

D.02

Community Hall Storage

B.04

Office Tech

100

D.03

Catering Kitchen / Cooking Classroom
Restrooms - Men's and Women's

800
900

4,500
450
1,000

B.05

Program Coordinator's Office: Aquatics

100

D.04

B.06

Program Coordinator's Office: Fitness

100

D.05

Party Room (divisible)

B.07

Program Coordinator's Office: General Instruction

100

D.06

Party Room Storage
Child Watch Room

1,000

100

B.08

Program Coordinator's Office: Sports

100

D.07

B.09

Staff Group Office (6 persons @ 80 sq. ft. each)

360

D.08

Arts Room A

1,000

B.10

Training Room / Meeting Room

200

D.09

Arts Room B

1,000

B.11

Workroom

300

D.10

Arts Rooms Shared Storage

B.12

Storage / Supply Room

300

B.13

Circulation at 15%

300

Subtotal Center Administration

2,310

200

Subtotal Community Spaces

10,950

Dry Spaces Total Assignable Square Footage

37,930

Building Grossing Factor (75% efficiency)
Total Recreation Center Gross Square Footage
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12,500
50,430
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Figure 3-4b. 32-Meter x 13-Lane Space Program, Aquatics
B. Center Administration

E.01

Lap Pool Natatorium
13-Lane Lap Pool (7,875 sf water surface - 105' x 75')

NASF

14,000
Incl.

E.02

Spectator Seating (8 sf / person) for 250

2,000

E.03

Recreation Pool Natatorium

11,000

Recreation Pool (5,500 sq. ft. water surface)

Incl.

Spa (160 sf water surface)

Incl.

E.04

Heater and Mechanical Room

E.05

Chemical Rooms

200

E.06

Pool Storage

700

E.07

Aquatics Office (Group)

150

E.08

Lifeguard Room includes First-aid Area

350

E.09

Meet Management Room
Subtotal Aquatics Spaces
Aquatics Grossing Factor (85% efficiency)
Total Aquatic Center Gross Square Footage

Total Gross Square Footage (Rounded)
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2,100

300
30,800
5,500
36,300
86,700
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Financial Performance
Overview
A principle that guided the planning of the ARC was that the fees will
be affordable and the operation of the center will be financially viable
and sustainable. Financial sustainability is defined as an operation that
generates sufficient revenue to pay for most or all of its operating cost
and does not burden the General Fund. The business plan for the ARC
achieves that objective.
The 86,000sf ARC will replace the operation of the 12,000sf North
Kirkland Community Center and all programming and staff will move
to the new center. The NKCC will no longer operate as a community
center. The size of NKCC limits enrollment and limits revenue
generation. With annual operating costs of $579,000 and revenue of
$368,000, the General Fund subsidizes the NKCC $211,000. The ARC
business plan eliminates the NKCC subsidy.
The larger facility provides greater opportunity to address the needs
of the community and to enhance cost recovery with the expansion
of existing programs, elimination of waitlists, and exciting new
programming opportunities. The estimated annual operating costs
with a building reserve fund for the ARC is $3,559,000. The revenue
potential is $3,693,000 resulting in a cost recovery of 104%. The ARC

The Sports Management Group

could achieve full cost recovery in its first year of operation if it is sited
at Juanita Beach Park. If sited at NKCC, full cost recovery is expected
in its second full year of operation. The suspension or relocation of
programs during construction at NKCC will require a rebuilding of the
participant base. In contrast, if constructed at Juanita Beach Park,
with the on-going programs at NKCC, annual passes can be effectively
marketed and sold pre-opening.

Figure 4-1. Cost Recovery Comparison: North Kirkland
Community Center and ARC
NKCC (Actual 2013)

ARC (Average)

64%

104%

Annual Expenses

$579,000

$3,559,000

Annual Revenue

$368,000

$3,693,000

Operating Subsidy /
Net Revenue

($211,000)

$135,000

Cost Recovery
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Probable Operating Costs
Working with City of Kirkland Parks and Community Services
Department staff, The Sports Management Group developed
estimates of probable costs for the annual operation and
maintenance of the proposed ARC. The financial performance is
based on a series of operating assumptions that includes hours of
operation, staffing levels, scheduling priorities, space components,
fees and charges, and the closure of NKCC with the transfer of
programs and budget to the ARC. An analysis of comparable
facilities, data provided by City staff, current expenses and revenues
for NKCC, and The Sports Management Group’s experience working
with similar projects, served in the development of the operating
model.
The major expense categories generated from the operation of
a community recreation center consist of salaries and benefits,
utilities, repairs and maintenance, supplies, insurance, marketing
and advertising, contract labor, and capital reserves. Salaries and
employee benefits typically represents approximately 50% to 60% of
these operating cost. Salaries are not a category for finding savings.
The quality of staff, especially management and programming
staff, will have a profound impact on the utilization and financial
performance of the facility.

operating budget while generating revenue by providing quality
programs, activities, events and customer service.
The operating costs and revenue is based on the center being open to
the public 96.5 hours per week. Special events and rentals will extend
the hours of operation. The assumed hours:
Monday – Friday 			
5:30am – 9:00 pm
Saturday				
8:00am – 8:00 pm
Sunday					11:00am – 6:00 pm
Staff must be available to manage and support a seven-day-week
operation. The staffing model assumes the following additional staff
will be required to supplement existing NKCC staff:
• Center Supervisor
• Aquatic Supervisor
• Event Technician (.75 FTE)
• Building Maintenance and Pool Technician (1.75 FTE)
• Program Assistants (1.5 FTE)
• Additional part-time, hourly staff includes: Customer Service
Associates, Lifeguards, WSI instructors, Gym attendants, Child
watch, Contract and program instructors, Facility attendants

Personnel

Utilities

The ability to generate revenue, ensure the safety of facility users,
and achieve a high level of customer satisfaction is dependent on a
professional, well-trained, and dedicated staff. The City of Kirkland
will invest millions of dollars in the ARC, and the staff is responsible
for maintaining and protecting this asset, and safeguarding the
health and safety of the users. The staff must manage a large

The second largest expense category is the utility costs. The financial
analysis assumes that the building will employ energy-efficient design
and systems. Utility costs estimates include electricity, gas, water,
sewer, and trash removal and are estimated to range from $404,000
to $428,000. Costs have been prepared using actual costs incurred by
similar facilities in the region and energy modeling for the pools.
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Repair & Maintenance
To attract and sustain participation, the ARC must be maintained
at a high level. Indoor aquatic facilities are high maintenance due
to the corrosive environment in which they operate. The staffing
model includes facility operations personnel who will perform many
of the maintenance services. Specialized services, such as electrical
repairs or maintenance and repair of complex mechanical system

may be performed by a contractor and are included in the estimated
annual costs. Facility maintenance costs include repairs, supplies,
maintenance service agreements for HVAC system, security system
and alarm, and elevator. These costs are estimated to range from
$96,000 to $115,000. This is in addition to wages and benefits for 1.75
FTE. Custodial services are presented as another line item with an
estimated cost of $87,000 - $95,000 annually.
Reserve Fund

Figure 4-2. Probable Operating Expenses
Low

High

Full-Time Staff Salaries & Benefits

$457,000

$511,000

Part-Time Staff Salaries & Benefits

$930,000

$998,000

$193,000

$233,000

Contract Instructors
Voice, Data & Computer Services

$28,000

$32,000

Supplies & Chemicals

$115,000

$132,000

Repair & Maintenance

$96,000

$115,000

Marketing & Promotions

$40,000

$40,000

Scholarship Fund

$10,000

$10,000

Custodial Services

$87,000

$95,000

$404,000

$428,000

Utilities
Bank Charges & Insurance

$114,000

$131,000

Interfund Charges

$110,000

$110,000

Capital Outlay

$108,000

$113,000

Building Reserve

$160,000

$160,000

NKCC Expense Transfer

$579,000

$579,000

$3,431,000

$3,687,000

Operating Expense Total

The Sports Management Group

In addition to annual maintenance, a building reserve fund is included
as a line item in the operating budget. The reserve fund is used to pay
for major facility repairs and for the replacement of the building and
its systems. The budget assumes an allocation approximately one-half
percent of the construction costs each year to the reserve fund. At
one-half percent, the commitment to the reserves is $160,000 based
on a $32 million project. Over time, this allocation should be adjusted
for inflation.
Marketing
The financial success of the ARC will depend on a commitment to
creating, funding, and executing an ongoing marketing plan. The City
of Kirkland has a strong marketing presence and these marketing
venues will be important in targeting residents and non-residents
to the wide variety of program opportunities that will exist. The
use of social media is a key component and addresses green and
sustainability issues. It is estimated that marketing expenses will be
$40,000 annually.
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Probable Annual Operating Costs

Fee Assumptions

Figure 4-2 summarizes the probable annual
operating costs for the ARC. The costs
are presented in a range from low to high.
Typically, costs incurred in the first year of
operation are at the low end of the range
because the building is new and is less
expensive to maintain. The operating costs
for the ARC are estimated to range from
$3,431,000 to $3,687,000.

Assumptions regarding fees and charges
were developed to estimate the revenue
potential. Fee assumptions were developed
with consideration of affordability, cost
recovery goals, and market comparisons. The
current fee for Peter Kirk Pool is $4.00, in
comparison; the fee assumption for day use
of the ARC is estimated at $5.00. The day use
fee includes access to the pools, open gym,
fitness room, and drop-in programs. Assumed
daily fees in 2014 dollars are reported in
Figure 4-3.

Revenue Potential
The ARC will have a variety of spaces and
aquatic components that will appeal to a
large segment of the Kirkland community.
Classes, programs, activities, special events,
and rentals will all be offered at the ARC and
represent 54 percent of the total revenue
potential. In addition, pass sales and daily
fees will provide ample opportunity to
experience the recreational pursuits within
the center. To be successful in generating
sufficient revenue and meet the needs of
the community, the program mix must be
responsive and adaptable to a wide range
of user interests and demand. The ARC staff
must program for a variety of users from
every segment of the market: adults, families,
seniors, and youth.
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Figure 4-3. Assumed Fees in
2014 Dollars
Daily Fees
Age

0-2 yrs

Free

Child (2-6)

$4.50

Youth (7-18)

$5.00

Adult (19-64)

$5.50

Senior (65+)

$4.50

Family

$17.00

Scholarship Fund

Annual Pass Fees

The City has a scholarship fund to ensure
access for residents needing financial
assistance.

Resident 1

NonResident

Child (2-6)

$300

$360

Youth (7-18)

$375

$420

Adult (19-64)

$450

$540

Senior (65+)

$355

$430

Family

$750

$900

Age

Revenue Potential
Staff developed a room-by-room schedule
of activities and classes for each building
space. Estimates of participation were used
to project revenue for each space and type
of activity. ARC net revenue is expected to
range from $3,093,000 to $3,558,000 and
total $3,461,000 to $3,926,000 annually
with the transferred classes and associated
revenue from NKCC. Revenue potential is
reported in Figure 4-4.

Daily Fee

1

Residents receive a 20% discount
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Lynnwood Case Study

Figure 4-4. Revenue Potential
Low

High

Daily Ticket Sales

$460,000

$516,000

Pass Sales

$1,119,000

$1,262,000

Preschool and Child Watch

$98,000

$113,000

Fitness, Exercise, Dance Classes

$60,000

$77,000

Gymnasium

$141,000

$164,000

Activity Room

$45,000

$61,000

Special Events Room

$87,000

$109,000

Community Hall and Kitchen

$159,000

$206,000

32-Meter Indoor Lap Pool

$366,000

$383,000

Recreation Pool

$537,000

$643,000

$21,000

$24,000

Merchandise and Vending
NKCC Revenue Transfer
Revenue Potential

The Sports Management Group

$368,000

$368,000

$3,461,000

$3,926,000

Lynnwood Community Recreation & Aquatics Center provides
comparative data for evaluating the recreation pool revenue
projections. Lynnwood, located in Snohomish County, is a community
of approximately 36,000. In April 2011, the Lynnwood Center reopened with a renovated and expanded aquatics center, including
a new 5,500sf recreation pool. Since its opening, recreation swim
attendance is reported to be at, or near, capacity with 256,000 open
swim participations in 2013. An estimated 166,000 participants pay a
drop-in admission fee and the remainder are passholders. Lynnwood
reports weekend visitors from as far as Olympia, which is 80 miles
away.
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Case Study: Lynnwood Aquatics & Recreation Center
Facility Description
Located in the City of Lynnwood, which reports a 2010 Census population of 35,836, the
Lynnwood Center is a recreation center with a cardio and weight room, wood floor studio,
racquetball courts, classrooms, and aquatics. The aquatics center includes a recreation
pool with two water slides, lazy river, water playground, and family hot tub. It also includes
a 6-lane lap pool, sauna, and warm-water therapy pool.
Revenue

Total Participations for Open Recreation

The total 2013 revenue for the full center was $1,825,862.
The portion of revenue attributable to aquatics is as follows:*
Aquatics Revenue

Open Recreation Participations

2011

144,288

2012

248,516

2013

256,128

Daily Drop-In

$429,856

Fitness Pass

$24,993

Annual Pass

$208,750

Swim registrations (2011-2012): 8,171

Swim Lessons, Classes

$358,132

Chemicals (2013): $46,324

Party Room Rentals

$54,951

Open Recreation periods: 802

Recreation Pool Rentals

$139,428

Utilities (2012): $284,487

3rd Grade Learn-To-Swim Contract

$30,000

Total Aquatics Revenue 2013

$1,246,110

*65% is the percentage the Recreation Superintendent cited as
attributable to Aquatics.
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Source:
Joel Faber, Recreation Superintendent
City of Lynnwood Parks, Recreation & Cultural Arts Department
Information Received February 19, 2014
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Figure 5-1. Site Options
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2. Albertson’s Site
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A brief history of the site selection process and the site criteria are
presented at the end of this chapter. Detailed analysis of each site can be
found in the Appendix. An environmental assessment was performed for
both sites which is found in Part 2: Technical Report.
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The City of Kirkland has a very limited inventory of land that is available
for development. Previous planning efforts for a community recreation
and aquatics center stalled, in part, due to the lack of a building site.
The identification and selection of a suitable site to house an 86,000 sf
community center, with parking for 300 cars, is a critical next step in this
planning process.
In late 2013, City staff and the City Council identified eight sites as
potential locations for a new community recreation and aquatics facility
(Figure 5-1). The sites were studied and evaluated based on a list of
criteria. This evaluation identified two viable sites: Juanita Beach Park and
North Kirkland Community Park. Council directed staff and the project
team to further study those sites and provide Council with information
necessary to make a site selection. The following summarizes the findings
of the Phase 2 site analysis.
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Juanita Beach Park
Site Description
This site, located at the northwest corner of the intersection of Juanita
Drive and 97th Avenue, is a 9-acre property, owned by the City,
currently used for recreational purposes and overflow parking. The
future development of the site as an expansion of the existing park
has been planned and approved as part of the overall Juanita Beach
Park Master Plan.
The site is relatively flat, and easily buildable. The existing
development of the site includes the historic Forbes House, that is
leased to the non-profit Youth Eastside Services, two paved and
illuminated tennis courts, two little league fields that are in moderate
condition, and a gravel parking lot, used for overflow parking for
the south side of the park when it is heavily used. Juanita Creek
passes through the northwest corner of the site, and has a required
development setback. It is currently predominantly used for passive
recreational activities including dog walking and picnics.
Surrounding uses include the developed park along Lake Washington
on the south side of Juanita Drive. To the east exists the Juanita
Village development, which includes multi-family housing and retail
uses in buildings ranging up to 6 stories in height, and Spuds Fish and
Chips restaurant. To the west is the Inn on the Park, a metro station,
and more multi-family housing. To the north is the German Retirement
Village and Juanita Creek apartments.
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Juanita Beach Park, view to Lake Washington.

The site is located along a major east-west vehicular artery on Juanita
Drive, and is one block from a major north-south road at 98th Ave.
This will provide good vehicular access to the potential new center
from all of the neighborhoods of Kirkland. Increased traffic from this
project would require mitigations, most likely the addition of a new
right turn only lane from 97th Ave. onto Juanita Drive. It is located
on a designated bicycle route, and well-connected to the city’s
pedestrian path network. Public transportation is readily available
with three major routes, including the 255 bus, stopping near the
intersection of Juanita Drive and 98th Ave.
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Figure 5-2. Juanita Beach Site Context

Juanita
Village
Housing

Forbes House
98th Ave.

93rd Ave.

senior housing

Juanita Drive
spud’s / Retail

Juanita Beach Park

Bus 255 Stop

NE 116th st.

Lake Washington

Dedicated Bicycle Lane
Park Trail / Walkway
Bus Stop

The
Sports Management Group
08/06/14
Juanita Beach Park Site - Enlarged Site Plan

Juanita Bay Park
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A major forested area, adjacent to the creek in the northwest
corner would be preserved, in addition to the existing newer street
trees along Juanita Drive. However, there are a few isolated large
trees that would need to be moved for the new development.
The current Master Plan for the development of this site changes it
from a predominantly passive recreational use to a series of much
more active uses. These include a new multi-purpose sports field,
housing two little league fields overlapping a soccer field, a skate
park, playground, picnic shelter, stream buffer zone enhancement,
improved tennis courts, restrooms, and an expanded paved
parking lot for 100 vehicles. Most of the trees that would be
removed and replaced with new plantings for the potential new
ARC Center must be removed and replaced in the approved Park
Master Plan.
KPFF, civil engineers, have studied the site, and their full report
is included in Part 2: Technical Reports. Construction at this site
would require a minimal amount of grading, and the cut and fill
quantities could be balanced onsite, eliminating the need for any
costly import or off-haul of the spoils. The site is of sufficient size
to accommodate both the new building and all of the parking on
grade, without requiring any structured parking. All wet and dry
utilities are readily available from the streets bordering the site
with the capacity to handle the loads of the new development.
The intention is to provide permeable paving in the parking lots to
provide for primary storm water filtration, and, in order to verify
that this was possible, a preliminary soils report, including three
borings taken at the site, has been prepared. The soils report
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Juanita Beach Park Master Plan.
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indicated that this is possible, although there is a high water table at
the site. Additional storm water detention would be provided through
a series of rain gardens in the landscaping around the building. The
high water table would also require special construction of the pools
to avoid uplift when they are under construction or emptied of water.
Should this not prove possible, due to the high water table conditions,
an alternative water detention and filtration scheme has been
proposed that incorporates swales in the open areas all around the
building and parking lots.
Because of the silty/sandy conditions of the soils, which could
experience liquefaction in the case of a seismic event, it is
recommended that deep foundations, such as concrete piles, or geopiers, be constructed below the ground floor slab of the building. The
cost for the geo-piers is included in the cost estimate for construction
of the new facility at this site.

North Kirkland Community Center Park
The second site under consideration is located on two properties
north of 124th Street, to the east and west of 103rd Avenue. This
site is also currently owned by the city and used for active and
passive recreational purposes. The combined area of both sites is
approximately 5.5 acres.
Two building sites options were studied: Option 1 maintains a street
at 103rd Avenue with new development contained to the west side of
the site. Option 2 closes the southern half of 103rd Avenue between
124th and 125th Streets.
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The western portion of the site includes the existing North Kirkland
Community Center, which is a two-story structure first built as a
church in 1974. This center houses a broad range of recreational
opportunities and programs for residents of all ages, from preschool to seniors, all of which would be relocated to spaces in the
proposed new ARC Center.
This part of the proposed project site is very hilly. The grade slopes
down from the southern end of the property at 124th Street, and
also drops from east to west from 97th Avenue. The lowest portion
of the site is undeveloped green space, bounded on the north and
west sides by large rows of existing evergreen trees. There are
two parking lots, located to the north and south of the existing
community center, and a basketball court at a lower elevation to the
west of the upper parking lot.
The eastern portion of the site houses the “Train Park”, one of the
most beloved playgrounds for children in Kirkland. It is a beautiful,
hilly site, with large, mature trees, and a truly unique play structure.
This site also has a drop-off area with a few parking spaces, and
a fairly new restroom building that is in excellent condition. Two
alternative designs have been developed for this site, one of which
aims to preserve this entire eastern portion of the site intact.
The site is surrounded by single-family homes on all sides. These
are one and two story structures, and all are occupied. There is a 20’
wide easement that runs across the northern edge of the property
west of 103rd Ave., which provides driveway access to a private
residence located north of the site. The nearest large structures are
the Holy Spirit Lutheran Church on 124th Street and 100th Ave., and
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North Kirkland High School, which is located to the north of this site,
with its entry off 132nd Street.
The building would be situated on a major east-west road at 124th
Street, with the nearest main north-south road a few blocks away at
100th Avenue. Both provide good vehicular access to the site from all
neighborhoods in Kirkland. However, the increased number of turns at
103rd Avenue would likely require that a new traffic signal be added
at this intersection. The site has good public transit access, with a
stop for the number 255 bus located on 124th Street across from the
proposed new Center. It is connected to the City’s defined bicycle and
pedestrian pathways.
Construction at this site would require the removal of a number
of mature trees, which would be replaced with new landscaping.
However, given the smaller size of this site, there will be substantially
less open space available after development than at the Juanita
Beach site. The civil engineering assessment of potentially building
the facility at this site notes that it will require a great deal of grading
to create flat pads for the building and adjacent parking structure.
Even with this, portions of the new building will be below the
surrounding ground level, and others will be raised above it. Building
at this site would require hauling off excess spoils from the grading.

North Kirkland Community Center and Park
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Because this site is substantially smaller than the Juanita Beach Park
site, it will not be possible to provide infiltration for storm water by
means of permeable paving or rain gardens as part of the landscape
improvements. Therefore underground storm water detention vaults
with filtration systems would be required, which will add to both the
construction and long-term operating costs for the facility. Both wet
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Figure 5-3. North Kirkland Site Context
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History of Site Selection
In late 2013, City staff presented five (5) potential sites for a new
aquatics, recreation and community center to the City Council in a
study session. The sites included:
1. North Kirkland Community Center Park
2. Juanita Beach Park (north of Juanita Drive)
3. Mark Twain Park
4. Peter Kirk Park (pool site)
5. Snyder’s Corner Park

Above: North Kirkland Community Center

and dry utilities are available in the streets surrounding the proposed
new facility with adequate capacity to handle the loads of the new
development.
Should the Juanita Beach Park site be selected, this site could be
redeveloped as a more substantial park. The existing community
center and one of the parking areas could be demolished, making
room for a large open and covered picnic area, an improved
basketball court, other new courts for activities like bocce ball or
volleyball, increased open lawn areas, and more groves of trees.
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After discussing the options, the Council removed the Peter
Kirk Park site from further consideration, and suggested several
additional sites for study including the site of the former Albertson’s
Food Store at 9826 NE 132nd St. and an unidentified site near
Totem Lake.
The project team was directed to evaluate each of these sites and
determine their suitability to house two building options: (1) a new
72,000 square foot center with associated parking for 300 cars,
or (2) a smaller 38,500 square foot aquatics-only center with its
associated parking. The project team visited each site, collected and
analyzed existing site data, and developed building plans to test the
capacity of the site to accommodate each building option.
Based upon the evaluation of these sites, staff recommended
that Snyder’s Corner Park and Albertsons be dropped from
consideration. Snyder’s Corner has a water retention basin that
bisects the site and limits the buildable area. It is of insufficient size
for the building and parking. Albertson’s is also of insufficient size
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and would require acquisition of the adjacent and currently operating
drugstore. The properties are not for sale; however, the current
assessed value is $9.8 million. Council made the decision to remove
these two sites from consideration, as well as Mark Twain Park. Mark
Twain Park is on the far eastern border of the city with poor east/
west access to the site. It has insufficient capacity for the required
parking and the large scale of the building could negatively impact
the surrounding single story homes. The Council added a site at South
Norway Park for consideration.
The remaining three sites, Juanita Beach Park, North Kirkland
Community Center Park, and South Norway Park received further
study. Site-specific building plans were developed to test fit the
building on the site and each site evaluated based on a developed set
of selection criteria.
The full evaluation of all sites is found in the Appendix; Figure 5-4
shows an abbreviated rating of the three final sites. The rating follows
a description of the site selection criteria.

1. Size and Configuration of Site
The size and configuration of the site must be suitable to
accommodate the building, parking, and outdoor amenities such as a
public plaza or patios.

2. Neighborhood Context and Impacts
Consideration is given to the effect the siting location will have on
surrounding properties and the City. The scale of the building must
be compatible with the surrounding area, particularly residential
development.
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3. Surrounding Land Uses
Locating the Recreation/Aquatic Center in proximity to a municipal
complex or park would be favorable. Locations surrounded by
industrial or commercial development are generally less desirable.

4. Vehicular Accessibility
Locating the Center on a major arterial, collector roads, and/or
transportation corridor provides easy access for vehicles and for
servicing the building. An arterial with high traffic volume can serve to
maximize exposure.

5. Pedestrian/Bicycle Access
The Recreation/Aquatic Center should be easily accessed from
existing and planned pedestrian and bicycle routes.

6. Adequate Parking Capacity
It is likely the Recreation/Aquatic Center will require 200-300 spaces.
The Center may require additional parking for special events. The site
must be adequate to accommodate required parking on-site or have a
plan for alternative supplemental parking.

7. Centrality within the Community
The proposed Center should be located near the area’s residents. It
should also be located for easy access by those who work in Kirkland
and live in outlying areas.

8. Prominent Siting and Visibility
This facility has been discussed as creating a “center” for the
community, a place of civic pride. Thus, a prominent location is
desirable to maintain a public presence.
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9. Availability of Utilities

Figure 5-4. Site Rating of Final Three Sites

The availability of water, gas, electricity, sewer, and storm drains will
impact the cost of the project.

Juanita
Beach

NKCC

South
Norway

Site Capacity (Size)

+

−

+

10. Access to Public Transportation

Central Location

+

+

−

Prominent Siting & Visibility

+

+

−

Siting the building where it is serviced by public transit will increase
facility use and revenue potential.

Availability of Utilities

+

+

0

11. Zoning Implications

Soils & Construction Costs

0

−

0

Zoning Implications

+

+

0

Adequate Parking Capacity

+

0

+

The site must conform to the City’s zoning and land use policies/
ordinances. Privately-owned sites will require a change in zoning as
part of the process.

Site Aesthetics

+

+

+

12. Soils and Construction Costs

Neighborhood Context & Impacts

+

0

0

Scale Relative to Neighboring Buildings

+

0

−

A site with poor soils, rugged topography, or high water table may
require special construction that could add to the cost of the project.

Surrounding Land Uses

+

0

−

13. City-Owned Property

Access to Public Transportation

+

+

−

Access for Non-Motorized
Transportation

+

+

−

Land acquisition will increase the project cost and lengthen the
schedule.

Impacts on Existing Landscape

0

−

−

Costs for Demolition & Relocation

0

−

+

Required Grading

+

−

0

SITING CRITERIA

Good

Fair
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14. Site Aesthetics
A site with attractive visual and physical qualities (vegetation, access
to views, etc.) can enhance the appearance of the building and
provide a more positive user experience.

Poor
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Traffic Assessment
Overview
The Kirkland ARC Center will be a citywide destination accessible
by personal vehicle, public transit, bicycle, and pedestrian walkways.
Vehicle trip generation is assumed to be the same for both proposal
sites, however trip distribution patterns are unique to each site.
Based on assumptions regarding peak users, drop-off ratio, vehicle
occupancy ratio, and turnover percentage, the total number
of inbound/outbound vehicles and total parking demand were
calculated for each hour of weekday ARC operation. Vehicle trip
distribution patterns to/from each proposal site were determined
using a version of the Bellevue-Kirkland-Redmond Travel Demand
Model (BKR model) developed for the Kirkland Transportation
Master Plan.
The building will have minimal programming between 5pm and 6pm,
which is considered the peak (commute) hour traffic period. This is
the heaviest traffic demand considering both morning and evening
commute periods. Typically programs are not scheduled during this
time as people are leaving work and headed home. Adult programs
are not scheduled until after 6:30pm weekdays for this reason. Based
on this schedule, vehicle trip generation during weekday PM peak
commute adds only 150-180 trips. The ARC Center would increase
PM commute hour entering traffic volumes by only 1 to 8 percent,
depending on location.
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Traffic mitigation measures have been recommended for each site.
Recommended measures for Juanita Beach Site include 97th Avenue
NE/Juanita Drive intersection be provided with a separate southbound
right-turn pocket to accommodate the additional outbound vehicles
and re-timing of the signal. NE 120th Place/100th Avenue NE
intersection will have the eastbound left-turn pocket lengthened.
The North Kirkland Site intersection at 103rd Avenue NE/NE 124th
Street requires a traffic signal, dedicated left-turn pockets, and
crosswalks. The existing midblock crosswalk would be removed. The
100th Avenue NE/NE 124th Street intersection will incorporate the
improvements as described in the 100th Avenue NE Corridor Study,
which specifies the addition of a 250ft northbound receiving lane.

Parking Needs
The ARC parking demand was calculated for each hour of the
Center’s operation during a typical weekday. For peak hour demand,
approximately 270 parking spaces are needed.
The traffic study performed by Fehr and Peers transportation
consultants follows. The study details existing traffic conditions,
analyzes traffic at peak commute hour, assesses vehicle trip generation
as a result of the new center, and recommends traffic mitigation
actions and parking count.
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Introduction
This Report provides a preliminary assessment of the expected
number of trips to and from the Kirkland ARC Center at key times of
the day, how the existing Kirkland street network would be affected
by locating the Center at each proposal site, and what actions may be
needed at the affected locations.

Peak Hour Commute
Traffic growth and potential traffic issues due to each proposal site
were analyzed for the weekday PM peak commute hour, which occurs
from 5 – 6 PM in Kirkland. This time period experiences the heaviest
traffic demands on the Kirkland roadway network during a typical day
and should be used to determine the improvements may be necessary
to accommodate a new development.
Once a preferred site for the Aquatic Center is chosen, more detailed
transportation studies will examine future year traffic conditions,
bicycle and pedestrian access, site access, and required project
mitigations.

Existing Transportation System
The following sections describe the existing roadway network
and transit service options that serve each proposal site. Proposal
site locations and the surrounding roadway network are shown in
Figure 6-2.
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JUANITA BEACH SITE
The Juanita Beach proposal site is accessed from 97th Avenue NE,
a two-lane road that connects NE Juanita Drive to 98th Avenue NE,
both principal arterials, and provides access to the Juanita Village
neighborhood and commercial center. The south leg of the 97th
Avenue NE / NE Juanita Drive intersection provides access to the
Juanita Beach Park drop-off and parking lot. The site currently has
two entry points - one 160 feet north of the 97th Avenue NE / NE
Juanita Drive into a gravel parking lot and a second across from the
97th Avenue NE / NE 119th Way intersection leading into the Forbes
House loop driveway. Access to/from I-405 is 1.6 miles east of the park
on NE 116th Street and NE 124th Street.
King County Metro routes 234, 236, and 255 are available on 98th
Avenue NE near the Juanita Drive intersection. Stops for these routes
are within a quarter mile of the Juanita Beach proposal site.

NORTH KIRKLAND SITE
The North Kirkland proposal site is adjacent to NE 124th Street NE,
a five-lane principal arterial that provides an east-west connection
between I-405 (1.00 miles to the east) and 100th Ave NE (0.12 miles
to the west). The site is bisected by 103rd Avenue NE, a two-lane local
street used to access the existing North Kirkland Community Center
and a residential neighborhood. There are two site access options one would keep the existing access point on 103rd Avenue NE and
the other would have direct access from the parking structure onto
NE 124th Street. The latter option would require the closure of 103rd
Avenue NE and the construction of a cul-de-sac approximately 300
feet south of NE 125th Place.
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A bus stop for King County Metro routes 255 is directly adjacent to
the site on NE 124th Street. Stops for Route 234 are located near the
NE 124th Street/100th Avenue NE intersection, approximately 0.12
miles west of the site.

EXISTING PM PEAK (COMMUTE)
HOUR TRAFFIC OPERATIONS
Existing year PM peak (commute) hour traffic operations were
assessed at six key intersections near the proposal sites:
1. 100th Avenue NE / NE 124th Street
2. 103rd Avenue NE / NE 124th Street
3. 105th Avenue NE / NE 124th Street
4. 98th Avenue NE / NE 120th Place
5. 98th Avenue NE / Juanita Drive / NE 116th Street
6. 97th Avenue NE / Juanita Drive
Traffic counts at the 103rd Avenue NE and 105th Avenue NE
intersections with NE 124th Street were commissioned in June 2014.
All other counts were collected by the City of Kirkland in summer
2013. Daily and peak hour traffic volumes are typically higher during
the summer compared to other seasons on Juanita Drive near Juanita
Beach Park. Collectively, these volumes were used to calculate levels
of service (LOS) and to determine any applicable queuing issues for
each intersection by the methods described below.
The City of Kirkland Comprehensive Plan establishes peak commute
hour intersection LOS standards based on a ratio of entering traffic
volume to intersection capacity (V/C ratio). The calculation of these
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V/C ratios has been determined by the City using planning methods
from Transportation Research Circular 212. For SEPA analysis, the
accompanying traffic impact analysis must use the City’s V/C ratio
LOS system. By contrast, this document serves as a pre-SEPA analysis
to compare the basic characteristics and impacts of the two proposal
sites. As such, intersection operations were calculated using Highway
Capacity Manual (HCM) LOS, a method of LOS analysis that is wellsuited for comparisons of alternatives. This LOS measure ranks
intersection operating conditions from “A” to “F” in terms of total
delay per entering vehicle. Figure 6-1 provides a summary of these
rankings for signalized and all-way stop-controlled intersections. It
should be noted that LOS at side-street stop-controlled intersections
is determined by the movement with the highest average delay per
vehicle. HCM LOS rankings and average queue lengths at intersections
were calculated using Synchro 8 traffic modeling software. Results
from Synchro for the six study intersections are summarized in
Figure 6-2.
Near the Juanita Beach proposal site, the intersection of 98th Avenue
NE / Juanita Drive / NE 116th Street operates at LOS E during the PM
commute hour with heavy vehicle demand and queues in excess of
400 feet on the northbound and westbound intersection approaches.
Additionally, westbound queues at 97th Avenue NE / Juanita Drive
can sometimes 1 fill the entire length of roadway between 97th
Avenue NE and 98th Avenue NE, limiting the number of vehicles that
can enter Juanita Drive from NE 116th Street and 98th Avenue NE.

1
The average westbound queue length during the PM commute hour is 450
feet, about 70% of the length along Juanita Drive between 97th Avenue NE
and 98th Avenue NE.
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Figure 6-1. Signalized and All-Way Stop Intersection
Level of Service (LOS) Criteria

LOS Grade

Delay
(Seconds per
Vehicle)

Description

A

Progression is extremely favorable and most vehicles arrive during the green phase. Most vehicles do
not stop at all. Short cycle lengths may also contribute to low delay.

B

Progression is good, cycle lengths are short, or both. More vehicles stop than with LOS A, causing
higher levels of average delay.

> 10.0 to 20.0

C

Higher congestion may result from fair progression, longer cycle lengths, or both. Individual cycle
failures may begin to appear at this level, though many still pass through the intersection without
stopping.

> 20.0 to 35.0

D

The influence of congestion becomes more noticeable. Longer delays may result from some
combination of unfavorable progression, long cycle lengths, or high V/C ratios. Many vehicles stop, and
the proportion of vehicles not stopping declines. Individual cycle failures are noticeable.

> 35.0 to 55.0

E

This level is considered by many agencies to be the limit of acceptable delay. These high delay values
generally indicate poor progression, long cycle lengths, and high V/C ratios. Individual cycle failures are
frequent occurrences. This is considered to be the limit of acceptable delay.

> 55.0 to 80.0

F

This level is considered unacceptable with oversaturation, which is when arrival flow rates exceed the
capacity of the intersection. This level may also occur at high V/C ratios below 1.0 with many individual
cycle failures. Poor progression and long cycle lengths may also be contributing factors to such delay
levels.

> 80.0
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Figure 6-2. Proposal Locations and Existing PM Peak (Commute)
Hour Traffic Operations

At the 98th Avenue NE / NE 120th Place
intersection, average PM commute hour
vehicle queues for the eastbound left-turn
movement are 100 feet long, one to two car
lengths longer than the provided left-turn
pocket length (approximately 70 feet).
At the 100th Avenue NE / NE 124th Street
intersection near the North Kirkland proposal
site, there is a high volume of westbound
traffic turning right onto 100th Avenue
NE during the PM commute hour and,
consequently, westbound vehicle queues can
extend past 103rd Avenue NE intersection,2
which is the current access point for the
North Kirkland Community Center. Due to
this queuing and the heavy volume of eastwest traffic along NE 124th Street, vehicles
experience heavy delays turning onto NE
124th Street from 103rd Avenue NE.

The average westbound queue length during
the PM commute hour is 880 feet, about 95% of
the length along NE 124th Street between 100th
Avenue NE and 103rd Avenue NE.

2
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Vehicle Trip Generation And Distribution

Figure 6-3. Weekday Vehicle Trip Generation

The following sections describe the calculation of PM peak hour
vehicle trip generation at the proposed ARC center and the
distribution of the trips to the existing Kirkland roadway network.
Vehicle trip generation is assumed to be the same for both proposal
sites, but trip distribution patterns are unique to each site.

Time of Day

VEHICLE TRIP GENERATION
The trip generation to and from the proposed ARC Center was
estimated using the anticipated schedule of activities 3 for the various
amenities of the Center. For each amenity, the following values were
assumed for each hour of Center operation during a typical weekday:
• Peak Users – The maximum number of participants of a
particular amenity during the specified hour.
• Drop-off Ratio – It is expected that a number of pre-driving
youth participants would be dropped off at the Center, and
some would arrive by bicycle and/or walk. A drop-off ratio of 2:1
indicates that for every 2 users, 1 would be dropped off at the site
(or arrive by foot, bike, or transit), leaving 1 user arriving by car.
• Vehicle Occupancy Ratio – This ratio represents the average
number of participants contained within each vehicle expected
to park onsite. A 3:1 ratio indicates that for every three users, one
vehicle is expected to park at the site. A ratio of 1:1 assumes that
each user has driven themselves and is parked at the site.
• Turnover Percentage – The percentage of participants expected
to arrive and depart during the same hour. A value of 50%
indicates that half of the peak users that arrive at the Center to
use an amenity during a particular hour also finish their activity
and depart the Center during the same hour.
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Vehicle Trip
Generation
Range

Average Vehicle
Trip Generation
Inbound

Outbound

Weekday PM
Peak Commute

5 – 6 PM

150 – 180

65

100

Weekday Peak
Hour Of Visitor
Demand At
Proposed Arc
Center

7 – 8 PM

260 – 320

145

145

Based on these assumptions, the total number of inbound/outbound
vehicles and total parking demand were calculated for each hour of
weekday Center operation. Trip generation results for the weekday
PM peak commute hour and peak hour of demand 4 at the proposed
Center are summarized in Figure 6-3. Trip generation totals are
presented as a range that takes into account variation of scheduled
activities by the day of week (Monday through Friday) and season of
the year (summer versus fall/winter/spring). In general, there would
be more PM peak commute hour trip demand at the ARC Center in
the fall/winter/spring due to school-related activities compared to the
summer. Average inbound and outbound vehicle trips are also shown.

3

Provided by the Sports Management Group.

4

Discussed further in the “Parking Needs” section.
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Figure 6-4. PM Commute Hour Distribution Patterns from BKR Model For Juanita Beach
Site (Left) and North Kirkland Site (Right)

Note: 1% of inbound and outbound distribute to other streets
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For each proposal site, 150 - 180 vehicle trips would be generated by
the Center during the PM peak commute hour depending on the day
of week and season of the year. Adult programs at the ARC Center
would not be scheduled to begin until after 6:30 PM on weekdays to
reduce travel during the PM peak commute hour. The peak weekday
vehicle trip generation for the Center would be 260 - 320 trips and
would occur from 7 to 8 PM.

TRIP DISTRIBUTION
Vehicle trip distribution patterns to/from each proposal site were
determined using a version of the Bellevue-Kirkland-Redmond
Travel Demand Model (BKR model) developed for the Kirkland
Transportation Master Plan. PM commute hour travel patterns from
the BKR model for the existing year scenario are depicted in Figure
6-4. As shown, the majority of drivers travel to/from the Juanita
Beach site via NE 116th Street and NE 124th Street, which both provide
I-405 access to the east, and via the 98th Avenue NE / 100th Avenue
NE corridor. For the North Kirkland site, an even larger share of drivers
arrive/depart via NE 124th Street, and very few use NE 116th Street.
Trip generation for weekday PM commute hour conditions during the
fall/winter/spring was applied to the model distribution patterns to
determine the peak commute hour traffic growth at each intersection
turning movement for each of the two proposal sites. For example,
the model predicted that 24 percent of all PM commute hour vehicle
trips inbound to the Juanita Beach site would enter the study area on
98th Avenue NE, passing through study intersections at 98th Avenue
NE / Juanita Drive / NE 116th Street and 97th Avenue NE / Juanita
Drive en route to the ARC Center. This percentage was multiplied by
the 100 outbound trips shown in Figure 6-3, and the resulting value
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of 24 additional vehicles was then added to the summer PM commute
hour traffic counts for the specified intersection turning movements.
This process was performed for each inbound and outbound route
for the two proposal sites. The resultant traffic growth is summarized
in the following section. It should be noted that this “with Center”
traffic scenario provides a conservative look at traffic operations and
impacts because it combines existing network traffic counts from the
peak season (summer) with ARC Center peak season trip generation
(fall/winter/spring).

Traffic Growth And Potential
Mitigation Actions
Expected PM commute hour traffic growth at the six intersections is
summarized in Figure 6-5 for both proposal sites. The ARC Center
would increase existing PM commute hour entering traffic volumes
by 1 to 8 percent, depending on location. The following subsections
identify traffic issues that may arise due the network traffic growth as
well as short and long-term actions that could mitigate these issues.
During the SEPA process, additional traffic analysis will be required to
examine future year conditions.

JUANITA BEACH SITE
Traffic growth and potential operational issues for the Juanita Beach
proposal site are illustrated in Figure 6-6 and described below for
affected study area intersections. Potential short and long-term
actions that could mitigate these issues are also discussed.
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Figure 6-5. Weekday PM Commute Traffic Growth

97th Avenue NE / Juanita Drive

Total Vehicles Entering Intersection
ID #

Juanita Beach Site

Intersection
Existing

North Kirkland Site

With
Project

%
Growth

With
Project

%
Growth

1

100th Ave NE / NE 124th St

3,480

3,540

1.7%

3,560

2.3%

2

103rd Ave NE / NE 124th St

2,220

2,260

1.8%

2,400

8.1%

3

105th Ave NE / NE 124th St

2,240

2,270

1.3%

2,340

4.5%

4

98th Ave NE / NE 120th Pl

1,930

1,990

3.1%

1,960

1.6%

5

98th Ave NE / Juanita Dr /
NE 116th St

3,110

3,220

3.5%

3,140

1.0%

6

97th Ave NE / Juanita Dr

1,860

1,980

6.5%

1,870

0.5%

Side streets have few opportunities turn from due to free-flow east/west traffic

1

98th Avenue NE / Juanita Drive / NE 116th
Street
Total entering PM commute hour vehicles
would increase by approximately four
percent. Northbound PM commute hour
average vehicle queues would lengthen by
about two vehicles, and westbound queues
would lengthen by about six vehicles.
Average PM commute hour delay would
increase by two seconds per vehicle. No
specific mitigations would be needed as a
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result of the proposed ARC Center, but it is
recommended that the City closely monitor
intersection performance as additional
development comes to the neighborhood.
It should be noted that intelligent
transportation system (ITS) improvements
are proposed as part of the 100th Avenue
Corridor Plan. If the Juanita Beach proposal
site enters SEPA analysis, the analysis of
horizon year operating conditions should
include these ITS improvements.

Existing average westbound vehicle queues
along Juanita Drive during the PM commute
hour are about 450 feet long, approximately
three-quarters of the distance between
97th Avenue NE and 98th Avenue NE. With
the Center proposal at Juanita Beach, this
queue length could grow to 650 feet in
length (an additional 10 vehicle lengths),
backing up nearly all the way to 98th Avenue
NE. This amount of queuing could regularly
impede the receiving lane capacity for traffic
approaching Juanita Drive from NE 116th
Street and 98th Avenue NE. Average vehicle
delay at the 97th Ave NE intersection would
increase by approximately 20 seconds with
the volumes added from the Juanita site.
Providing a separate southbound right-turn
pocket on 97th Avenue NE to accommodate
the additional outbound vehicle demand
from the ARC Center would allow the signal
to be re-timed to provide more westbound
green time. Additional westbound green
time would better accommodate the growth
in westbound right-turning traffic due to
the ARC center. With these improvements,
average westbound queues would grow
by only four vehicle lengths during the
PM commute hour compared to existing
conditions.
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Figure 6-6. PM Commute Hour Traffic Growth and Potential Operational Issues For
Juanita Beach Site (Left) and North Kirkland Site (Right)
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The accommodation of longer-term neighborhood and regional travel
demand growth could require the extension of the westbound rightturn lane (that currently terminates at 97th Lane NE) to 97th Ave
NE. The City would need to closely monitor the performance of this
intersection and assess the need for this improvement as additional
development comes to the neighborhood.
NE 120th Place / 100th Avenue NE

NORTH KIRKLAND SITE
Traffic growth and potential operational issues for the North Kirkland
proposal site are illustrated in Figure 6-6 and described below for
affected study area intersections. Potential short and long-term
actions that could mitigate these issues are also discussed.
103rd Avenue NE / NE 124th Street

The eastbound left-turn pocket is approximately 70 feet long. Under
existing conditions, average PM commute hour queues extend past
the end of this pocket by about two car lengths. With the Juanita
Beach proposal, eastbound left-turning traffic would grow by 35
vehicles during the PM commute hour. This would result in two
additional vehicles added to the commute hour queue length. The
eastbound left-turn pocket could be lengthened to accommodate
existing and added ARC Center traffic demand. This could be
achieved within the current width of roadway by removing some of
the existing on-street parking upstream from the intersection.

The majority of PM commute hour traffic growth would occur along
NE 124th Street. For either site access option, the primary entry/exit
point from/to NE 124th Street would need to include a traffic signal,
dedicated left-turn pockets, and crosswalks to safely and efficiently
accommodate commute hour traffic demand into and out of the ARC
Center. Additionally, the existing midblock crosswalk located on NE
124th Street (approximately 200 feet west of the 103rd Avenue NE
intersection) would need to be removed to accommodate site access
improvements. This new signalization pattern would add and average
of 25 seconds of delay to westbound travel along NE 124th Street
between during the PM commute hour.

100th Avenue NE / NE 124th Street

100th Avenue NE / NE 124th Street

Total entering PM commute hour vehicles would increase by
approximately two percent, and average intersection delay would
increase by one second per vehicle. This amount of growth would not
create any operational issues.

Due to regional travel demand growth along NE 124th Street, more
substantial long-term actions may be needed at the 100th Avenue
NE / NE 124th Street intersection directly to the west of the site.
In particular, westbound vehicle queues at this intersection could
regularly extend past the proposed ARC Center access point during
the PM commute hour. Improvements to address this westbound
queuing issue have been previously described in the 100th Avenue
NE Corridor Study.5 It should be noted that intelligent transportation
system (ITS) improvements are also proposed as part of the Corridor

Project number TR 0084 000 from the 100th Avenue NE Corridor Study
specifies the addition of a 250 foot northbound receiving lane on the north
leg of the intersection. This project would allow for more efficient westbound
right turning movements.

5
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Study. If the North Kirkland proposal site enters SEPA analysis, the
analysis of horizon year operating conditions should include these
improvements.

Parking Needs
As described in the “Vehicle Trip Generation” section, ARC Center
parking demand was calculated for each hour of Center operation
during a typical weekday. For the peak hour of ARC Center visitor
demand, approximately 270 parking spaces would be needed. This
total is slightly higher than the 240 spaces estimated for a 78,000
square foot recreational community center by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers’ Parking Generation, 4th Edition.6
For the Juanita Beach proposal site, the gravel parking lot on
the northwest corner of the 97th Avenue NE / NE Juanita Drive
intersection would need to be removed to accommodate the site
plan. This parking lot can accommodate approximately 50 vehicles
and currently functions as dedicated parking for North Juanita Beach
Park, overflow parking for the southern portion of Juanita Beach Park,
and informal overflow parking for Juanita Village businesses.
For the North Kirkland proposal site, the existing parking lot for the
North Kirkland Community Center would need to be removed to
accommodate either site access option. Due to land constraints at the
site, some amount of the parking supply would need to be structured,
garage parking.

6

p. 137
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Concept Design
Based upon direction from the City Council, three alternative
conceptual designs for the new ARC Center were developed.
A discussion of each plan and preliminary floor plans follow.

Juanita Beach Park
The first option is located at the Juanita Beach Park site. This is the
larger of the two sites, which allows the parking to be provided at
grade, without the added cost or neighborhood impacts of a raised
parking structure. Designing on this site required consideration of
number of factors. Juanita Creek runs through the northwest corner
of the site, and is bounded by mature trees on both sides. A 75’
clear setback from the creek must be maintained to any new site
development or other construction. The tennis courts currently sit
within the setback zone.
Representatives from the city planning and traffic departments
directed the team to avoid public traffic entering or exiting the site
from or onto Juanita Drive. This included maintaining a minimum
distance of 150’ between the southernmost entry off 98th Avenue
and the intersection of Juanita Drive. After discussion with the Fire
Department, an emergency vehicle access lane off Juanita Drive was
added. The use of removable bollards will prevent access by nonemergency vehicles.

The Sports Management Group

The site is zoned as Public Park; there are no zoning constraints
on building area, height, or floor area ratio. The conceptual design
proposes that the new building be placed in approximately the
middle of the site. The building will be constructed on two levels,
with the largest public spaces: the lap pool, recreation pool, gym, and
community room, all located on the ground floor, along with child
watch and administration. The upper floor includes the fitness center,
with views down into the pools, wood floored studios, and activity
and art rooms. A 5,000sf roof deck has been incorporated over the
large community room, accessed from the second floor, to provide an
additional public activity area, with great views of Lake Washington.
The building plan includes on grade parking on three sides with
planting and landscape buffers. There are two entry/exit drives from
98th Avenue. The southernmost driveway opens into a drop-off circle
at the main entry into the building, and also leads to the accessible
parking stalls nearest the entry. There are two rows of parking,
separated by a landscaped bio-swale for added drainage, located
parallel to the creek setback line along the west side of the site, and a
single row of stalls along the north and east sides.
While the parking assessment calls for providing 270 parking spaces
for the new ARC Center, the number has been increased to 320 in
the current conceptual design. At meetings with the City Council and
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members of the community, there is an interest for more parking at
the times when the beachfront portion of the park is busy on sunny
days and for special events. Conversely, if additional parking is
needed for special events during the non-summer season, the city’s
beach parking provides overflow parking.
The area in front of the building, on the south side, has been left
open to be developed as passive landscaped space. A large patio
off the community room would open onto this front landscaped
area, expanding the usable area for large functions on nice days, and
affording more great views across to the lake. There is a second large,
paved outdoor area off the two pools, intended as an expansion of the
pool deck area on nice days.
The pool and gym wing has a large sloping roof, and is designed
with the potential of accommodating a large array of photovoltaic
solar panels, which have been included as an additive alternate in the
project estimate spreadsheet.

In its current configuration, building the new ARC Center at this site
would necessitate relocating the little league fields and illuminated
tennis courts. Staff has been discussing the idea of improving the
ballfields at Finn Hill Middle School to replace the fields at the Juanita
Beach site, and potentially adding lights to the tennis courts at Peter
Kirk Park.
Should the project be built at this site, the North Kirkland Community
Center site could be redeveloped as a larger open park. The existing
community center building and one of the two existing parking lots
would be demolished, adding considerably more open space at the
site. Amenities that could be added include a new large picnic shelter,
more open lawn and large trees, and additional small sport courts for
activities like bocce ball or volleyball.

The plan proposes relocating the existing Forbes house to the
southwest corner of the site, facing Juanita Drive. This would increase
the presence of the house at the site, and allow it to be modernized
and repurposed, perhaps as a new Visitor’s Center. Moving the house
opens the area around the northeast corner of the new building for a
large expanse of added landscaping.
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Figure 7-1. Juanita Beach Site Plan
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Figure 7-2. Juanita Beach Floor Plans
a. Lower Level

b. Upper Level
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Figure 7-3. Juanita Beach - Aerial from Southeast
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Figure 7-4. Juanita
Beach Massing Studies
a. Overhead from South

b. Overhead from Northeast
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North Kirkland Option 1
The North Kirkland Community Center
Park is home to the well-loved and wellused play area known to children and their
parents as “Choo Choo Train Park”. Located
in the eastern quadrant of the Park, east of
103rd Avenue, the area includes a restroom
building, a large number of mature trees, and
a rolling lawn. There is also an area for dropoff and a small number of parking spaces.
North Kirkland Option 1 maintains the
Train Park by siting the new building and
associated parking west of 103rd Avenue.
Because of the size limitations and steep
slopes on the west side of the site, planning is
complex, and the majority of the site area will
be required for the new building. However,
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it does leave the entire east side of the site
as public open space. Other site challenges
include the constraints of the topography and
a 20-foot setback at the northern part of this
site, which accommodates driveway access to
the single-family residence located just north
of the park.
The proposed building would be a threestory structure. The main entry is located on
the middle level, which has been set to meet
the grade at the point of access off 103rd
Avenue. This level houses the community
room, gymnasium, administrative offices, and
a large lobby area that provides view into the
lap and recreation pools.
A large public stairway and elevator lead
down to the lower level, where the two
pools, and associated locker rooms, storage,
offices, and equipment rooms are located.
The eastern side of the lowest level is below
grade, requiring concrete retaining walls.
However, the entire western side sits above
the existing grade, and can have large
expanses of windows looking out to the
evergreen trees at the edge of the site. The
upper level houses the fitness center, wood
floored studios, childcare, art and activity
rooms, and also has views from the fitness
center down into the pools.

Parking is provided in a multi-level structure
located to the north of the ARC Center. This is
conceived as an open parking structure, very
similar in scale and appearance to the South
Kirkland Transit Center. The north and west
edges of the new parking structure would
be separated from the neighbors by the
large existing trees, and new trees would be
planted along 103rd Ave. to help mitigate the
impact on the neighboring homes across the
street. However, it does pose a challenge to
construct a multi-level parking structure and
a new building of this scale in a residential
neighborhood.
Additional accessible parking stalls would be
built along the west side of 103rd Ave., and
there would be a drop-off area in front of
the main entry. The increased usage of this
site would likely necessitate the addition of a
new traffic signal at the primary intersection
of 124th Street and 103rd Ave. with timing
coordinated with the existing signal at 100th
Ave.
In both this design and that of Option 2, the
addition of a new pedestrian and bicycle path
connection to 126th Street, in the northwest
corner of the site is recommended. The main
drain line would also run through this narrow
part of the site.
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Figure 7-5. North Kirkland Option 1 Site Plan
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Figure 7-6. North Kirkland Option 1 Floor Plans
a. Lower Level

b. Main Level

b. Upper Level
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Figure 7-7. North Kirkland Option 1 - Aerial from Northeast
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Figure 7-8. North
Kirkland Option 1
Massing Studies
a. Overhead from Southwest

b. View from Southeast
on 124th
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North Kirkland Option 2
This alternative scheme at the North Kirkland Community Center Park
site proposes the partial closure of 103rd Ave., with the new building
located along the southern portion of the site, paralleling 124th
Street. The proposed new building is a two-story structure, with the
pools, gym, community room, admin and childcare on the lower floor.
Fitness, wood floor studios, activity rooms, and art rooms would be
located on the upper floor.
Because of the steep topography of the site, which slopes down more
than 30 feet from east to west, the eastern end of the building would
be buried by as much as 20 feet or more into the existing hillside.
This poses challenges in creating accessible paths of egress from
the building, but helps mitigate the impact of having such a large
structure immediately adjacent to the existing homes on 103rd Ave.

This is the most challenging of the three schemes from a design
perspective to minimize the impact on the surrounding homes.
However, it does put a very large new building very close to the
houses. It also requires the removal of the existing Train Park, and
development of a new playground to an area west of the remaining
portion of 103rd Ave. It also provides a much greater challenge for fire
department, trash, and other service access. In addition, it requires
relocating the existing wet and dry utility lines, which currently run
under the entire length of 103rd Ave., which adds to the cost of
construction.

Parking is concentrated in a two-level structure located in the lowest
portion of the site along the entire west side. Entry is from 124th
Street, and would likely require a new traffic signal. Patrons will enter
on the upper level deck, with the lower level on grade below. Access
to the building is from the upper level of the parking deck, with a
secondary path with stairs and a ramp leading pedestrians in from
124th Street.
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Figure 7-9. North Kirkland Option 2 Site Plan
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Figure 7-10. North Kirkland Option 2 Floor Plans

a. Lower Level

a. Upper Level
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Figure 7-11. North Kirkland Option 2 - Aerial from Northwest
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Figure 7-12. North
Kirkland Option 2
Massing Studies
a. Overhead from Northeast

b. View from Southwest
on 124th
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Building Design
The Kirkland ARC Center is envisioned as a state-of-the-art
community, recreation, and aquatics facility, designed in the
longstanding tradition of Northwest modern architecture. Like the
best new buildings in the greater Seattle area, the new center will have
a timeless character, fitting into the context of its site while projecting
a strong civic presence.
The design should create a seamless incorporation of the new Center
into the surrounding park, so that it enhances the park, and is not
a building sitting in a park. The choices of materials, roof forms,
hardscape, and landscape improvements will integrate the facility into
its surroundings.
Construction materials will likely include wood, steel, and glass, with
large expanses of windows in the pools, lobby, community room, and
other primary activity areas. The feeling inside will be very bright and
open, with abundant natural light and great views from one space
into another, including an area from the main lobby into the recreation
pool. Wherever possible based on the surrounding site area,
indoor rooms will open out onto usable outdoor spaces including a
celebratory patio off the main community room, a large deck off the
pools, and a possible roof deck at the Juanita Beach site.
The site around the building will be beautifully landscaped, with native
plant materials and trees that create a natural setting for experiencing
the center. The impact of the parking areas will be minimized by
means of abundant plantings, which will also help provide for onsite
storm water retention and filtration.
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Photo by Jefferson L Morriss.

Rosehill Community Center, design by ARC Architects, above top.
Roof deck example, below.
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The building and site will be designed to maximize opportunities
for sustainability. This begins with the selection of a site that is
in an already developed area, and affords good alternatives to
automobile access, which is true of both of the options currently
under consideration. The building orientation and massing will begin
the process of energy conservation, which will be supported by the
choice of highly efficient systems for heating and cooling, as well as
pool water treatment. Options could be incorporated for under floor
radiant heating, operational skylights to ventilate and daylight the
indoor pools, and operable windows with thermostatically controlled
ceiling fans for natural cooling. Should the budget allow, the building
is ideally suited for installing an on-site, energy generating, solar
photovoltaic panel system on the roof.
Wherever possible, construction will utilize recycled, renewable, and
locally sourced materials, and the impact of construction and building
waste will be minimized by means of a stringent program for recycling
and diversion from landfill. Water savings will also be prioritized by
means of low flow plumbing fixtures, rainwater sensor controlled
irrigation, and a highly efficient pool filtration system.
Equally important is that this building will incorporate the principals
of universal design – providing equal accessibility for residents of
all ages and abilities. This means going beyond the requirements of
the Americans with Disabilities Act in providing opportunities for
everyone to be able to participate and enjoy the incredible range of
programs that the City will be able to offer.
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Sustainability
The building and site will be designed to maximize opportunities for
sustainability. Both options currently under consideration are in a
developed area, and afford good alternatives to automobile access.
The building orientation and massing will begin the process of energy
conservation, supported by the choice of highly efficient systems for
heating and cooling, as well as pool water treatment.
For estimating purposes, a minimum level of LEED Silver Certification
from the United States Green Building Council has been assumed
for the building. Energy saving options that could be incorporated
include under floor radiant heating, operational skylights to
ventilate and daylight the indoor pools, operable windows with
thermostatically controlled ceiling fans for natural cooling. Should
the budget allow, the building is ideally suited for installing an on-site,
energy generating, solar photovoltaic panel system on the roof. This
would likely enable qualification for a LEED Gold rating. If solar is not
possible at the time of construction for budgetary reasons, the roof
should still be configured to allow for the addition of the panels and
their associated inverter system, at some time in the future.
Wherever possible, the new construction will utilize recycled,
renewable, and locally sourced materials, and the impact of
construction and building waste will be minimized by means of a
stringent program for as much as 95% recycling and diversion from
landfill. Water savings will also be prioritized by means of low flow
plumbing fixtures, rainwater sensor controlled irrigation, and a highly
efficient pool filtration system.
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Conceptual Cost Estimates
Overview
Cost estimates have been prepared for each option; a comparison is
shown in Figure 8-1. The cost estimates assume a high quality civic
building that will serve the community for 75 years, or more.
The estimates for the “total project cost” include the direct
construction cost, site costs, and “soft costs”. Soft costs include:
fixtures, furnishing, and equipment (FFE), design and engineering
fees, project contingencies, construction management, testing and
permitting fees, and sales tax. A full explanation of costs follows
the cost estimate. The cost estimates have been escalated to a
construction start date of September 2016.
There are a number of factors that resulted in cost differences among
the three ARC options. The construction cost estimate includes
premiums for the required pile or geo-pier foundation system,
and site dewatering at Juanita Beach. At the North Kirkland site,
both options include premiums for extensive grading, off-haul, and
retaining walls where the building sits below existing grade. Both
North Kirkland options include large premiums for structured parking
to accommodate the required number of spaces on the smaller site,
and a new traffic signal at 124th Street. Option 2 at North Kirkland also
has an added line item for relocating the utility lines that currently

The Sports Management Group

run beneath 103rd Avenue, based on the partial closure of that
street. Storm water retention is more expensive at the North Kirkland
site, because the limited site area requires underground vaults and
filtration systems. The underground vault and filtration system also
impact long-term operating costs.
The ARC, if developed at Juanita Beach Park, has an estimated cost of
$47,489,000. North Kirkland Option 1 is estimated at $52,793,000 and
Option 2 is the most costly at $60,602,000.

Figure 8-1. Conceptual Cost Comparison
Juanita
Beach

$47.5 M

North
KirkLAnd 1

$52.8 M

North
Kirkland 2

$0 M

$60.6 M
$20 M

$40 M

$60 M
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Approach
Cost consultant AECOM prepared construction cost estimates based
on the measurement and pricing of quantities from project team
drawings and information. Unit rates were obtained from records
and/or discussion with contractors and the actual unit costs from the
recently bid Sammamish Aquatics and Recreation Center. Once the
hard costs for materials and labor were determined, mark-ups were
added for the costs of the contractor’s general conditions, bonds and
insurance, overhead, and profit.
An allowance of 15% for design development was added to the
itemized construction cost, because these estimates are based on
very early conceptual plans for the new facilities, without information
regarding the actual proposed materials or systems for building
structure, finishes, heating, air conditioning, lighting, etc. Given that
these are yet to be designed and documented, this is a standard cost
estimating practice. As the project proceeds into schematic design,
design development, and construction documents, this contingency is
gradually decreased, until it is eliminated altogether in the final prebid estimate, and all of the proposed systems and materials are fully
documented.
Escalation to the assumed mid-point of construction is based on the
current rate of approximately 3.5% per year. The estimate assumes a
construction start date of September 2016. The escalation factor was
adjusted; this factor is to take into account rising costs for materials and
new labor contracts with increases in wages. The detailed construction
cost estimate document 1 can be found in Part 2: Technical Reports.

The overall project budget spreadsheet that follows incorporates
the figures from the AECOM construction cost estimate with
estimates for the other related soft costs associated with the design,
permitting, bidding, and construction. The construction cost is based
on the assumption of LEED Silver Certification. Should the budget
allow for incorporating a rooftop solar photovoltaic system at the
time of construction, the project would likely qualify for a LEED Gold
rating. Most of the soft costs are developed as percentages of the
construction cost at this early stage of budgeting. As the project
proceeds, it will be possible to refine each of these costs. The Fees
and Permits section of the estimate includes line items for:
	Professional fees (architecture, engineering, etc.) – 12%
	City project administration – 2%
	Furnishings and equipment – 5%
	Testing and inspection – 1%
The City’s traffic impact fee is $10.50 per square foot. Other city
fees were determined through discussions with staff representing
the various departments. These include building inspection and
planning review. The local utility companies provided their fees for
connection to water, sewer, gas, and electric.
An 8% contingency was added to fund the costs of any changes that
occur during the construction process. This allowance is typically in
the range of 5 to 10% for new construction projects that are awarded
to the lowest responsible bidder through an open public bidding
process. This is a separate allowance from the two contingencies that
went into the construction cost budget for design development and
cost escalation, as it is intended to cover added costs that could arise
after the project is bid and in construction.

It is important to note the list of exclusions. The excluded line items are included
in the overall project budget (Figure 8-2). These additions include assumptions
that must be confirmed once the project moves into actual development.

1
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Figure 8-2: Conceptual Project Costs - 86,700sf Center with 32-Meter Pool
Juanita
Beach

North
Kirkland 1

North
Kirkland 2

$0

$0

$0

$21,337,000

$20,767,000

$21,310,000

•

•

Site Acquisition
Building Construction
Premium for geo-piers

•

Premium for retaining walls
Site Construction

$2,563,000

$5,869,000

$9,175,000

Differences factored into budget include:
Premium for sloping site

•

•

Premium for demolition

•

•

Premium for stoplight or utility
relocation

•

•

•

Premium for dewatering
Premium for structured
parking deck
Total Building and Site

•

•

$23,900,000

$26,636,000

$30,485,000

$1,434,000

$1,598,000

$1,877,000

$478,000

$533,000

$626,000

$1,033,000

$1,151,000

$1,351,000

$26,845,000

$29,918,000

$34,339,000

General Conditions
Bonding and Insurance
Contractor's Overhead & Profit
or Fee
Planned Construction Cost
(current dollars)
Contingency for Design
Development - 15%

$4,027,000

$4,488,000

$5,271,000

Allowance for Rising Costs
(Assuming Sept 2016 Start Date)

$2,692,000

$3,000,000

$3,454,000

Design Contingency and
Escalation to 2016

$6,719,000

$7,488,000

$8,725,000

Recommended Budget for
Construction

Juanita
Beach

The Sports Management Group

North
Kirkland 2

$4,488,744

$5,167,679

Other Project Costs:
Professional Fees - 12%
City Administration Costs

$4,027,685
$671,281

$748,124

$861,280

$1,678,202

$1,870,310

$2,153,200

Domestic Water

$40,900

$40,900

$40,900

Sewer

$115,800

$115,800

$115,800

$100,000

$100,000

$100,000

$5,000

$5,000

$5,000

Building Department
Inspection Fees

$166,000

$186,500

$217,000

Testing and Inspection - 1%

$335,640

$374,062

$430,640

Furnishings/Eqpt - 5%
Utility Connection Fees

Gas/Electric
Planning Department Plan
Check Fees

Traffic Impact Fee - $10.50/sf

$910,350

$910,350

$910,350

Total for Other Project Costs

$8,051,000

$8,840,000

$10,002,000

$2,685,000

$2,993,000

$3,445,000

Contingencies:
Bid & Construction Change
Orders - 8%
Total for Contingencies
Total Estimated Project Cost
9.5% City Sales Tax

$33,564,000

North
Kirkland 1

Total Estimated Project
Cost (Rounded)

$2,685,000

$2,993,000

$3,445,000

$44,300,000

$49,239,000

$56,511,000

$3,189,000

$3,554,000

$4,091,000

$47,489,000

$52,793,000 $60,602,000

$37,406,000 $43,064,000
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Lastly, there was the addition of the City’s sales tax on construction
projects, at the rate of 9.5% of the total estimated construction cost.
Sales tax is not applicable to the fees, permits, furnishings, or other
soft costs.

Figure 8-3: Alternative Preliminary Project Costs
Alternates

Total
Added Cost

Project Alternatives
Through the course of the study, in discussion with the City Council,
focus groups, community, and the Park Board a number of alternates
have been requested. Most alternates are applicable at either site.
Figure 8-3 provides the preliminary estimate of the total project cost
for each alternative.

Conceptual Project Cost Notes
1. Professional fees include architecture, structural, mechanical,
plumbing, electrical, civil, landscape, graphics, pool, kitchen,
geotech, and construction cost estimating.

1

Increase size of Lap Pool from 32 meters to 50
meters (Assumes 5,800 sf increase in building area)

$3,845,000

2

Increase size of Gym from 1 to 2 high school size
basketball courts (7,000 sf increase)

$2,348,500

3

Add elevated jogging track (Assumes 4,400 sf
increase in building area)

$578,000

3. City sales tax included on construction of 9.5%.

4

Finish accessible roof deck at Juanita option (no
increase in building area)

$430,000

4. The fees for water and sewer connection come from the Northshore
Utility District. Assumes a 4” meter for the project. Fire water fees
are very low, so not included.

5

Add moveable bulkhead at Lap Pool

$428,000

6

Add elevated parking deck for 150 cars at
Juanita option

$9,062,000

7

Incorporate 20,000 sf of rooftop solar photovoltaic
panels to generate energy on site (could be
installed at a later time)

$2,243,000

8

Reduce size of Lap Pool from 13 lanes to 8 lanes
(Assumes 5,500 sf decrease in bldg area)

9

LEED Certification
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$(3,705,000)
$35,000

2. Estimate incorporates escalation based on starting construction
in September 2016. Any delay from that schedule could result in
additional escalation, currently at a rate of 3.5%/year.

5. The traffic impact fee is based on the charge for a private health
club facility. There is not a figure for public recreation/aquatics
center. An independent fee analysis will need to be done to
determine the actual charges.
6. The estimated cost for a new 4 way traffic signal is based on the
most recent project in the city. Actual cost will be dependant on if
any land needs to be purchased for right of way from the properties
south of 124th st.
7. Utility connection fees are based on estimates from the various
utility companies, and will be further defined once the project is
fully designed and submitted for engineering.

The Sports Management Group
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Public Process
Overview
Council directed staff to engage the
community regarding facility components and
siting preferences for the ARC. Public comment
has shaped the building space components,
floor plans, and the site design; and provided
input regarding the location of the center,
traffic impacts, and support for the project.
The public outreach plan, which is ongoing,
includes a range of methods for providing
information and receiving public comment.
These include:
Citywide Public Open House Events (2)
Focus Group Sessions (3)
Neighborhood Meetings (2)
Meetings and Presentations (3)
Statistical Public Opinion Survey
Project Website and Social Media
Print Material
City of Kirkland KGOV Television

The Sports Management Group

Community participants have been
enthusiastic about the development of the
proposed community center. Participants
have shown a strong preference for siting the
new center at Juanita Beach Park although
there are some who want the park left
undeveloped. Neighbors residing within 300’
of the NKCC have expressed wide support for
the project. However, most believe it is out-ofscale with the adjacent single family homes
and that the Juanita Beach Park site provides
better context.

City Of Kirkland
Aquatics, Recreation,
& Community Center
COnCeptuAl plAn & Site Study

JOin uS for a Drop-in
open House
July 16th, 6 - 8pm
Kirkland City Hall - Peter Kirk Room
All community and family members are
encouraged to come!

impORtAnt fACtS
In response to community needs, the City of
Kirkland is conducting a study to develop concept
plans and proposed locations for an Aquatics,
Recreation, and Community (ARC) Center.

A statistically valid survey of registered voters
found that 82% favor building a recreation
and aquatic center, and 75% say they would
support a bond measure.
A brief discussion of the outreach activities
and a summary of the Open House events
follow. Meeting notes are found in the
Appendix.

SplASh

CReAte

plAy
get fit

& CelebRAte!

For more information contact the
City of Kirkland Parks & Community
Services at 425.587.3300 or visit
www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc
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Outreach Activities
Aquatics Focus Group
Concerns regarding the size of the lap pool were addressed in two
focus group sessions, facilitated by The Sports Management Group,
and their aquatics design consultant, Aquatic Design Group. The
public’s input resulted in a staff and consultant’s recommendation to
increase the “baseline” lap / competitive pool from 8-lanes to 13-lanes,
and maintain the option to increase the pool size to 20-lanes.

Program Participants Focus Group
A second focus group comprised of North Kirkland Community Center
program participants expressed the importance of social connection
and the need for informal social space in the new center’s design.
The addition of a coffee bar, nooks for socializing, and viewing space
for parents resulted from this public input. Focus Group members
expressed a strong desire to incorporate a two-court gym and indoor
walking track that has been added to a list of alternates for Council
consideration.

Information Dissemination – Print and Digital
Staff created a project website for disseminating information and
receiving comments and is continuing to conduct an extensive
outreach with flyers circulated through program participants, posters
at key public locations, a banner at Peter Kirk Pool, and a full page
spread in the Activity Guide that was mailed to 40,000 homes.
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Above: Open House Banner

Public Opinion Survey
In March 2014, EMC Research conducted a survey of 400 registered
voters in the City of Kirkland. The purpose of the survey was to
provide City Council statistically reliable assessment of residents
opinions about an new community recreation and aquatics center,
the site for the building, and to measure support and willingness
to pay. The survey has a margin of error of +/- 4.9% at a 95%
confidence interval. The key findings include:
• Despite only moderate awareness (37%) of the potential
Juanita High School pool closure, most (82%) favor building a
Kirkland indoor community recreation and aquatic center to
replace the Juanita High School pool and three quarters (75%)
say they would support a bond measure for a new facility.

The Sports Management Group

Public Process

• Of the three sites tested, North
Kirkland community center on NE
120th Street was the top first and
second choice followed closely by
Juanita Beach Park on the North
Side. Respondents list accessibility,
location, cost, as the most important
factors to consider when choosing
a site.
• By a 14-point margin (55% to 41%)
residents prefer moving “forward
alone with a new indoor facility to
ensure it is built quickly and located
in Kirkland even if it means city
residents will have to fund the whole
cost” over “finding other Cities to
partner with and share in the costs
even if it means building an indoor
pool facility will take longer and the
facility might be located outside of
Kirkland”. (See Figure 9-1d.)

Figure 9-1. EMC Research Survey Results
a. Support for Community Recreation &
Aquatic Facility
Most (82%) favor building a Kirkland Aquatic and
Recreation and Center. A majority (55%) strongly
support building a new facility. Fewer than one-inten are opposed.

b. Location Preference
Slightly higher preference for Kirkland Community
Center location. S. Norway Hill park is least
preferred options

North Kirkland
Community
Center Site
Juanita Beach
South Norway
Hill Park
Don’t know/
other

c. Support for Funding

d. Moving Forward

Three quarters (76%) say they would support a
bond to fund a new facility.
City should move
forward alone

Find other cities to
partner with and
share in costs

Undecided/Refused
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July 16 Open House
The Park Board sponsored an Open House
on July 16, 2014 in the Peter Kirk Room at
City Hall. An estimated 50 persons attended,
with significant representation of the swim
community
There were eight stations staffed by Park
Board members, consultants, and city staff.
Each station was designed to disseminate
information and elicit comments, ideas and
recommendations from the public. The first
station provided sign-in and orientation. The
final station was the “Kids Korner” where
young attendees created drawings about the
ARC Center. The other six stations included:
• Station 2 – Project Background
• Station 3 – Visualization Activity
• Station 4 – Program Activity
• Station 5 – Aquatics Programming
Boards

Welcome!
Above: July 16th Open House Welcome Sign
and drawing from the Kids Korner.

Station 2 – Project Background
A PowerPoint presentation provided
attendees an overview of the project,
including project history, site options,
building options, and space/activity
components of the proposed program.

• Station 6 – Concept Studies

Station 3 – Visualization Activity

• Station 7 – Building Sites

Participants were asked “When I imagine
myself in the ARC, I…” and given stickers
to write brief descriptions of how they see
themselves in the ARC (e.g. What are they
doing? How are they feeling?). The responses

The following themes emerged from
activities at the stations.
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from this activity and from previous focus
groups were reviewed for recurring words.
Recurring words were organized into a word
cloud or wordle. The large-sized words were
cited more frequently than the smaller-sized
words.

The Sports Management Group
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July 16th Open House Visualization Activity and Wordle

Station 4 – How Will You ARC?
The fourth station was titled “How Will You
ARC?” and invited participants to place
dots on activities of interest to them. Image
boards depicted the wide range of activities
that the ARC Center could host (while also
addressing the core program areas of fitness,
arts and dance, enrichment and learning, play,

The Sports Management Group

celebration, and aquatics). The most popular
community and recreation activities included
fitness, social gathering/celebrations, and
adult enrichment. The most popular aquatic
activities included recreation pool water play
and lap pool fitness swim (lap swim).

Station 6 – Concept Studies
Boards showing the floor plans and massing
studies of the three options (Juanita
Beach Park, North Kirkland Option 1, and
North Kirkland Option 2) were presented.
Participants were encouraged to share
their feedback and comments. The overall
consensus was that participants are excited
about the project and want it to be built
sooner than later. Support was unanimous.
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A number of participants expressed their
belief that there were gymnasiums and
fitness centers nearby, and they prefer space
is shifted to expand the pool to a 50m. A
suggestion was made to move the bleachers
to the second floor so that the parents were
not on the deck.

Above: July 16 Open House Programming
“Dot” Boards.
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A majority of attendees preferred the Juanita
site and liked the concept of the two-story
building with parking and open space around
the building. Concerns include traffic on
Juanita Drive (especially in the mornings),
the loss of open space, relocation of the Little
League fields, and relocating the Forbes
House. Supportive comments on this site
included the synergy with the surrounding
apartment buildings, whose tenants could
walk to the center, connection with the
hiking/biking trail, connection with the park,
views to the Lake, possibility of roof deck
for more views, possibility of a jogging trail
around the site. An attendee raised the
important point that this center would be
great for the local businesses, and would
result in center users going across the street
to get coffee, lunch, or whatever at Juanita
Village. Participants were very favorable
about the connection to the waterfront park
across the street.

A number of attendees indicated that a right
turn lane from 97th onto Juanita Beach Drive,
and a pedestrian crossing so pedestrians do
not delay the traffic during the summer are
important traffic mitigation measures.
There were a number of negative comments
regarding the North Kirkland Community
Center site. Most concerns are about the
scale of the building in the residential
neighborhood, and the slope of the site.
Attendees expressed their concerns about
a building and a parking structure in this
neighborhood, and its appearance. There is
also concern about the potential loss of the
train playground.
Station 7 – Potential Site Locations
A board provided an aerial/GIS image of
the City boundaries, highlighting the two
site options, Juanita Beach Park and North
Kirkland Community Center. Participants
were invited to place dot stickers on their
preferred site location. The Juanita Beach
Park site was the overwhelming favorite;
results show only one sticker count (versus
Juanita Beach’s 19) for the North Kirkland
Community Center site.

The Sports Management Group
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August 12 Open House
The City of Kirkland hosted a second Open
House on August 12, 2014 at North Kirkland
Community Center. The event was advertised
in the Department’s Activity Guide, which
is mailed to 40,000 Kirkland households,
the Department’s list serve, and through
flyer distribution. An estimated 50 persons
attended.

Above: Potential Site Locations
“Dot” Board

Ten information stations were created to
provide information and receive public
comment, ideas and recommendations. Input
from the first Open House was incorporated
into the building plans and updated drawings
were presented at this Open House. Stations
were staffed by Park Board members,
consultants, and city staff. The first station
served as participant sign-in, greeting, and
directions. The final station titled “Kids
Korner” provided an area for young attendees
to make drawings about the ARC Center. The
remaining eight stations included:
• Station 2 – Project Background
PowerPoint
• Station 3 – “Write a Headline”

• Station 5 – Aquatics Programming
Boards
• Station 6 – Updated Concept Studies
• Station 7 – Building Sites and Site
Context
• Station 8 – Traffic Assessment
Overview
Most of the attendees at this community
open house were enthusiastically supportive
of the project. Participants of all ages, from
young children through seniors attended,
and all were excited about the potential for
a new mixed-use recreational and aquatic
center in the city. There was once again a
clear preference for the Juanita Beach site, as
measured by the number of dots participants
placed on their location preference on a map
of the two sites.
Station 2 – Project Background
A PowerPoint presentation provided
attendees an overview of the project,
including project history, site options, building
options, and space/activity components of
the proposed program.

• Station 4 – Program Activity

The Sports Management Group
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Station 3 – Write a Headline
Participants were invited to create a headline about the ARC Center.
The description stated, “You are an ace reporter [for the Kirkland
Intelligencer] writing about the Grand Opening of the Kirkland ARC.
Your headline reads...”. A newspaper front page was generated using
the headlines participants came up with.
Station 4 – How Will You ARC?
The fourth station was titled “How Will You ARC?” and gauged
interest in potential activities at the ARC Center. The station featured
image boards covering a wide range of activities that the ARC
Center could host (while also addressing the core program areas of
fitness, arts and dance, enrichment and learning, play, celebration,
and aquatics). Participants were asked to place dot stickers on their
activities of interest. The highest-ranking community and recreation
activities included recreational swim with warm-water exercise, lap
and competitive swimming, group fitness and yoga, fitness, social
gathering/celebrations, and adult enrichment.
Station 5 – Aquatics Programming
A large contingent of participants is involved in the various aquatic
programs – either swim team parents or adult masters swimmers from
the WAVE program. They all believed that the new schemes better
addressed their issues, but most still support the idea of a larger
50-meter pool. Their preference is not providing a facility for long
course competition, but rather gaining the extra lanes to allow more
programs and swimmers to use the pool at the same time. However,
the general sentiment was that the mixed-use program would be most
beneficial to the community.
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Station 6 – Updated Concept Studies
Some residents who live in close proximity to the North Kirkland
Park site were quite outspoken about their concerns for locating the
facility there. Their concerns included the scale of the new building in
their mostly single family residential neighborhood, and the negative
impact of the proposed parking structure. They also expressed
concern about the potential of losing the existing playground in
Option 2.
The residents who live closest to the northwestern quadrant of the
site were very concerned about the potential for noise, light pollution,
and fumes from the parking structure should it be built close to their
homes. They all agreed that they want the City build the new center,
but at the Juanita Beach site.
A local architect had some suggestions for the Juanita Option 2
scheme, which included the concept of bridging part of the new
center over the lower level of the parking deck to reduce the overall
development footprint.
There was a smaller group of participants who expressed concerns
about the potential development of the Juanita Beach site. Their
primary concern was the loss of the proposed active open space at
the park that was presented as part of the Juanita Beach Park Master
Plan. They asked if there were other possible locations available
for the facility within Kirkland, perhaps as part of the Totem Lake
development project.
August 12th Open House

The Sports Management Group

Attendees reviewed an updated site plan for Juanita Beach Park.
There was agreement that the plan was improved with the addition
of more open space on the south side of the building, between the
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Juanita Drive and the front of the building. Additionally, participants
liked the idea of the usable outdoor patio and pool deck that could be
adjacent to the building at this site. Suggestions included moving the
drop off further east to further expand this open space, and building
a parking structure to create more space at the north end of the site
as usable open space. However, it would still be necessary to retain a
two-lane road on the north side to access the parking structure unless
it was relocated along 97th Ave.
Station 8 – Traffic Assessment
Boards were provided at this station illustrating the findings of the
initial traffic study, which indicated the relative scale of the actual
impacts of the increased traffic. There are concerns about the impact
of increased traffic on Juanita Drive during peak periods.
Station 7 – Site Locations
Shown a map of the two sites, participants were asked to place a
dot sticker on their preferred site location. The Juanita Beach Park
site was again preferred; results showed a total of 33 dots— 23.5 for
Juanita Beach, 8.5 for North Kirkland Community Center, and one for
Totem Lake, which is not a site.

August 12th Open House Aquatics Board, top left, Site Context
Board, top right, and Traffic Assessment Boards, below.
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Funding Options
Capital Funding
Developing the funding plan for the design and construction of the
ARC is an important next step in the planning process. City Council’s
selection of a site and the building components to be included in the
base building will establish the project costs that will serve as the
basis for the funding plan.

in the first year, with annual increases in subsequent years limited to
the lesser of one percent or the implicit price deflator (IPD). If this
levy option were selected the maximum period would be 9 years to
pay the debt of a councilmanic bond. This option requires a simple
majority (50% +1 approval) vote on any election date.

Excess Levy

Voter-Approved Levy Options

An excess levy is available for capital purposes and the term is
determined by the life of the proposed bonds, not to exceed the
useful life of the facility. An excess levy requires a supermajority (60%
approval) plus minimum 40% turnout based on last general election
(validation). The election can occur on any election date. If this levy
option were selected, the levy would be in place for the life of the
bond.

There are two voter-approved levy options for consideration: (1) levy
lid lift, and (2) excess levy.

The cost of the proposed options for the ARC presented in this report
range from $47.5 million to $60.6 million.

Levy Lid Lift

To illustrate the potential cost to taxpayers, the City Finance
Department prepared the following tables (see Figure 10-1). These
report the tax increase for a median priced home for both a 9-year
and a 30-year financing. A discussion of supplemental funding
strategies follows.

A voter-approved public financing is a likely funding source. A
March 2014 survey of registered voters conducted by EMC Research
reported that 76% of respondents would support a bond measure to
fund an indoor community recreation and aquatic center.

This funding mechanism can be used for any purpose, for any time
period, or can be permanent. If proceeds are used for debt service
on bonds, the maximum period is nine years. The initial “lift” occurs

The Sports Management Group
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Figure 10-1.Financing Options
EXCESS LEVY - 30 YEARS

1

LEVY LID LIFT - 9 YEARS

Project Cost

Annual
Debt
Service

Impact on
Median
House 1

Annual
Debt
Service

Impact on
Median
House 1

$47.5 million

$2.67 million

$5.27/month

$5.89 million

$11.64/month

$60.6 million

$3.40 million

$6.72/month

$7.51 million

$14.85/month

Median Value House per King County Assessor: 2014 Median value $374,000.

Capital Funding: Other Sources
While the likely source of funding for construction of the project is
through a public financing, public-private partnerships can provide
funds for equipment, furnishings, or specific building spaces. The
following is a summary of supplemental funding opportunities from a
variety of sources including school districts, corporations, individuals,
foundations, and trusts.

Private Fundraising Activities
The City of Kirkland Aquatics, Recreation and Community Center
will be a highly visible and well-loved public building with more
interactions with residents than occur in any other city facility. The
ARC’s activities will be focused on health and wellness, enrichment,
sports and recreation, social events and arts, which will be attractive
to individuals, foundations and corporations that support public
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recreation and/or desire a presence in the community. Public spaces
that create lasting impressions and have a positive impact are valued.
A fundraising assessment, conducted by a professional fundraiser, will
identify the potential for securing private gifts and assess the level of
giving.

Volunteer Community Leadership
A successful individual donor campaign requires strong, visible
community leaders who will both “give and get.” These individuals
can with proper support, provide endorsement, access to wealth,
and a sense of enthusiasm in an otherwise crowded fundraising
marketplace. Developing a team of project supporters will maintain
the project momentum and desirability to be a contributor to a high
profile project that will positively impact so many lives.

Corporate Gifts and Sponsorship (Naming Rights)
Another method of securing private funding is through corporate gifts
and sponsorship. This includes naming rights for rooms, pools, and/or
the center, based on the amount of the contribution. Implementation
requires development of a capital campaign strategy with funding
levels and the terms of agreement for naming rights in place.
Sponsorships may also include publicity tie-in, event partnerships, or
exclusive access to a specific program.

Private Foundations Grants
Funding from private foundations is another source to be explored.
However, competing for private foundation grants is a specialized,
formidable and time-consuming undertaking that has the potential

The Sports Management Group

Funding Options

for significant rewards where the “fit” is right. A successful foundation
fundraising program will require expertise of City staff and
experienced outside counsel.

Environmental Efficiencies and Rebates
The emphasis on energy-efficient systems and buildings with costeffective design is a major factor in the long-term sustainability of
costs. However, these systems typically have greater initial costs with
savings that are leveraged over the life of the building and its systems.
The utilization of cost-effective designs should be explored in all areas
of the ARC facility designs and a LEED policy should be established.
There are local, state, and federal rebates that are periodically
available to offset these costs.

Public and Private Partnerships
Partnership with private and public organizations is a potential source
of capital funding. Partnerships, however, are only effective if there
is true public benefit. Potential partners include school districts,
higher education institutions, healthcare/hospitals, and non-profit
organizations. Establishing partnership-funding commitments early in
the launching of the capital campaign will encourage other funders to
come forward as they view this as an attractive project.

The Sports Management Group
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ITEM
1

Pool Length (feet)

DESCRIPTION

2

Pool Width (feet)

3
4

Pool Water Surface Area (square feet)
Number of 8’ wide lanes

5
6

8-LANE
75

32-METER
105

50-METER
164

67

75

75

5,075
8

7,925
13

12,350
20

Maximum # of Swimmers with 6 per lane
Maximum Occupancy of Pool

48
253

78
396

120
617

7

Satisfy Standard Swim Meet of 6-lanes for Competition Plus 2 Warm-up or
Cool Down Lanes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8

Satisfy Regional Swim Meet of 8-lanes for Competition Plus 3 Warm-up or
Cool Down Lanes

No

Yes

Yes

9

No

Yes

Yes

10

Satisfy State-Wide Swim Meet of 10-lanes for Competition Plus 3 Warm-up or
Cool Down Lanes
Satisfy Minimum H2O Polo Wall Goal Field of Play of 75’ x 45’ of Deep Water

Yes

Yes

Yes

11

Satisfy H2O Polo 25-Yard Floating Goal Field of Play

No

Yes

Yes

12
13

Satisfy 2 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 4-lanes Per Team
Satisfy 2 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 6-lanes Per Team

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

14
15

Satisfy 3 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 6-lanes Per Team
Satisfy 50-Meter Long Course Swimming

No
No

No
No

Yes
Yes

16

Satisfy Spring Board Diving

Yes

Yes

Yes

17
18

Satisfy Simultaneous Diving and 6-Lanes for a Swim Meet
Satisfy H2O Polo 25-Meter Floating Goal Field of Play

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

19

Satisfy H2O Polo 30-Meter Floating Goal Field of Play

20
21

Satisfy H2O Polo 2 Simultaneous Wall Goal Fields for Tournament or Training
Satisfy Simultaneous 6-Lane Swimming and Wall Goal H2O Polo

No
No

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

22
23

Satisfy Synchronized Swimming Minimum 25-Meter by 12 Meter Pool Area
Provide Minimum Shallow Water for Recreational and Instructional Swimming

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

24

Estimated Pool & Pool Deck Construction Cost (Incld. 30% soft costs)

$1,222,748.00

$1,863,069.00

$2,858,895.00

25
26

Estimated Natatorium Building Construction Cost (Incld. 30% soft costs)
Estimated Total Pool & Natatorium Building Construction Cost (Incld. 30% soft
costs)

$3,991,650.00
$5,214,398.00

$5,546,580.00
$7,409,649.00

$7,963,800.00
$10,822,695.00

B

Financial
Performance

Expense Detail - Kirkland_final_9-4
Probable Operating Expenses

Low

High

Full-Time Staff Salaries & Benefits

$457,000

$511,000

Part-Time Staff Salaries & Benefits

$930,000

$998,000

Contract Instructors

$193,000

$233,000

$28,000

$32,000

Telecommunications

$7,200

$9,000

Mobile Phones / Radios

$1,620

$2,160

Computer Services

$19,000

$21,000

Supplies & Chemicals

$115,000

$132,000

Staff Shirts and Lifeguard Uniforms

$6,000

$7,000

Staff Training/Travel/Certifications

$6,000

$7,000

General Building Supplies

$3,000

$4,000

$25,000

$29,000

$7,800

$9,600

Postage and Printing

$15,000

$18,000

Pool Chemicals

$43,875

$48,594

Items for Resale

$8,000

$9,000

$96,000

$115,000

$30,000

$36,000

Voice, Data & Computer Services

Program Supplies
General Office Supplies

Repair and Maintenance
Building Repair and Maintenance
Safety Equipment Servicing

$2,000

$2,000

Major Equipment Repair and Maintenance

$18,000

$24,000

HVAC Maintenance

$14,000

$16,000

Janitorial and Paper Supplies

$21,600

$24,000

Alarm/Security System Maintenance

$4,000

$5,000

Copy Machine

$3,000

$4,000

Elevator Servicing

$3,000

$4,000

Marketing & Promotions

$40,000

$40,000

Scholarship Fund

$10,000

$10,000

Custodial Services

$87,000

$95,000

Utilities

$404,000

$428,000

Banks Charges & Insurance

$114,000

$131,000

Interfund Charges

$110,000

$110,000

Capital Outlay

$108,000

$113,000

Exported on September 4, 2014 2:53:51 PM PDT

Probable Operating Expenses
Operating Expense Sub-Total

Low

High
$2,692,000

$2,948,000

Building Reserve

$160,000

$160,000

NKCC Expense Transfer

$579,000

$579,000

Operating Expense Total

$3,431,000

$3,687,000

Exported on September 4, 2014 2:53:51 PM PDT

Revenues-Kirkland_9-3
Revenue Potential
Annual Passes and Daily Ticket Sales
Daily Ticket Sales
Pass Sales
Child Watch Activity Room

Low

High
$1,579,000

$1,778,000

$460,000

$516,000

$1,119,000

$1,262,000

$98,000

$113,000

Tot Birthday Parties

$8,000

$8,000

Drop-In Child Watch

$47,250

$52,500

Pre-School - Afternoon (3 Hours /day)

$43,000

$52,000

$41,000

$55,000

Personal Training

$12,000

$18,000

Small Group / High Intensity Interval Training

$25,600

$32,000

Fitness Room

Weight Training / Fitness Classes: Youth
Wood Floor Studio
Dance and Other Classes

$3,600

$5,000

$19,000

$22,000

$9,000

$11,000

Yoga

$10,000

$11,000

Gymnasium

$141,000

$164,000

Youth Leagues and Programs

$60,600

$66,920

Adult and Senior Leagues and Programs

$80,640

$97,000

Multi-Purpose Room

$10,000

$14,000

Music Classes

$10,368

$13,824

Special Events Room

$87,000

$109,000

$780

$780

$86,400

$108,000

$35,000

$47,000

After-School Enrichment Classes

$13,320

$22,200

Adult Speciality Classes

$21,600

$25,200

$147,000

$190,000

$102,000

$131,000

$45,000

$59,000

$12,000

$16,000

Adult Culinary Classes

$9,000

$12,000

Little Chef Culinary Classes

$3,000

$4,000

Special Events
Birthday Parties
Art Room

Community Hall
Rentals
Programs
Kitchen

$366,000

$383,000

Team / Rentals

$292,000

$292,000

Fitness Classes

$46,000

$58,000

13-Lane Indoor Lap Pool

Exported on September 4, 2014 12:40:55 PM PDT

Revenue Potential

Low

High

Swim Lessons

$10,000

Lifeguard and Swim Instructor Classes

$18,000

$22,000

$537,000

$643,000

Fitness and Water Walking Classes

$105,000

$126,000

Swimming Lessons

$426,000

$510,000

$6,000

$7,000

$21,000

$24,000

Vending Sales Commission Revenue

10500

12250

Merchandise Sales

10000

12000

$3,093,000

$3,558,000

$368,000

$368,000

$3,461,000

$3,926,000

Recreation Pool

Special Events and Field Trips
Merchandise and Vending

Revenue Sub-Total
NKCC Revenue Transfer
Revenue Total

Exported on September 4, 2014 12:40:55 PM PDT

$11,000

Annual Passes and Ticket Sales - Kirkland
Passes and Ticket Sales
Annual Passes and Daily Ticket Sales
Daily Ticket Sales After Tax
Annual Pass Sales After Sales Tax

Exported on September 4, 2014 12:18:11 PM PDT

Fee

Monthly Rate

Low

High
$1,579,000

$1,778,000

$460,000

$516,000

$1,119,000

$1,262,000

Cost Recovery-Kirkland-Average
Description

Average

COST RECOVERY POTENTIAL with BUILDING RESERVE

Average
Cost Recovery Potential
Annual Net Revenue

104%
$135,000

Probable Operating Costs

$3,558,500

Potential Revenue

$3,693,500
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Phase 1 Site Selection
SITE ANALYSIS
The identification of a building site for the new recreation and aquatic center
is a critical “next step” in the study process. The location is important to the
community and to the discussions with potential partners. After considering
various locations throughout the community, staff identified five (5) potential
building sites for further study. These five sites were presented to Council at
the Study Session:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

North Kirkland Community Center
Juanita Beach Park (north side)
Mark Twain Park
Peter Kirk Park (pool site)
Snyder’s Corner

At that meeting the Council removed Peter Kirk Park from further
consideration and suggested several additional sites for study: the site of the
former Albertson’s Food Store, located at 9826 NE132nd Street, and an
unidentified site(s) at Totem Lake. The City does not own these sites so, the
land acquisition will add cost to the project and will lengthen the schedule.
The study team developed a listing of “site considerations” to guide the
evaluation of each site and its suitability to house a new recreation and
aquatic center. For purposes of this site study, a 72,000sf recreation and
aquatic center building with parking for 300 cars, and a 38,000sf aquatic
center building with parking for 152 cars was used to test each site, along
with other considerations. The list of site considerations includes:
1.
2.

Size and Configuration of Site
Neighborhood Context

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Surrounding Land Uses
Vehicular Accessibility
Pedestrian / Bicycle Access
Adequate Parking Capacity
Centrality within the Community
Prominent Siting and Visibility
Availability of Utilities
Public Transportation Access
Zoning Implications
Soils and Construction Costs
City-Owned Property
Site Aesthetics

The study team collected and analyzed existing data for each site. The team
visited the sites to identify the opportunities and constraints of each. The
following is a brief summary of the constructability and the capacity of each
site to accommodate the community recreation center with aquatics or an
aquatics only facility. Staff will provide more complete preliminary site
analysis findings at the January 21 study session.

Juanita Beach Park (north side of Juanita Drive) is the largest of the cityowned properties and has the site capacity needed for the community
aquatics, recreation and community center and 300 parking spaces. The site
is flat and easily buildable. It has excellent vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle, and
public transportation access, and nearby utilities. The site is prominent with
good public visibility and provides the opportunity to create a significant civic
building. The large scale of the building is compatible with the surrounding
multi-story apartments and condominiums. There are beautiful vistas to the
lake and mature trees and vegetation. The site, once lake bottom, has poor
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soils that will necessitate a more expensive structural foundation system. The
stand-alone aquatic center and parking fit easily on the site.
The North Kirkland Community Center site is city-owned, located in a
residential neighborhood, with mature trees and vegetation that provide
significant buffers to the surrounding residences. The site has excellent
vehicular, pedestrian, bicycle, and public transportation access and utilities
are on-site. The site is small at 5.5 acres, which includes the area on both
sides of the road. The site has a significant slope, dropping over 30’ from the
top of the site to the bottom. The site can accommodate the stand-alone
aquatic center or the full recreation and aquatic center. The larger building
must be constructed on three levels due to the site constraints. To maximize
the building area for both buildings, a 2-level parking deck is needed. The
recreation and aquatic center requires parking on both sides of the park. A
traffic signal and turn lane into the site are needed and both the parking and
the signal will add to the project cost. It is likely that the cost of construction
will be the highest at this site.

Mark Twain Park is a
beautiful city park with
mature trees and
vegetation. The site has
sufficient capacity to
accommodate the full
building; however, it has
parking capacity for 250
spaces rather than the
desired 280-300. It is
located on the far eastern
border of Kirkland and is
accessible from 132nd
Avenue; however, it does
not have a good east/west
access. The large scale of
the building has a potential
negative impact on the surrounding single story homes.

Snyder’s Corner Park has
a water retention basin that
bisects the site and limits the
buildable area to two small
and irregular parcels. With
re-grading to reconfigure the
water retention basin it might
be possible to create a
building area that could
accommodate the standalone aquatics center and
135 parking spaces. The
minimum parking
requirement is 152 spaces.
The building and parking fill
the site and there may not be sufficient space for a fire truck or service
vehicle to access the back of the building. Staff recommends the elimination
of Snyder’s Corner as a potential site.

The Albertson’s grocery
store and the gas station
site are of insufficient size to
accommodate the full
recreation and aquatic
center and parking. It has
sufficient size for the aquatic
center and 142 parking
spaces. There is the
potential for on-site shared
parking and for street
parking. The city does not
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own the land and the project would incur significant cost to purchase the
vacated grocery store and gas station parcels. To develop the full recreation
center requires acquisition of the adjacent, and currently operating, drugstore
and parking lot. The current assessed value of the three parcels is $9.8
million. Staff recommends the elimination of Albertson’s as a potential site.
Totem Lake is not an identified site but a suggested possible location. Staff
does not recommend a site at Totem Lake because of the time required to
aggregate parcels for purchase, the added cost to the project, and the added
time to project completion.
Based upon the evaluation of the sites, and the goal of opening a facility in
2017, staff recommends Council consider only sites that are owned by the
city to further study and for public discussion through a community
engagement process.
SITE ASSESSMENTS

Based on the results of the site assessment study, the following sites were
eliminated for further consideration:
Mark Twain Park is a beautiful city park with mature trees and vegetation.
The site has sufficient capacity to accommodate the full building; however, it
has parking capacity for 250 spaces rather than the desired 280-300. It is
located on the far eastern border of Kirkland and is accessible from 132nd
Avenue; however, it does not have a good east/west access. The large scale
of the building has a potential negative impact on the surrounding single story
homes.
The Snyder’s Corner site has a water retention basin that bisects the site
and limits the buildable area to two small and irregular parcels. With regrading to reconfigure the water retention basin it might be possible to create
a building area that could accommodate the stand-alone aquatics center and
135 parking spaces. The minimum parking requirement is 152 spaces. The

building and parking fill the site and there may not be sufficient space for a
fire truck or service vehicle to access the back of the building.
The Albertson’s grocery store and the gas station site are of insufficient
size to accommodate the full recreation and aquatic center and parking. It
has sufficient size for the aquatic center and 142 parking spaces. There is the
potential for on-site shared parking and for street parking. The city does not
own the land and the project would incur significant cost to purchase the
vacated grocery store and gas station parcels. To develop the full recreation
center requires acquisition of the adjacent, and currently operating, drugstore
and parking lot. The current assessed value of the three parcels is $9.8
million.
Staff did not recommend a site at Totem Lake because of the time required
to aggregate parcels for purchase, the added cost to the project, the added
time to project completion, and the lack of a willing seller.
Based upon the evaluation of the sites, and the goal of opening a facility in
2017, staff recommended that Council consider only sites that are owned by
the city for further study and for public discussion through a community
engagement process.
CITY COUNCIL SHORT-LISTED SITES

On April 1, 2014, the City Council was presented with
recommendations from the Park Board on siting preferences for a
multi-faceted community recreation and aquatic facility with the
possible inclusion of a 50-meter competitive pool. The Council
authorized the Park Board and staff to conduct additional analyses
of two sites: Juanita Beach Park and the North Kirkland
Community Center & Park (NKCC) site with three (3) concept
plans—(1) Juanita Beach Park, (2) NKCC with close of 103rd Ave
NE, and (3) NKCC keeping 103rd Ave NE open. Additional
technical analyses for both sites included an environmental
assessment, completion of traffic studies, building massing
studies, and additional cost estimating.
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ATTACHMENT A

City of Kirkland
Juanita Pool Replacement

Site Evaluation
Albertsons Site

+

Site has been developed so no loss of open space. Site can
accommodate aquatic center and parking on grade.

+

Largest site. Can accommodate stand-alone aquatic center or full
rec/aquatic center with associated parking.

-

Requires purchase of the adjacent drug store site for buildout of
the full center and its parking.

−

Large area of site cannot be built upon because of creek
setbacks.

+

The existing buildings on the site are at a larger scale.

+

Adjacent to large scale buildings.

−

Will require relocation of ball fields and loss of public open space.

+

Site adjacent to beach and waterfront park.

Size &
Configuration
of Site

Neighborhood
Context &
Impacts

Surrounding
Land Uses

Vehicular
Accessibility

Pedestrian /
Bicycle Access

−

Adjacent residential zoning to the north.

+

On two major arterials, 100th Ave. & 132nd St.

+

Excellent access from Juanita Dr. (116th St) and proximate to
98th Ave. (Market St).

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Yes, for the stand-alone aquatics center. Potential overflow
parking on surrounding commercial properties.

+

Yes, site has adequate parking capacity.

−

Acquisition of the drug store site is needed for the full
recreation/aquatic center.
+

Site is centrally located.

Adequate
Parking Capacity

Centrality within
the Community

Juanita Beach Park Site

−

Site located furthest north.
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Albertsons Site

Juanita Beach Park Site

+

High visibility on major corner.

+

High visibility on a major corner.

Availability of
Utilities

+

Available on site.

+

Available in the adjacent roads.

−

Likely will require an upgrade / size increase.

Public
Transportation
Access

+

Good public transit connection, on bus lines

+

Great access to public transit, served by bus lines 255, 234, 236,
260, and 935.

+

No zoning change required.

Prominent
Siting &
Visibility

234 and 238.

Zoning
Implications

Soils,
Environmental
& Construction
Costs

City-Owned
Property

Site
Appearance /
Aesthetics

−

Requires rezoning of land.

+

Site is level.

+

Site soils allow for drainage, topography is level. Building does
not impact 100 ft. creek buffer.

−

Additional cost for demolition of existing buildings.

−

Sandy soils will require structural piers, adding to construction
cost. Also added cost of relocating ball fields.

+

Land is owned by City.

+

Land is adjacent to lake. Beautiful site with mature trees by
creek.

−

−

Requires land purchase by City. Combined assessed value of 3
parcels (6.33 acres) is $8.9 million.

Site lacks landscaping or views. Requires extensive landscaping.
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ATTACHMENT A

City of Kirkland
Juanita Pool Replacement

Site Evaluation
Mark Twain Park Site

+

Large site, can accommodate aquatic center and parking.

+

Site can accommodate 42,000sf aquatic center with 168 parking
spaces on two levels of parking.

−

Site not large enough to accommodate full community center
with full parking.

−

Due to tight size and topography, building will only fit if on 3 levels, and
parking on 2 levels with additional parking across the street.

+

Large water tower within neighborhood consistent with scale
of new structure.

−

Surrounding land use is largely residential, likely to conflict
with noise/traffic generated by the center.

−

Site is within largely residential neighborhood. Creates loss of open
space and mature trees.

+

Located near playground, picnic site.

Size &
Configuration
of Site

Neighborhood
Context &
Impacts

Surrounding Land
Uses

Vehicular
Accessibility

Pedestrian /
Bicycle Access

North Kirkland Community Center & Park Site

−

Small scale residential land use on all sides.

−

Surrounded by residential housing.

+

Accessible from 132nd Ave.

+

On 124th St. with ease of access for cars. Close to major north/south
arterial at 100th Ave.

−

Not near a major east/west arterial.

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Yes, for stand-alone aquatics center.

+

Shared-use parking potential with Park-and-Ride lot across 124th Ave.
at church.

−

Lacks adequate parking for full center. May require land
acquisition.

−

Requires structured parking that will increase costs.

+

Site is centrally located.

Adequate Parking
Capacity

Centrality within
the Community

−

Site is located on far east side of town.
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Mark Twain Park Site
Prominent
Siting &
Visibility

North Kirkland Community Center & Park Site

−

Mostly hidden by houses from by-passers' view.

−

Surrounded by residential housing. Site slopes down from street.

Availability of
Utilities

+

Available in the adjacent roads.

+

Available on site.

Public
Transportation
Access

+

Located on bus line 238.

+

Great access to public transit, served by lines 255, 244, and 935.

−

Limited access to public transit.

Zoning
Implications

+

No zoning change required.

+

Existing community center on site, so no zoning change required.

Soils,
Environmental
& Construction
Costs

−

Site topography will require some grading.

−

The intersection will require a traffic signal that will add cost to the
project. Very challenging topography and poor soils for drainage. Three
level building for full center and structured parking will add substantial
cost.

+

Land is owned by City.

+

Land is owned by City.

+

Beautiful site with mature trees.

+

Beautiful site with mature trees.

−

Mostly hidden.

−

Requires removal of many mature trees.

City-Owned
Property

Site
Appearance /
Aesthetics
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ATTACHMENT A

City of Kirkland
Juanita Pool Replacement

Site Evaluation
Synder's Corner Park Site

Size &
Configuration
of Site
−

Neighborhood
Context &
Impacts

Surrounding Land
Uses

Vehicular
Accessibility

Pedestrian /
Bicycle Access

To fit the small building option the site must be re-graded to
reshape pond. Existing retention pond occupies large,
irregularly shaped portion of site.

Totem Lake Site

−

Further work and time needed to identify the site.

+

In larger scale, commercial neighborhood.

−

Site is within residential neighborhood.

−

Surrounding land use is predominantly residential.

−

Surrounding land uses largely commercial.

+

Accessible from 132nd Ave. & 70th St.

+

Good vehicular access from 124th Ave. & 124th St.

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Pedestrian and bicycle access.

+

Probable.

+

Site is centrally located.

Adequate Parking
Capacity
−

Centrality within
the Community

−

Lacks adequate parking capacity.

Most remote from center of town.
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Synder's Corner Park Site
Prominent
Siting &
Visibility
Availability of
Utilities
Public
Transportation
Access

Zoning
Implications

+

Good visibility from the street.

−

Site location on the edge of town lacks civic prominence.

+

Available in the adjacent roads.

Totem Lake Site
Unknown.

Unknown.

Unknown.
−

Limited access to public transit.

+

No zoning change required.
−

Soils,
Environmental
& Construction
Costs

+

Soil composition works well for drainage.

−

Existing drainage pond takes up large portion of site. Site
likely requires grading to reconfigure pond.

+

Land is owned by City.

City-Owned
Property

Site
Appearance /
Aesthetics

−

Limited vegetation; site slopes away from street.

Likely to require change in zoning.
Unknown.

−

Added cost of purchasing the site(s). 9 acre parcel has assessed
value of $9.5 million.

−

Commercial area.
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Assessment

E

Public Process

	
  

	
  

Attachment C

Program Focus Group
Meeting Notes
June 9, 2014

FOCUS GROUP ATTENDEES:

Karen Perrault - NKCC fitness Instructor

Melissa Graham - NKCC Preschool Art/Science

April Quedado - NKCC Fitness Instructor

Instructor

Craig Anderson - Kirkland Parks’ Adult Volleyball

Cory Shepard - Past Teen Center Director &

team manager

LWSD BB coach

Nicci Noteboom - Renter of NKCC Community Hall

Mary Lou Dutton - PKCC Advisory Board Member

Courtney Acitelli - NKCC Parent/Child Participant

Judy Cloes - PKCC Participant

Maureen Ward - Youth Dance participant

Betty Stevens - Senior Council Member

Karen Refroe-Gielgens - NKCC Preschool Music

Laura Miller - Preschool & Fitness Instruction

Instructor
A representative group of North Kirkland Community Center participants and instructors were invited to take
part in a focus group session regarding a potential new aquatics, recreation and community center. Participants
were selected from each age group, from parents with toddlers to senior adults, and that represented a full
range of programming interests including art, dance, move-it (fitness), music, education, recreation, sports, and
more.
Jennifer Schroder, Director of Parks and Community Services, and Lauren Livingston of The Sports
Management Group facilitated the focus group session. The session began with a PowerPoint presentation that
provided a brief project history, including community input over the years and has resulted in the proposed
space components. Images of the spaces, and the activities that could be offered in them, were presented to
the group. The focus group was asked “Did we get it [the space components] right?” The two-hour session
poised a number of questions to the group and the themes that emerged are summarized below. The focus
group participants also had questions that have been listed below. The questions provide guidance to staff as
they develop and implement strategies to inform the public about the project.

	
  

THEMES

The space program has the needed and desired components with the exception of a two-court gym with a
walking/jogging track. The group felt strongly this was important to add to meet current needs and interest. The
support was across all age groups with strong support for the track from older adults.
The social component of the center is very important to users. A coffee bar, space to sit and visit or “be” are
very important to include.
The group felt the community would be very supportive of a new center. Other communities have these
centers— Kirkland deserves it.
Seniors were enthusiastic about the center and felt seniors would and could travel to the site. Warm-water
exercise classes and an indoor walking track were of high interest.
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Questions asked by focus group participants:
1.

Is a 50-meter pool an Olympic sized pool?

2.

Is the Albertson site completely out of the running? Why?

3.

What is the projected year for breaking ground/completion?

4.

How involved will WAVE be in aquatics programming?

5.

What is the source of funding for the building? Is it attached to a school bond passing?

6.

How big will the basketball courts be? Will there be at least two courts for tournament play?

7.

What will happen to the existing community centers if the Juanita Beach location is chosen? Can
NKCC be repurposed?

8.

What will be the height for the gym ceiling?

9.

Concerns and questions about room space; why is there one room less for programming then NKCC
has now?

10. Can we get sponsorships? Evergreen Health? Costco?
11. Will there be naming opportunities?
12. Can we put a questionnaire/survey in the next brochure to see what the community thinks?
13. Will the pool, if smaller than 50 meters, meet the current and future community needs? If smaller, will
we outgrow it in the near future?
14. “Has anyone seen the new Silverdale Community Center? How can Silverdale afford to build a center
and Kirkland can’t?”
15. Where will the existing baseball diamonds go if the Juanita Beach location is chosen?
16. If all the community feedback is positive, can it go on the November 2016 ballot?
17. Will there be a walking track?
18. Has there been a study that shows the numbers of kids and adults that are using gym space now?
How many are turned away because of lack of available space?
19. What is the plan for choosing a location? Does this need to be done soon or do you plan to go forward
with both options and see how it plays out?
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Attachment C

Aquatic Focus Group
Meeting Notes
June 10, 2014

FOCUS GROUP ATTENDEES:

Aaron Hughes - Water Polo

Dale Hale – LWHS Swim Coach

Becca Watson – WAVE Masters

Carolyn Scott- Kirkland Parks Aqua Aerobics

Eric Bartleson - Newport High Swim Coach

Tyson Wellock - WAVE Coach

Monica Mayes - Inglemoor High Swim Coach

Justin Fleming - Shadow Seals Swim Team

Matt Gillingham - LWSD Administrator

Andrea Freeman – Bothell Swim Coach

Lacey Ethier – Synchronized Swimming

Carly Parker – Juanita High School Coach

Pat Manson – Juanita High Swim Coach

Annie Price – Woodinville Swim Coach

Grant Neil – Orca - Kirkland Parks Swim Coach

Guillermo Romano – Shadow Seals Swim Team

Katie Walker – RET Physical Therapy

Ben Sharpe – RET Physical Therapy

On June 10, 2014, the City of Kirkland Parks and Community Services
Department hosted a focus group meeting to discuss community aquatic
needs and interest. Participants were invited by the City and selected
because of their interest in a new pool to meet their program’s needs.
Dennis Berkshire of Aquatic Design Group, Mark Schatz of
The Sports Management Group, and Department Director, Jennifer
Schroder, facilitated the two-hour focus group meeting. The goal of the

meeting was to gain information regarding the current demand for pool time
and pool availability to serve the demand. Using information gathered from
the focus group, the consultant team will project future demand and develop
a recommendation for the “right size” pool(s) for the proposed City of
Kirkland aquatics, recreation and community center.
The following summarizes the information shared and the group discussion.
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•
NORTHSHORE SCHOOL DISTRICT

•

Would prefer to practice after 4pm

•

Space needed around diving boards for team and meets, with
depth at least 12 feet deep

•

Woodinville H.S. = 25-40 girls, 20-30 boys, currently about 10-12
swimmers per lane in 3 lanes, would prefer 3-6 lanes for practice

•

Bothell H.S.= 25- 30 girls, 20-26 boys, 2-4 divers, 6-8 swimmers
per lane

•

Inglemoor H.S. = 45 girls, 25 boys, 6 divers

LAKE WASHINGTON SCHOOL DISTRICT

•

Need at least 6 lanes per team

•

Currently practices after school for 1.25 hours, would prefer 90
minutes

25-100 spectators

• Final Meets

•



20-25 teams but not all swimmers attend, have to qualify



400-500 spectators

Meets require locker and deck space, meet manager space

CLUB MEETS

•

8 meets a year Saturday and Sunday

•

Mini meets Friday and Saturdays

•

Synchro 3 meets a year Sat and Sunday at Juanita H.S.Pool (6
meets per/year but move them around)

•

8 lanes max used for meets

•

300-400 spectators

WATER POLO

•

Lake Washington H.S. = 32 girls, 40 boys, 2-6 divers

•

Currently practices from 9-10:30pm

•

Juanita H.S. = 40 boys, 40 girls, 5 divers

•

Prefer earlier time slots

•

Need 2 pools or 1 pool with moveable bulkhead to divide pool

•

Need 25m x 12m width

BELLEVUE SCHOOL DISTRICT

•

80-100 girls on swim team

•

Practice outdoors during boys and girls season at Newport Swim
and Tennis Club

HIGH SCHOOL MEETS

•

Meets occur on Tuesday and Thursdays

•

About 3 hours, 2:30-5:30pm

•

Currently run meets with 4 teams

SYNCHRO

•

Currently practices in 1 lane

•

Would prefer 4-9pm timeslot in 3-6 lanes (ideally 6 lanes)

•

Currently losing recruits due to time of practice and limited lanes
to practice)
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WAVE

Multiple ADA lifts, shallow gutters, space around lifts for
multiple wheel chairs, family changing rooms, portable lifts

•

260 active members age 5-18, year round USA swim team group

•

At capacity and would like more space

•

Older kids= 6 to a lane

•

Younger kids= 9-10 per lane

•

June – August

•

High School age=6-8 per lane and as much as 12 per lane

•

180 participants limited due to size of pool

•

Waiting lists to participate

QUESTIONS TO GROUP

•

Up to 10-12 in a lane

“Would your business plan support additional lane rentals?”

•

Practice 7am, 7:50am, 8:35am, and 4pm. for 40- 45 minutes

ORCA SWIM TEAM



Answer: There is not a choice; we have to pay what it costs because there
is no other option
•

Participants register into a practice timeslot which is divided
up by age both in AM and PM

Prefer all age groups practice at the same time

MASTERS

•

80 active members, age 18-68

•

At lane capacity, 5 per lane

•

Practice AM and noon but would like to add PM if there was space
(Ideally 7pm)

•

Currently practice for 1 hour, would prefer 1.5

•
•

AQUAEROBICS

Requests for new facilities
•

Need a lip to hold onto

•

Backs need to be able to be flat against wall (no railings on wall in
water), need wall space

Masters 1 meet per year, currently on Sunday but would prefer
Saturday

•

82-86 degrees

•

Need stairs, ramp or beach entry

Request additional deck space for dryland and stretching

•

About 20 participants per class

•

Warm Water Therapy

SHADOW SEALS

•

Practice for 90 mins on Sunday afternoon

•

24 swimmers

•

3-4 per lane

•

Requests for new facility:



Water temp 92 degrees
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RET PHYSICAL THERAPY GROUP

•

Requests for new facility
•

Warm space

•

88-90 degrees

•

Zero depth entry

•

4 foot depth

•

Deep and shallow water

•

1 on 1 training during off hours (9am-6pm)

•

Trend is younger patients enrolling in water therapy (30 years old
and older)


Average 20 patients

Interested in working with City of Kirkland, need water space in
Kirkland

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS FROM THE GROUP

•

Want to be able to grow programs, not be restricted by space

•

Suggest a bulkhead to divide pool to allow for multiple programs

•

8 lanes too small

•

Club swim teams in the area need pool space

•

A lot of other recreation opportunities already exist in community
such as basketball programs, dance classes, etc. should focus on
aquatics needs

•

Surrounding communities do not have a pool
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Attachment C

Aquatic Focus Group Meeting 2
Meeting Notes
June 30, 2014

FOCUS GROUP ATTENDEES:
Aaron Hughes - Water Polo

Carolyn Scott- Kirkland Parks Aqua Aerobics

Becca Watson – WAVE Masters

Tyson Wellock - WAVE Coach

Monica Mayes - Inglemoor High Swim Coach

Justin Fleming - Shadow Seals Swim Team

Kathleen Snedeker – Synchronized Swimming

Guillermo Romano – Shadow Seals Swim Team

Grant Neil – Orca - Kirkland Parks Swim Coach

Rick Colella – WAVE Masters

The City hosted a follow up aquatics group focus session. The session
was facilitated by Dennis Berskshire of Aquatic Design Group and
Jennifer Schroder, Director of Community Service. The purpose of this
meeting was to report the recommendations that were developed as a
result of the input received from the aquatics stakeholders.

The consultant developed a comparison of the features and capacity
of an 8-lane pool, 32meter pool, and a 50meter pool. The
recommendation is for a minimum pool size at 32meters. The pool
would provide 13 short course lanes and include a moveable bulkhead.
This pool will serve both current and future needs.

The recommendations were based on analysis performed by the
aquatics consultant. The analysis considered the pool in the current
base program, which is an 8 lane pool. This pool would be a
replacement for the Juanita High School pool planned for demolition.
The 8-lane pool meets the current basic pool requirements however, it
does not provide swim team training time at the preferred time or
provide for program expansion.

This option does not preclude the potential development of a 50meter
pool. But the pool meets all of the school district requirements and
significantly enhances their access to pool time for training and
competition.
The response of the focus group attendants was positive. Their
interests were addressed and they were pleased by the proposed
change to the space program. The comparison of the 3 pool types
follows.
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ITEM
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

DESCRIPTION
Pool Length (feet)
Pool Width (feet)
Pool Water Surface Area (square feet)
Number of 8’ wide lanes
Maximum # of Swimmers with 6 per lane
Maximum Occupancy of Pool
Satisfy Standard Swim Meet of 6-lanes for Competition Plus 2 Warm-up or
Cool Down Lanes
Satisfy Regional Swim Meet of 8-lanes for Competition Plus 3 Warm-up or
Cool Down Lanes
Satisfy State-Wide Swim Meet of 10-lanes for Competition Plus 3 Warm-up
or Cool Down Lanes
Satisfy Minimum H2O Polo Wall Goal Field of Play of 75’ x 45’ of Deep
Water
Satisfy H2O Polo 25-Yard Floating Goal Field of Play
Satisfy 2 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 4-lanes Per Team
Satisfy 2 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 6-lanes Per Team
Satisfy 3 Teams practicing Simultaneously with 6-lanes Per Team
Satisfy 50-Meter Long Course Swimming
Satisfy Spring Board Diving
Satisfy Simultaneous Diving and 6-Lanes for a Swim Meet
Satisfy H2O Polo 25-Meter Floating Goal Field of Play
Satisfy H2O Polo 30-Meter Floating Goal Field of Play
Satisfy H2O Polo 2 Simultaneous Wall Goal Fields for Tournament or
Training
Satisfy Simultaneous 6-Lane Swimming and Wall Goal H2O Polo
Satisfy Synchronized Swimming Minimum 25-Meter by 12 Meter Pool Area
Provide Minimum Shallow Water for Recreational and Instructional
Swimming
Estimated Pool & Pool Deck Construction Cost (Incld. 30% soft costs)

8-LANE
75
67
5,075
8
48
253
Yes

32-METER
105
75
7,925
13
78
396
Yes

50-METER
164
75
12,350
20
120
617
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

$1,222,748.00

$1,863,069.00

$2,858,895.00
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City of Kirkland
Telephone Survey
March 2013
DRAFT

Methodology


Telephone Survey of 400 registered voters in the City
of Kirkland



March 5 – March 9, 2014



Margin of Error ± 4.9 percentage points



Weighted to reflect Key demographics in the city of
Kirkland



Interviewing started trained, professional interviewers

Please note that due to rounding, some
percentages may not add up to exactly 100%.
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Key Findings


Voters in Kirkland give high ratings for the parks and recreation system
overall but 60% rate the availability of indoor recreation and swimming
facilities as “only fair” or “poor”.



Despite only moderate awareness (37%) of the potential Juanita High School
pool closure, most (82%) favor building a Kirkland indoor community
recreation and aquatic center to replace the Juanita High School pool and
three quarters (75%) say they would support a bond measure for a new
facility.



When asked about potential components of a new facility, a teaching pool
for learning how to swim and water safety, lap pool for general swimming,
and a pool that can be used for High School competitions were seen as the
most important priorities. Non pool related components like multi purpose
rooms and community spaces were rated as lower priorities.
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Key Findings


Of the three sites tested, North Kirkland community center on NE 120th
Street was the top first and second choice followed closely by Juanita Beach
Park on the North Side. Respondents list accessibility, location, cost, as the
most important factors to consider when choosing a site.



By a 55% to 41% margin residents prefer moving “forward alone with a new
indoor pool facility to ensure it is built quickly and located in Kirkland even if
it means city residents will have to fund the whole cost” over “finding other
Cities to partner with and share in the costs even if it means building an
indoor pool facility will take longer and the facility might be located outside
of Kirkland”.
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Quality & Availability Ratings
Most (78%) give positive ratings overall for the quality of parks and recreation system , but half (48%) are
concerned about the availability of indoor recreation facilities and 60% are concerned about indoor swimming
facilities in Kirkland
Excellent

Q2. The overall quality of parks and
recreation system in Kirkland

Q3. The availability of indoor
recreation facilities in Kirkland

Q4. The availability of indoor
swimming in Kirkland

Good

Not Sure

31%

4%

47%

27%

3%14%

Only fair

20%

23%

20%

Q2-4 I’d like you to tell me how you think the City of Kirkland is doing in each of the
following areas. Use a scale of excellent, good, only fair, or poor. If you aren’t sure one way
or the other, please just say so.

Poor

5% 17% 1%

28%

20%

40%
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Awareness
Over a third have heard something about a Kirkland Recreation and Aquatic Center, and most are
able to cite something specific indicting that this more than just general awareness.
Yes Heard

Don't Know

Not Heard

25%

Closing Juanita pool

21%

Plans for a new aquatic…

14%

Talks of land/site acquisition

6%

They are thinking about it

Not
Heard
61%

Yes
Heard
37%

4%

The city of Kirkland is looking…

4%

It exists
City of Kirkland has many…

Don't
Know
2%

5%

Finding resources to fund the…

3%

Possible ballot measure

2%

Don't know

1%

None/Refused
Other

Q5. Have you heard anything recently about a Kirkland Recreation and Aquatic Center?
Q6. What have your heard?

3%
12%
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Support for Community Recreation & Aquatic Facility
Most (82%) favor building a Kirkland indoor community recreation and aquatic center . A majority
(55%) strongly support building a new facility. Fewer than one-in-ten are opposed.

82%

Darker shade represents “Strongly”
Lighter shade represents “Somewhat”

27%

55%

Favor

9%
6%
3%

8%

Oppose

Don't Know

Q7a. As you may know, Juanita High School may be undergoing a large renovation or replacement and to
complete construction the school district will need to close the indoor pool at the school as soon as 2017. This
is the only publically available indoor pool in Kirkland and supports the activities of a number of aquatic sports
clubs, public exercise time, and lifeguard training and water safety classes and swim lessons. Knowing this
would you say you strongly favor, somewhat favor, somewhat oppose, or strongly oppose building a Kirkland
indoor community recreation and aquatic center to replace the Juanita High School Aquatics facility when it
closes?
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Priorities for New Facility
Top priorities are a teaching pool, lap pool, and a pool for High School competitions
7: Very high priority

Teaching pool for learning how to
swim/teaching water safety (Q7)

6

52%

21%

Lap pool for general swimming/fitness (Q18)

41%

20%

A pool used for swimming/diving competitions
including HS athletic programs (Q8)

39%

21%

Warm water pool for therapy/wellness (Q9)

28%

Children’s Indoor play area for physical activity
(Q12)

27%

Gymnasium for variety of indoor youth/adult
sports like basketball/volleyball (Q11)

23%

5

18%

16%

14%

Priority

10% 83%

15% 75%

17%

78%

15% 61%

19%

26%

Q7-18. The City is examining ideas for replacing this pool and would like to know about your priorities for a potential new facility. For
each of the following, please tell me how high a priority that item is for you. Use a scale of 1 to 7, where 1 means you feel that item
should be a very low priority and 7 means that you feel that item should be a very high priority.

62%

62%
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Priorities for New Facility – Cont.
Non - pool related components are a much lower priority.
7: Very high priority

6

Classrooms for preschool programs (Q17)

21%

11%

Fitness equipment for cardio and strength training and
exercise (Q13)

19%

15%

Rooms for group fitness classes such as aerobic,
Zumba, and Yoga (Q14)
Family recreation and leisure pool designed with a lazy
river, water slides, and spray features (Q9)
Multipurpose classrooms for recreation classes, art,
dance, etc. (Q15)
Community rental spaces for weddings, birthdays,
meetings, and special events (Q16)

17% 11%
17% 8%
16% 13%

5

Priority

19%

51%

19%

53%

23%
23%

52%
47%

22%

52%

7% 8% 15% 31%

Q7-18. The City is examining ideas for replacing this pool and would like to know about your priorities for a potential
new facility. For each of the following, please tell me how high a priority that item is for you. Use a scale of 1 to 7,
where 1 means you feel that item should be a very low priority and 7 means that you feel that item should be a very
high priority. You can use any number from 1 to 7.
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Location Preference
Slightly higher preference for Kirkland Community Center location. S. Norway Hill park is least
preferred option.
First Choice

Second Choice

37%

The North Kirkland Community Center site on North
East 124th street

42%
35%

Juanita Beach Park on the north side of Juanita Drive
by the ball fields

32%
16%

South Norway Hill Park an undeveloped park site in
the Kingsgate area

Don't know/Other

22%
11%
3%

Q20-21. Regardless of how you feel about a new facility with an indoor pool, if it were
being built in Kirkland, which location would be your first choice? And which location
would be your second choice?
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Important Factors for Siting Facility
Accessibility, cost, and location are the top factors for consideration in siting a facility
Accessibility

18%

Cost

12%

Location (general)

10%

Traffic

9%

Parking

8%

Available space
Central location

7%
5%

Convenience

3%

Environmentally safe

3%

Availability

3%

Public demand

2%

Finding resources to fund the project

2%

Q23. Thinking about the city’s decision making process, what 2 or 3 factors do you think
are most important to consider in selecting a site for a new facility?
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Support for Funding
Three quarters (76%) say they would support a bond to fund a new facility

Darker shade represents “Strongly”
Lighter shade represents “Somewhat”

76%

38%

38%

17%
8%

7%

9%
Support

Oppose

Don't know/Refused

Q24. The City of Kirkland would need to present a bond measure to voters in order to fund a new facility to
replace the Juanita High School pool. In general, would you Strongly Support, Somewhat Support, Somewhat
Oppose or Strongly Oppose a bond measure for a Kirkland indoor community recreation and aquatic center?
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Moving Forward
By a 14 point margin (55% to 41%) residents prefer moving forward alone over finding
other cities to partner with.
[Some/Other] people say the City should move forward
alone with a new indoor pool facility to ensure it is built
quickly and is located in Kirkland even if it means city
residents will have to fund the whole cost.

[Other/Some] people say we should find other Cities to
partner with and share in the costs even if it means
building an indoor pool facility will take longer and the
facility might be located outside of Kirkland.

Undecided/Refused

48%

32%

4%

Q26. Which of the following statements is closer to your opinion even if neither one is
exactly right. Which statement is closer to your opinion?

7% 55%

9% 41%

Darker shade represents “Strongly”
Lighter shade represents “Lean”
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Peter Kirk Pool
A narrow majority (52%) favor a temporary favor a temporary structure over Peter Kirk
Pool while the new facility is built, but 4-in-10 are opposed.
Darker shade represents “Strongly”
Lighter shade represents “Somewhat”

52%
41%
32%

18%

20%

23%

7%

Favor

Oppose

Don't know

Q27. Some people say a new indoor pool facility will be a great addition to Kirkland but we
need something sooner and that we should build a temporary structure over Peter Kirk
Pool now so our high school swimmers have a place to use while a new aquatic facility is
being planned and built.
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Survey Demographics
Juanita HS Pool - Regular User
Juanita HS Pool - Occasional User
Juanita HS Pool - Rare User

6%
11%
16%

Juanita HS Pool - Non User

68%

Children >18 in HH

Age 18-34
Age 35-44
Age 45-59
Age 60+

36%

23%
17%
29%
26%
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Contact

Andrew Thibault
andrew@emcresearch.com
206.652.2454
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Outreach Materials
Open House Ad in Activity Guide

The Kirkland
ARC Center
Aquatics

Recreation

Community

Join us for a drop-in Open House on August 12th to
learn about the planning for the Aquatics, Recreation,
and Community (ARC) Center.

Join us On these dates!
tueS, Aug 12, 6-8pm

Wed, Sept 10, 7pm

tueS, Sept 16, 6pm

Public Open House
North Kirkland Community Center
Park Board - Regular Meeting
Kirkland City Hall - Council Chambers
City Council Study Session
Kirkland City Hall - Council Chambers

For more information contact the City of Kirkland
Parks & Community Services at 425.587.3300 or visit
www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc

Share your ideas and help make
this Kirkland’s place to...
SplASh

plAy

get fit

CReAte

& CelebRAte!

help
ShApe the
futuRe
of Aquatics and
Recreation in Kirkland
!

Outreach Materials
Project Information Hand-Out

Potential sites

ProJect

faQs

north kirkland community
center (nkcc)
Section of the park that is west of 103rd
north kirkland community
center & neighborhood Park
West and east side of 103rd

What Will it cost to
construct?

The City of Kirkland is committed to serving the recreational
needs and interests of its citizens. To fulfill this commitment,
the City is studying the potential development of an aquatics,
recreation, and community center -- the Kirkland ARC.
The need for this center has been a high priority of citizens
since 2001.

Juanita beach Park
Portion of the park that is north of Juanita Drive

The study underway will provide detailed
cost estimates.

hoW Will it be funded?
The City of Kirkland is exploring potential
partnerships and will likely propose a bond
measure that will be presented to the voters
of Kirkland.

We need your ideas!

a community Priority
In a 2001 survey, residents rated a recreation center as a
high priority. In 2007, a recreation facility plan was developed
with extensive community participation. In response, the
City placed the recreation center project on the Capital
Improvement Program in 2008. In a 2014 survey, 82% of the
respondents supported the development of a recreation
center. In May 2014, the City Council authorized the current
study for the Kirkland ARC Center.

the kirkland

arc

The name of the Kirkland ARC Center
represents the wide array of offerings
to meet the diverse needs and interests
of Kirkland residents. These include:
• Recreation pool with waterslides,
sprays and current channel
• Competition/lap pool

hoW much Will it cost to
oPerate?

Park board meeting

What haPPens to the
existing facilities?

Presentation of Study Findings to the
City Council

If the Kirkland ARC Center is built on either site,
then the current programs, activities, and staff will
move to the new center.

Tuesday, Sept. 16 6:00 p.m. Council Chambers
City Hall, 123 5th Ave.

hoW Will the site be chosen?
The current study includes site and traffic
analysis, conceptual plans, construction cost
estimates and community outreach. The results of
the analysis will be presented to the City Council
on September 16, 2014 for their consideration.
The City Council will choose a site.

• Community hall with kitchen
and patio
• Art studio
• Dance room
• Activity rooms

share your ideas and help make
this kirkland’s place to...
sPlash

Play

get fit

create

& celebrate!

Wednesday, Sept. 10 7:00 p.m. Council
Chambers City Hall, 123 5th Ave.
city council study session

• Gymnasium

• Child watch room

Tuesday, August 12 6:00 - 8:00 p.m. North Kirkland
Community Center, 12421 103rd Ave. NE

Formulation of Recommendation to the
City Council

• Meeting rooms

• Wood floor studio

Presentation of Findings

A preliminary financial analysis found that
revenues from programs and user fees will
be sufficient to cover the cost to operate the
facility, and contribute toward a building
maintenance reserve.

• Birthday party rooms

• Fitness center

ParticiPate!
Public oPen house

When or whether the Kirkland ARC Center will be
built is dependent upon community support. Your
voice is important!

share your ideas and help make
this kirkland’s place to...
Play

get fit

create

To receive updates on the continuing efforts,
subscribe to the Kirkland ARC list serv.
You may submit questions on this server.
See www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc

Have questions or comments to share?

When Will the arc center
be built?

sPlash

Want to
learn more?

& celebrate!

Please email kirklandarc@kirklandwa.gov or
contact the City of Kirkland Parks & Community
Services Department at 425.587.3300.
Visit www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc for more
project information.

Outreach Materials
Open House Poster

City Of Kirkland
Aquatics, Recreation,
& Community Center
COnCeptuAl plAn & Site Study

JOin uS for a Drop-in
open House
July 16th, 6 - 8pm
Kirkland City Hall - Peter Kirk Room
All community and family members are
encouraged to come!

impORtAnt fACtS
In response to community needs, the City of
Kirkland is conducting a study to develop concept
plans and proposed locations for an Aquatics,
Recreation, and Community (ARC) Center.

SplASh
CReAte

plAy

get fit

& CelebRAte!

For more information contact the
City of Kirkland Parks & Community
Services at 425.587.3300 or visit
www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc

Open House Feedback
July 16 Open House Wordle

Open House Feedback
August 12 Open House Newspaper Headline

Kirkland More Intelligencer
Monday, January 1, 2018

www.kirklandmoreintelligencer.com

$1.50

You can do it all at new aRc!
If You Build It They Will
Come-And Come They Did.
Way To Go Kirkland!

First Great Schools-Now A
Great Rec Center. Bonus!

Kirkland Opens First New Indoor
Aquatic Facility In Over 40 Years!
Thanks to city leadership,
in the fastest pool in the NorthKirklanders get the center they west. Kirkland’s Jenny Schrodeserve. Records are shattered der breaks world record!

Thousands attended the Grand Opening celebration.
The community is bursting with pride!

Kirkland’s Council’s Bold Action
Leaves Impression For Decades!
Juanita Beach ARC Opens To
The Joy Of Families And Retailers

The actions of a visionary Kirkland’s place as a premier
City Council have secured community for generations to
come.

Kirkland Kids Make A Splash At New ARC
Neighborhood Rejoices!

The new facility, beautifully
integrated within the Park, is
a year-round destination for
families and friends. Retailers
see huge boost in sales.

A thrilling ride down the
waterslides, a current channel that pushes you in a tube,
splash

75°

Sunny, clear skies at the
Kirkland ARC Center for the
foreseeable future!

play

seattle seahawks go for 5th
straight super bowl title!
Read more in Sports.

and year-round swim lessons
to keep our kids safe! We have
it all!

get fit

create

& celebrate!

Kirkland’s Roast Rated
Best in America
Seattle Coffee Roaster’s Association names
Kirkland coffee the best in the nation.

North Kirkland Community Center Neighbors

Attachment D

July 23, 2014 Meeting Notes

ATTENDEES:
Sacha N Baily
David & Lindsay Godfrey
Llody Pernela
Staff:
Jennifer Schroder
Linda Murphy

Midge M Conner
Cyrus & Anhaita Jamula

Michael Cogle

The City staff reach out by mail and invited residents living near the North Kirkland Community Center (NKCC)
to a meeting to share our latest information on the Aquatics, Recreation and Community Center (ARC) project
and receive feedback. Jennifer Schroder, Director presented and overview of the proposed ARC. Possible
program elements and site locations where discussed. Jennifer review the informational boards that were
used and displayed at the July 16th Open House. She encourage everyone to share their thoughts and stay
engaged with the project’s process.
The responses of the group were very positive on the project with mixed opinions of final location.
COMMENTS AND THEMES THAT WERE SHARED:














Like NKCC’s Option 1 site but switch
Parking lot and Building
Presently bothered by outdoor basketball
court.
Other things are happening in the parking
lot that is not good for the neighborhood
NKCC’s Option 2 – No vote
Juanita site I like best.
NKCC’s Option 1 – No vote “concern
about activity in garage”
Center should not be placed at NKCC - it
is a residential area.
Juanita site offers more parking
opportunity with the beach side parking
Hate to lose open space at Juanita …
vote for NKCC’s options
Traffic concerns for the NKCC site
NKCC site is surrounded by many houses
with families & young children, safety
concerns with increase traffic
What would the new playground be?













Concern there is a service gap of
playgrounds in the area if we lost the
NKCC playground
Neither site is a good or great site
It would be sad to lose the playground or
outdoor basketball court
Too big of building … not the character of
the neighborhood
NKCC’s present Playground is an
attractive positive draw to our community
What is the timeline for this project?
If a person wanted to sell their property to
the city, what is the process?
If you buy a property with an easement
would you adjust my easement?
Have you consider a smaller plan with a
smaller building.
My family is very active here and enjoys
Juanita site also
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Juanita	
  Beach	
  Park	
  Neighbors	
  
September	
  3,	
  2014	
  Meeting	
  Notes	
  	
  	
  
	
  
ATTENDEES: 	
  
JoAnn	
  Thompson	
  
Tim	
  Irvin	
  
Peggy	
  Bush	
  
Michelle	
  Brouillet	
  
Holly	
  Palfreyman	
  
Bonnie	
  Burns	
  
Kelly	
  Cacan	
  
Tom	
  Ling	
  
Scott	
  Morris	
  
Rick	
  Colella	
  
Wade	
  Praeger	
  
Dave	
  Bechtel	
  
Jon	
  Ericson	
  
Shawn	
  Thornsberry	
  
Sidney	
  Hewitson	
  
Charlotte	
  Jordan	
  
	
  

	
  

E.Philip	
  Boulton	
  
Guy	
  &	
  Sue	
  Lamoree	
  
Elaine	
  Darling	
  
Gloria	
  Samuels	
  
Merle	
  Judd	
  
Merlenna	
  Peppler	
  
Marta	
  Asa	
  
Sharon	
  Allerdice	
  
Karen	
  Lightfeldt	
  
Kevin	
  Marshall	
  
Luke	
  Sue	
  
Denise	
  DesHarnais	
  
Michelle	
  Simeoni	
  
Janet	
  P.	
  White	
  
Belinda	
  Mastrangelo	
  

STAFF: 	
  
Michael	
  Cogle	
  
Jennifer	
  Schroder	
  
Linda	
  Murphy	
  
Cheryl	
  Harmon	
  
Jason	
  Filan	
  
	
  
The	
  City’s	
  staff	
  reached	
  out	
  by	
  mail	
  and	
  invited	
  residents	
  and	
  property	
  owners	
  within	
  300	
  feet	
  of	
  Juanita	
  
Beach	
  Park	
  (JBP)	
  to	
  a	
  meeting	
  to	
  share	
  the	
  latest	
  information	
  on	
  the	
  Aquatics,	
  Recreation	
  and	
  
Community	
  Center	
  (ARC)	
  project	
  and	
  receive	
  feedback.	
  Jennifer	
  Schroder,	
  Director	
  presented	
  an	
  
overview	
  of	
  the	
  proposed	
  ARC.	
  	
  Possible	
  program	
  elements	
  and	
  site	
  locations	
  were	
  discussed.	
  	
  Jennifer	
  
reviewed	
  the	
  informational	
  boards	
  that	
  were	
  used	
  and	
  displayed	
  at	
  earlier	
  Open	
  House	
  events.	
  	
  She	
  
encouraged	
  everyone	
  to	
  share	
  their	
  thoughts	
  and	
  stay	
  engaged	
  with	
  the	
  project’s	
  process.	
  	
  
	
  
The	
  majority	
  of	
  responses	
  from	
  the	
  group	
  were	
  against	
  JBP	
  as	
  the	
  final	
  location	
  for	
  the	
  project.	
  
	
  
The	
  following	
  are	
  concerns	
  and	
  questions	
  raised	
  during	
  the	
  meeting:	
  
	
  
Traffic	
  
• The	
  traffic	
  study	
  did	
  not	
  analyze	
  peak	
  traffic	
  use	
  times	
  of	
  4-‐7pm	
  and	
  mornings	
  
• Juanita	
  Drive	
  congestion	
  
• Increased	
  congestion	
  during	
  summertime	
  
• Backups	
  on	
  NE	
  116th	
  Street	
  
• Traffic	
  on	
  97th	
  Avenue	
  NE	
  

	
  	
  

	
  
Site	
  Selection	
  
• Why	
  were	
  the	
  other	
  proposed	
  sites	
  rejected?	
  
• What	
  were	
  the	
  site	
  selection	
  criteria	
  used?	
  
• Will	
  other	
  sites	
  be	
  considered?	
  
• Revisit	
  sites	
  at	
  Totem	
  Lake	
  and	
  Albertsons	
  
• Is	
  the	
  Albertsons	
  site	
  big	
  enough?	
  
• Is	
  there	
  a	
  staff	
  preference	
  between	
  the	
  NKCC	
  and	
  JBP	
  sites?	
  
• Consider	
  using	
  a	
  site	
  where	
  there	
  are	
  existing	
  buildings	
  
• Consider	
  sites	
  in	
  commercial	
  areas	
  
Impact	
  to	
  Juanita	
  Beach	
  Park	
  
• Loss	
  of	
  ball	
  fields,	
  tennis	
  courts,	
  open	
  space,	
  Forbes	
  House	
  
• Loss	
  of	
  trees	
  
• Loss	
  of	
  green	
  space	
  
• Don’t	
  implement	
  master	
  plan	
  elements	
  on	
  north	
  side	
  of	
  park;	
  leave	
  park	
  as	
  it	
  is	
  today	
  
• Ensure	
  that	
  there	
  is	
  overflow	
  parking	
  for	
  beach	
  users	
  on	
  the	
  north	
  side	
  of	
  park	
  
• Eliminates	
  the	
  current	
  use	
  of	
  JBP	
  
Public	
  Process	
  
• What	
  was	
  the	
  process	
  for	
  the	
  2007	
  community	
  center	
  survey?	
  
• Past	
  surveys	
  are	
  not	
  reflective	
  of	
  increased	
  density	
  near	
  JBP	
  
• Conduct	
  survey	
  of	
  JBP	
  users	
  
• Public	
  outreach	
  about	
  the	
  project	
  is	
  lacking	
  –	
  nobody	
  knows	
  about	
  it	
  
• Expand	
  public	
  outreach	
  
Environment	
  
• Doesn’t	
  fit	
  with	
  city’s	
  adopted	
  Climate	
  Action	
  Plan	
  
• Building	
  will	
  impact	
  water	
  and	
  air	
  quality	
  
• Impact	
  to	
  wildlife	
  and	
  creek	
  habitat	
  
Partnerships	
  
• What	
  is	
  school	
  district’s	
  role	
  in	
  new	
  building?	
  
• What	
  is	
  school	
  district’s	
  obligation	
  to	
  provide	
  swimming	
  facilities?	
  
• What	
  contact	
  has	
  there	
  been	
  with	
  major	
  property	
  owners	
  (e.g.	
  Juanita	
  Village	
  land-‐owners)?	
  
• The	
  builders	
  of	
  Juanita	
  Village	
  indicated	
  that	
  their	
  development	
  would	
  be	
  offset	
  by	
  the	
  existence	
  
of	
  the	
  open	
  space	
  at	
  Juanita	
  Beach	
  
• The	
  city	
  should	
  consider	
  partnership	
  with	
  school	
  district	
  to	
  build	
  facility	
  
• Can	
  the	
  city	
  partner	
  with	
  the	
  state	
  to	
  operate	
  the	
  pool	
  at	
  St.	
  Edward	
  State	
  Park?	
  
Other	
  comments	
  
• The	
  building	
  doesn’t	
  fit	
  the	
  character	
  of	
  the	
  neighborhood	
  
• It’s	
  important	
  to	
  keep	
  a	
  public	
  swimming	
  facility	
  in	
  the	
  community	
  
• There	
  should	
  only	
  be	
  one	
  “destination”	
  feature	
  per	
  neighborhood	
  
• Consider	
  splitting	
  up	
  elements	
  of	
  center	
  into	
  smaller	
  facilities	
  
• Consider	
  building	
  a	
  pool-‐only	
  on	
  the	
  NKCC	
  site	
  
	
  

The Sports Management Group
2607 7th Street, Suite B
Berkeley, California 94702
510.849.3090 | www.sportsmgmt.com

THE VISION
The Kirkland Aquatics, Recreation and Community
Center will be an exemplary facility that enhances the
quality of life by providing residents of all ages a place
to play, get fit, learn, create, and gather

COMMUNITY ROOM

INDOOR TRACK

HEALTH &
WELLNESS

GROUP EXERCISE
& DANCE

SPORTS &
RECREATION

YOUTH
& CHILD ENRICHMENT

BIRTHDAY PARTY ROOM

ART CLASROOMS

WARM WATER EXERCISE

RECREATION POOL

LAP POOL &
DIVE

LEARN TO SWIM

JUANITA BEACH PARK

NORTH KIRKLAND PARK – OPTION 1

NORTH KIRKLAND PARK OPTION 2

PRELIMINARY PROJECT COSTS
JUANITA
BEACH

NKCC OPT 1

NKCC OPT 2

$26,845,000

$29,918,000

$34,339,000

$6,719,000

$7,488,000

$8,725,000

$33,564,000

$37,406,000

$43,064,000

Other Project Costs

$8,051,000

$8,840,000

$10,002,000

Construction Contingencies

$2,685,000

$2,993,000

$3,445,000

$47,489,000

$52,793,000

$60,602,000

Planned Construction Cost
Contingency & Escalation to 2016
Budget for Construction

Total Estimated Project Cost

COST RECOVERY
ARC (AVERAGE)

Cost Recovery

104%

Annual Expenses

$3,559,000

Annual Revenue

$3,693,000

Operating Net Revenue/Surplus

$135,000

• Includes Building and Maintenance Reserve Fund
• Includes Capital Outlay for Equipment Replacement
• Eliminates NKCC General Fund Support

NEXT STEPS
• City Council Approved - Resolution R-5076
– Continue to explore privately owned land (7-8 acres)
- Artist Rendering of Juanita Beach Park site
- Public Outreach
– Survey
– Explore Partnerships
– Explore funding mechanisms
– Report back to City Council March/April 2015

DISCUSSION
• Facility Components
• Site Criteria
• Outreach

BUILDING PROGRAMS
Aquatics, Recreation & Community Center:
86,000sf
1-Court Gymnasium
Health & Fitness room
Wood Floor Studio
Community Hall & Caterer’s
Kitchen
Child Watch Activity Room
Multipurpose Classroom
Arts Classrooms

32 meter Pool with diving
Recreation/Teaching Pool
Spa/warm water therapy
Spectator Seating for 250
Birthday Party Room
Support Space

Base Program

ALTERNATIVE PROJECT COSTS
ALTERNATIVES

TOTAL ADDED
COST

1

Increase size of Lap Pool from 32 meters to 50 meters (5,800 sf
increase)

$3,845,000

2

Increase size of Gym from 1 to 2 high school size basketball courts
(7,000 sf increase)

$2,348,500

3

Add elevated jogging track (4,400 sf increase)

$578,000

4

Finish accessible roof deck at Juanita option (no increase in bldg area)

$430,000

5

Add moveable bulkhead at Lap Pool

$428,000

6

Add elevated parking deck for 150 cars at Juanita option

$9,062,000

7

Incorporate 20,000 sf of rooftop solar photovoltaic panels to generate
energy on site (could be installed at a later time)

$2,243,000

8

Reduce size of Lap Pool from 13 lanes to 8 lanes (5,500 sf decrease)

$(3,705,000)

9

LEED Certification

$35,000

SITING CRITERIA
Site Capacity (Size)
Central Location
Prominent Siting & Visibility

Added Criteria:

Availability of Utilities
Soils & Construction Costs

• Close to I-405
• Close to CKC

Zoning Implications
Adequate Parking Capacity
Site Aesthetics

Neighborhood Context & Impacts
Scale Relative to Neighboring Buildings
Surrounding Land Uses
Access to Public Transportation
Access for Non-Motorized Transportation

Impacts on Existing Landscape
Costs for Demolition & Relocation
Required Grading
GOOD

FAIR

POOR

OUTREACH
• Direct mail
• Media
• Virtual Open House - Online
• Presentations
• Other?

www.kirklandwa.gov/kirklandarc

